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Last modification date : 25/01/2021 

Document revision : 1.0 
  
Content of the document :  This document contains information about changes in PcVue 11.2 Updates. It 

includes information up to build 11.2.06098.33543. 
 
 

See the Readme file for summary information about new features and system requirements. 

 

Note to readers:  

SPR or Software Problem Report refers not only to problems, but also to improvements requested by 
customers and partners. Only new features and major evolutions are not subject to SPR references. Issues 
found during version qualification and field tests are not mentioned unless they were present in a 
previous version and are significant. In the same way, software feature improvements made during 
software source-code maintenance phases by the R&D teams are not subject to SPR. 

Items marked as Upgrade indicate a modification requiring particular attention when upgrading a project. 

Please refer to the online help for more detailed information about new features, programming language 
syntax… 
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I. Updates 

1. New features 

Instruction SYSTEM - New mode LOADCOLORS (SPR #68119) 

A new mode LOADCOLORS is available for the instruction SYSTEM. It enables loading a color 
palette from a file, which can be used for day/night color management or mitigate color-
blindness. 

Syntax: System("LoadColors", FileName); 

Where FileName corresponds to the path of the file to load: 

• An absolute path, 

• A path relative to the TP directory, 

• A path to a shared library starting with /LibName/. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06097 

Management of Generic Traps (SPR #64853) 

The SNMP Agent Add-on now supports generic traps. 

Communication interfaces.SNMP 
Agent 
11.2.06071 

New event on Mimic size change (SPR #63877) 

A new VBA event is available on Mimic objects. It is triggered when the size or zoom level of a 
mimic is modified: 

Private Sub Mimic_WindowSize(ByVal Height As 

Long, ByVal Width As Long, ByVal ZoomRatio As 

Long) 

Scripting.VBA 
11.2.06062 

Grid control printing (SPR #63235) 

It is now possible to print a mimic containing a Grid control. Prior to this fix, Grid control could 
not be printed out. 

HMI.Grid control 
11.2.06058 

Support for the OPC UA Gateway 

PcVue now supports the OPC UA Gateway with built-in licensing. It includes: 

• The OPC UA client gateway for data acquisition, 

• The OPC UA server gateway for exposing PcVue variables to 3rd party UA clients. 

See the Installation section of this Release Notes for more information. 

Data Acquisition 
11.2.06055 
Other versions: 11.1.06102, 
11.0.06094 



 

 

 

2. Fixes 

Fatal error on variable update (SPR #67987) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur upon update of a variable by an OPC client 
connected to the OPC Server if the configuration of the type was incorrect. 

Communication interfaces.OPC 
Server 
11.2.06098 

Several fixes & enhancements related to the IEC 104 client (SPR 
#68552, 65778, 65317, 62179, 60533, 58890) 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

• Stopping multiple networks is now executed concurrently; 

• A fatal error could occur during project exit; 
• In case of device redundancy, a fatal error could occur if the standby device was 

considered as active. 
• Sectors and Devices needed to be restarted to apply configuration modifications, they 

are now applied dynamically ; 
• New variables had an unknown status until their first refresh, they are now NS COM; 

• Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur upon a device stop due to a 
memory leak; 

• An incorrect status was displayed in the Application Explorer when devices were not 
reachable or disconnected; 

• Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur during project exit after multiple 
switchover of redundant devices; 

• Pending commands were not correctly cleared upon redundant device switchover. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06098 

Fatal error on device disconnection (SPR #68291) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur upon device disconnection. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06098 

Long time for opening association configuration dialog box (SPR 
#67019) 

Under some circumstances, with a large networking configuration, the association dialog box 
could take several minutes to open. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06097 

Several fixes & enhancements related to the IEC 104 client driver (SPR 
#68490, 68489, 68208, 65317) 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

• Variables could be NS COM after a server switchover due to a fatal error of a server, 
• Variables could be NS COM after a redundant device switchover due to a 

communication loss while switching, 
• STOP DT was not sent after a server switched passive, or stopped, 

• A new general setting is available to set a delay before switching from passive to 
active (defaults to 200 ms). 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06097 



 

 

Impossible to restore communication despite time-out errors (SPR 
#67881) 

Under some circumstances, the communication with some TCP/IP devices could not be 
restored despite multiple time-out errors. The issue was due to the PLC not responding to 
requests while the underlying socket was still in an Ok state. 
From now on, after a period of 180 sec in time-out error, it is possible to force a close of the 
socket, which is then re-opened at the next retry. 

To activate this behavior, the following keys must be added in the file C\EqtConf.ini: 

[TCPIP] 
EnableCloseOnConsecutiveTimeOut = 1 
MaxConsecutiveTimeOutInSec = 180 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06097 

Fatal error when resizing a Map control (SPR #64558) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when resizing a Map control at design 
time. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06097 

Trends partially displayed (SPR #67819) 

Under some circumstances, trends were only partially displayed due to an incorrect behavior of 
the compression algorithm with invalid points. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06097 

Instruction SVLOG - Last line missing in buffer (SPR #68234) 

When exporting data with the SCADA Basic instruction SVLOG, the last line was missing in the 
exported buffer. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06097 

Instruction TOC - Conversion of LONGLONG values (SPR #67885) 

The instruction TOC now supports conversion of LONGLONG values. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06097 

Fatal error upon HDS shutdown (SPR #66900) 

A fatal error could occur during shutdown when the HDS tried to record the exit invalid trend 
points. It only occurred when one of the trend had no previous record available in the 
database. 

Historical data 
11.2.06095 

Unable to close mimic (SPR #68010) 

Since versions 11.2.06094, closing a mimic having the Cache property activated worked only 
once. Closing it a 2nd time (after a 2nd open) failed. 

HMI 
11.2.06095 

Opening a mimic containing the Grid Control (SPR #67930) 

When using the Grid Control with the Variable Tracking mode activated, the height of each row 
was unnecessarily stored in the mimic (or symbol) file. It was leading to an unusual long time to 
open the mimic, and could lead to a fatal error in some cases (due to timeout errors). 

HMI.Grid control 
11.2.06095 

Trends not displayed correctly on large screens (SPR #68081) 

Curves were not rendered properly if the Trend Viewer was larger than 3200 pixels. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06095 



 

 

Trends not displayed upon request to the archives (SPR #66731) 

Under some circumstances, trends could disappear and no longer be displayed when 
requesting historical data. The issue occurred when a real time value (for one of the displayed 
variables) was received while processing the historical data. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06095 

Fatal error on fast connection/disconnection (SPR #67249) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when a station disconnected quickly after 
its connection (within a few milliseconds). 

Networking 
11.2.06095 

Memory leak when changing a threshold on a passive server (SPR 
#68034) 

Under some circumstances, a memory leak could occur when executing the instruction 
VARIBALE mode THRESHOLD_SETVALUE on a passive server. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06095 

Upgrade Alarm synthesis default property value (SPR #67799) 

The default value of the property Take the applied population into account of Alarm Syntheses 
items is False since version 11.2 Release. 
This new default value was mistakenly not applied to Alarm syntheses created with the 
Application Architect. It is now applied. 

This change may introduce a behavior change in the way alarm syntheses are calculated in 
some projects. Please refer to the Known issues section for more information. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06094 

Empty items in Validation rules properties of Parameters 

Some empty items were not properly displayed in the list of properties in the configuration of 
Validation rule for Parameters. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06094 

Fatal error upon copy of a variable or trend (SPR #66986) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when copying a variable or trend. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06094 

Fatal error at project startup (SPR #67652) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur at project startup due a conflict in 
accessing pending event logs (event logs waiting to be recorded). 

Historical data 
11.2.06094 

Fatal error at startup with HDS records (SPR #67471) 

A fatal error occurred at project startup when the HDS invalid record file (*.hds) was not 
accessible, for instance due to a file lock by another process. Now an error messages is logged. 

Historical data 
11.2.06094 

Associated actions and context mimic not accessible (SPR #67797) 

Under some circumstances, associated actions and context mimic were not accessible from a 
log or alarm viewer. The issue only occurred when the mimic was opened via a SCADA Basic 
script executed at startup. 

HMI 
11.2.06094 



 

 

Fatal error when closing a mimic (SPR #67571) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal could occur when closing a mimic. The issue occurred when 
trying to close a mimic while it is already being closed. For example, it could happen when 
mimic closure required the execution of a with VBA or SCADA Basic script taking some time to 
execute. 

HMI 
11.2.06094 

Upgrade Potential memory leak in Networking with mixed PcVue 
versions (SPR #67867) 

Under some circumstances, while migrating a project, a memory leak occurred on a data 
acquisition server if it ran a version greater than or equal to 11.2.6086 and communicating with 
a client station running with version 12.0.15 or lower. The leak occurred at each restart of a 
client station, and its size was proportional to the number of variable subscriptions sent by the 
client station to the server station (250 bytes per subscription - typically a leak of 2.5 MB for 10 
000 variables at each restart of a client station). 

Networking 
11.2.06094 

Driver IP S7 - Fatal error due to invalid configuration (SPR #67466) 

A fatal error could occur with the driver IP S7. The issue only occurred when invalid parameters 
were set in the file Comm.dat. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06093 

Driver SAIA - Equipment not correctly initialized (SPR #67443) 

At startup, some devices were not correctly initialized and connection could not be established. 
Startup of devices is now serialized to enforce a proper initialization. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06093 

Fatal error with redundant servers (SPR #67440) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur due to trap handling in redundant server 
set-up. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
11.2.06093 

Fatal error sending an SMS (SPR #67406) 

A fatal error could occur when sending an SMS ended with a time-out. 

General 
11.2.06093 

Fatal error when broadcasting Schedules and Cron.dat (SPR #67412) 

A fatal error occurred when broadcasting schedule modifications while the access to the file 
CTEMP\Cron.dat was locked (opened by another application). 

General 
11.2.06093 

Error message displayed when opening a map (SPR #66956) 

Under some circumstances, an error message could be raised when displaying a map at project 
startup, due to execution synchronization issues. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06093 

Support for OID and Value in Generic Trap (SPR #67126) 

Generic traps were not supporting OID and Value parameters properly. They now behaves as 
described in the online help. 

Communication interfaces.SNMP 
Agent 
11.2.06092 

Fatal error with multiple OPC write command timeouts (SPR #66992) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when sending too many OPC write 
commands completing in time-out. Now the server is considered as offline and the 
communication interrupted when 1000 or more time-out errors occur within 500 ms. 

Data Acquisition.OPC Client 
11.2.06092 



 

 

Invalid OPC variables after switchover (SPR #66837, 66655) 

Under some circumstances, variables mapped to OPC items could remain invalid after a data 
acquisition server switchover if errors occurred during the switchover. 
The issue affected: 

• Versions 11.2.06781 to 11.2.06793, 
• All releases of 12.0 up to 12.0.14. 

Data Acquisition.OPC Client 
11.2.06092 

Incorrect user recorded in log lists with Watchdog alarm variables 
(SPR #62426) 

Variables set by a Watchdog alarm equipment (VARTREAT) were recorded in log lists as having 
been set by the logged user. As it is a background operation that is not initiated by any user, the 
corresponding field is now recorded empty. 

General 
11.2.06092 

Fatal error with misconfigured server association (SPR #67100) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur with a single active server association 
comprising 3 or more servers with some missing node links between servers. For instance a 3-
server association where the link between server 2 and server 3 is deactivated. 

Networking 
11.2.06092 

DbImport - Fatal error when DBImport.log locked (SPR #67177) 

A fatal error of the DbImport occurred when closing it if the log file DBImport.log was used and 
locked by another process. 

Add-ons and Tools 
11.2.06092 
Other versions: 11.1.06124 

Unable to execute SET/SENDLIST 

Under some circumstances, write commands could not be correctly acknowledged when sent 
before a server switchover. The issue occurred in particular when using the SCADA Basic 
SET/SENDLIST instructions with protocols managing asynchronous writings such as OPC or 
BACnet. The result variable associated to the SENDLIST instruction remained locked after the 
switchover, preventing the execution other SET/SENDLIST calls with the same result variable. 

Data Acquisition 
11.2.06091 

Command not sent 

Under some circumstances, DNP3 commands requests were not send due to the absence of an 
ACK message associated to a previous CROB or AOB command request. 

Data Acquisition.DNP3 
11.2.06091 

DNP3 redundancy - Communication frozen (SPR #67034) 

In an architecture with a single active server for DNP3 acquisition, devices remained 
disconnected on the passive server after a disconnection from the active server. 
As a consequence, the data acquisition appeared to be frozen and variables were no longer 
refreshed. 

Data Acquisition.DNP3 
11.2.06091 

Value frozen 

Under some circumstances, DNP3 values could be frozen when variables were associated to a 
server list containing multiple servers and/or associations. 

Data Acquisition.DNP3 
11.2.06091 

Message filling rate variable out of range (SPR #66733) 

On client stations, the variable linked to the filling rate of a proprietary archive was incorrectly 
initialized, leading to erroneous messages at startup. 

Historical data 
11.2.06091 



 

 

Fatal error when browsing through mimics (SPR #66838) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal occurred when browsing through mimics while a mimic was 
being closed. 

HMI 
11.2.06091 

Incorrect filtered list of alarms in Alarm viewer (SPR #67009) 

Under some circumstances, the alarms displayed in an Alarm viewer did not match to the 
expected filter. It could occur if a filter was applied using VBA while quickly opening and closing 
mimics. 

HMI.Alarm viewer 
11.2.06091 

Fatal error when loading the content file of a tree view (SPR #66779) 

A fatal error occurred when updating the content of a Tree view control by loading a content 
file defined by a variable link. The initial loading worked properly, the issue occurred when 
loading another file including items with animations. 

HMI.Form controls 
11.2.06091 

Incorrect value for system variable 

The system variable System.AssocNumber.StationNumber.Switch.Passive_completed was not 
correctly initialized at project startup on passive servers. It was set to 0 instead of 1. 

Networking 
11.2.06091 

OPC Watchdog treatment not fully executed (SPR #66922) 

Under some circumstances, Watchdog treatment on OPC variables was not working properly 
and only part of the variables were set to NS WD on watchdog failure. 

Real time data 
11.2.06091 

SVLOG function mode EXTRACT - Lines enclosed with double-quote 
(SPR #68234, 66631) 

Since version 11.2.06066, every lines returned by the instruction SVLOG mode EXTRACT were 
enclosed with double-quotes. This could cause compatibility issues with 3rd party software or 
scripts used to parse the exported files. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06091 

Variable not correctly refreshed after Priority reset (SPR #66618) 

When resetting the Priority property with the SCADA Basic instruction BACNET, mode 
RESET_PRIORITY, the properties present-value and priority-array were not refreshed even if the 
option synchronization by read after writing was activated at the device level. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06090 

Writing instruction sent multiple times 

Under some circumstances, a single writing instruction could be sent multiple times due to an 
incorrect buffer processing. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06090 

Fatal error when reading ODBC trends points (SPR #66564) 

A fatal error occurred when accessing trend points recorded with extended attributes in an 
ODBC archive unit. 

Historical data 
11.2.06090 

Trend Viewer runtime properties lost (SPR #66648) 

The runtime properties of Trend Viewer was lost when a curve's label contained a comma. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06090 



 

 

SG-Unity - Fatal error when opening the synchronization UI (SPR 
#66610) 

A fatal error occurred when opening the synchronization UI of a SG Unity import. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
11.2.06089 

Fatal error when requesting HDS archives (SPR #66579) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when a read request to the HDS was 
cancelled due to an Out of Memory error, in particular with queries returning a large amount of 
points or logs. 

Historical data 
11.2.06089 

Fatal error when displaying libraries of mimics or symbols thumbnails 
(SPR #66499, 66480) 

A fatal error of the Library Explorer, the Application Explorer or the Application Architect 
occurred when changing the displayed library of mimics and/or symbols if in thumbnails display 
mode. 

Configuration Environments 
11.2.06088 

Write commands on LonWorks variables (SPR #66373) 

Sending a write command on a LonWorks variable that was in status not connected caused a 
PcVue fatal error. 

Data Acquisition.LNS 
11.2.06088 

Driver XBUS-IP-MASTER - Fatal error when stopping communication 
(SPR #66370) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur after stopping communication using the 
driver XBUS-IP-Master. The issue only occurred if the frame size was larger than the max 
authorized. 

Such configuration is only possible by manually editing the file C\Comm.dat or generating it 
from a 3rd party tool. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06088 

Fatal error on exit (SPR #66105) 

A fatal error occurred upon exit when using frames of type Info or Command not set to the 
maximum size. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06088 

Instruction TREND modes SETVAR and SETVARLIST - Empty labels (SPR 
#66237) 

When using the TREND instruction with modes SETVAR and SETVARLIST, the Label argument 
was ignored when the Label was initially left empty in the Trend Viewer. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06088 

Could not mask an alarm (SPR #66235) 

In a single-active association of servers, it was not possible to mask an alarm from the passive 
server when the alarm was the result of an expression. 

Alarms 
11.2.06088 
Other versions: 11.1.06123 

Fatal error when using #V in expressions (SPR #66463) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal could occur when using an undefined or non-existing 
variable in an expression, in particular with the #V substitution character when the context 
variable was not defined. 

General 
11.2.06088 
Other versions: 11.1.06123 



 

 

Smart Generator for Wago - Incorrect mapping (SPR #66348, 65717) 

The last variable of a frame was incorrectly mapped if the last available index in the frame did 
not fit the size of the datapoint to map. 
The issue occurred in particular when the last datapoint to map was of type REAL. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
11.2.06087 

Fatal error on exit (SPR #66398) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur during the exit phase of PcVue. 
The issue occurred during the exit in a scenario when a variable property dialog box had been 
open via the variable selector while configuring animations in the graphic editor. 

General 
11.2.06087 

#x substitution with free archive units 

The substitution #x (timestamp quality) did not work properly when used to record logged 
events on free archive units. 

Historical data 
11.2.06087 

Font not properly initialized (SPR #66411) 

Under some circumstances, text fonts were not properly initialized when using the ASCII 
format. Consequently, the text graphic item failed to load and display. 

HMI.Graphics 
11.2.06087 

Overflow tolerance not properly saved (SPR #66281, 63920) 

The settings for Overflow tolerance available in the section Communication settings were not 
properly saved and therefore reset to their default values at the next restart. 

Data Acquisition 
11.2.06086 

Failed to import multiple events (SPR #66361, 66158) 

Importing multiple events on variable at once failed if the last part of their name was identical. 
The issue could be reproduced when generating multiple instances of a template comprising an 
event with the Application Architect. 

Development kits.XML Generic 
Import Toolkit 
11.2.06086 

Associated labels not correctly recorded with HDS (SPR #65384) 

Associated labels stored in the EventTitle field of Logs and Trends table were incorrect for 
records corresponding to user commands. 

Historical data 
11.2.06086 

Could not load or generate log reports (SPR #66341, 62750) 

It was not possible to load or generate log reports from a station using a server license. This 
change also fixes an issue related to user rights for log reports (as defined in the Window tab of 
a user profile). 

Historical data 
11.2.06086 

Upgrade Instruction ALARM - Population filter not taken into account 
(SPR #65557) 

When using the instruction ALARM modes ACKALL, ACKDOMNAT, ACKPRIO, ACKLAST or 
ACKOLDEST, the currently applied population filter is now taken into account. 
Population filter taken into account is the one corresponding to functions 8 and 9 (alarms 
acknowledgement using the Run macro animation and using scripting). 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06086 

Instruction WINDOW mode IS_OPEN - Handling of the '*' (SPR #66337) 

Using the value '*' for the branch argument when calling the instruction WINDOW mode 
IS_OPEN no longer worked. 

This issue was a regression introduced in version 11.2.06048. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06086 



 

 

Issue with long string literals (SPR #66255) 

Using a string literal with a size longer than 80 characters generated a memory overrun that 
could lead to a PcVue fatal error. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06086 

Memory leak with Trend Logs (SPR #66205) 

A significant memory leak occurred when retrieving Trend Logs. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06084 

Host name resolved even when communication not started (SPR 
#66228) 

Resolution of the hostname of an SNMP device was executed even when the device was not 
started. Hostname resolution is now executed only when data acquisition is started for the 
device. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
11.2.06084 

Change Period dialog not opening (SPR #66188) 

Some tools of the Trend Viewer such as the Change Period dialog box were inactive if the 
parent mimic did not have the focus. It was occurring in particular cases when the mimic was 
opened in a Tab. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06084 

Incorrect OPC values returned (SPR #66161) 

Under some circumstances, OPC items could not be read correctly by OPC clients, in particular 
when requesting a group containing invalid or unknown items. 

Communication interfaces.OPC 
Server 
11.2.06083 

Objects generated with empty properties (SPR #66129) 

Some properties were not correctly validated when defined by an expression or a parameter 
having an empty result, in particular for string parameters such as Unit Name of Trend items. 
Generated configuration items could be incorrect. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06083 

Reconnection issues after a server switchover (SPR #66170, 65317) 

Under some circumstances, after a data acquisition server switchover, some devices were not 
correctly reconnected, in particular when the newly active server belonged to multiple 
associations. It was required to manually restart the communication to come back to a normal 
situation. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06083 

Reconnection issues after a server switchover (SPR #66170) 

Under some circumstances, after a data acquisition server switchover, some devices were not 
correctly reconnected. The issue only occurred when the newly active server belonged to 
multiple associations. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06083 

Cyclic action not correctly removed (SPR #66128) 

Under some circumstances, cyclic actions were not correctly deleted after being created with 
the SCADA Basic instruction CYCLIC, mode ADDPROGBYID. It was causing the following message 
to be displayed in the event viewer: 'Cyclic action not found in share configuration'. 

Miscellaneous 
11.2.06083 

Data acquisition frozen after writing a Data Attribute (SPR #66114) 

Under some circumstances, the IEC 61850 driver could freeze after writing on an IEC 61850 
Data Attribute. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06082 



 

 

Memory leak with function SetDataSet (SPR #64852) 

Updating a Text variable with the method SetDataSet caused a small memory leak. 

Development kits.SV Manager 
Toolkit 
11.2.06082 

VBA form issue with the map control (SPR #65854) 

Under some circumstances, when a VBA form was open on top of a map control, it could 
happen that mouse events were trapped by the map control, thus preventing correct user 
interaction in the VBA form. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06082 

Several fixes in connection handling 

The sequence of commands upon connection has been improved to limit network traffic and 
initialization burden (Clock Synch, Global Interrogation, Counter Interrogation...). 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06081 

Fatal error of the HDS in case of overflow (SPR #65968) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error of the HDS could occur when it was both in an 
overflow situation due to Insert requests and heavily solicited with Select requests by PcVue. 
The fix consists in a better control over the switchover to another PcVue archive producer 
station, i.e. set the availability rate to 0 when the HDS does not respond to PcVue requests in a 
timely fashion. 

Historical data 
11.2.06081 

Dotted border around symbols (SPR #64263) 

A dotted border was incorrectly displayed around symbols. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06081 

Markers not displayed 

Markers were hidden after using the instruction MAPDISPLAY mode LOADMARKERS. They were 
refreshed after moving, zooming or clicking in the map. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06081 

Fatal error when importing variables 

Under some circumstances, when the auto-number internal identifiers (variable tagname) 
setting was not activated, a fatal error could occur when importing variables with the SCADA 
Basic instruction VARIABLE modes IMPORTFILE or IMPORTBUFFER. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06081 

Fatal error on property value update (SPR #65801) 

A fatal error could occur when a property value was updated on a client station from the 
BACnet helper. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06080 

Fatal error when watchdog property not defined 

Since version 11.2, a fatal error could occur when the watchdog property of BACnet device was 
not defined. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06080 

Error message display on clock sync (SPR #65772, 65754) 

An error message was repetitively displayed after a clock synchronization of a remote device. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06080 

Fatal error on exit 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when closing the application with an active 
IEC 104 configuration. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06080 



 

 

Could not write bitstring (SPR #65771) 

Under some circumstances, it was not possible to write data attributes of type bitstring, when 
its size was modified in the device. The same issue occurred with data attributes of type 
octetstring. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06080 

Data acquisition redundancy (SPR #65719) 

The redundancy was not correctly handled. Despite becoming passive after a switchover, the 
formerly active server was still processing read and write commands. 

Data Acquisition.KNX 
11.2.06080 

Fatal error upon generation of an export (SPR #65841, 65036) 

A fatal error could occur when generating an export with a time-period greater than the 
authorized limit. It is no longer possible to set the time period value out of bounds. 

Data Export 
11.2.06080 

ODBC - Could not store deferred attributes (SPR #65190) 

Deferred attributes can now be archived in ODBC archive units. 

Historical data 
11.2.06080 

Empty Alarm Viewer (SPR #65739) 

Under some circumstances, the Alarm Viewer could be cleared and displayed empty even if 
alarms were still matching the filter. 

HMI.Alarm viewer 
11.2.06080 

HMI frozen upon mouse wheel with a Combo Box (SPR #64057) 

Under some circumstances, the HMI could freeze after a mouse wheel input on a Combo Box. 
The issue occurred when the Combo Box was configured with both Index and UserData 
variables. 

HMI.Form controls 
11.2.06080 

Could not create Alarm synthesis (SPR #65667, 65666) 

It was not possible to create Alarm Synthesis from a station that did not belong to the alarm 
synthesis server list. 

Alarms 
11.2.06079 

Fatal error with instruction VARIABLE mode IMPORTBUFFER 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when using the instruction VARIABLE 
mode IMPORTBUFFER. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06079 

BACnet helpers frozen 

Under some circumstances, BACnet helpers and the Application Explorer could freeze after 
having selected a BACnet variable which object-type is defined by its numeric Id. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06078 

Fatal error when retrieving Trend Log with on-demand reads (SPR 
#65515) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when retrieving Trend Log or Notifications 
with the on-demand read mechanism, in particular with configuration having many Trend Log 
objects  configured (>1000). 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06078 



 

 

Unable to remove animation Visibility on Variable presence and 
Visibility on Text (SPR #65505) 

It was not possible to remove animations of type Visibility on Variable Presence and Visibility on 
Text from graphic objects. 

HMI.Animations 
11.2.06078 

Fatal error on new client connection to the OPC Server 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error was occurring when several OPC clients were trying to 
connect to the OPC Server at the same time. 

Communication interfaces.OPC 
Server 
11.2.06076 

Fatal error upon alarm deletion (SPR #64152) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when deleting an alarm configured with 
associated actions. The issue occurred particularly when synchronizing a configuration with the 
Application Architect. 

Configuration Environments 
11.2.06076 

Fatal error on SNMP variable generation (SPR #65293) 

A fatal error occurred when generating SNMP variables after the end of the trial period. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06076 

Fatal error when stopping BACnet communication (SPR #65438) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur at shutdown if the project took advantage 
of BACnet Alarms. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06076 

Variable properties overridden after EDE mapping (SPR #65426) 

When variable mapping was done at the network level with an EDE file, some previously 
defined variable's properties such as Description were overridden. This issue did not occur 
when the mapping was done directly at the variable level. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06076 

Driver XBUS-IP-SLAVE - Fatal error when stopping communication 
(SPR #65320) 

A fatal error occurred when stopping communication using the Xbus IP-Slave driver. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06076 

Truncated value in semi-log mode (SPR #65347) 

Values displayed at the cursor in semi-log mode could be truncated. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06076 

Incorrect error message in three-level architectures (SPR #65191) 

In a three-level architecture, some incorrect messages were displayed at the gateway level 
regarding the archiving. Despite the error messages, logs were correctly routed. 

Networking 
11.2.06076 

Instructions LOGDISPLAY & ALARMDISPLAY, modes GETLINES & 
GETSELECTEDLINES - not working (SPR #65392) 

The modes GETLINES and GETSELECTEDLINES of instructions LOGDISPLAY and ALARMDISPLAY 
were not working properly. The parameter LineStart was ignored and always considered equal 
to 1. As a consequence, the first line was always returned. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06076 



 

 

Deadband ignored if value out of range (SPR #65308) 

Deadband configured on a register variable was not taken into account when the variable was 
out of range (NS L> or NS L<). It was leading to unnecessary archive records. 

Historical data 
11.2.06076 
Other versions: 11.1.06117 

Audit counter not correctly updated (SPR #64877) 

After several days, the audit counter Target manager good response UI counter not released 
was not correctly updated. It was leading to the unnecessary activation of flow control, in 
particular for OPC. 

Audit 
11.2.06076 
Other versions: 11.1.06116 

Fatal error upon acknowledgment notification (SPR #65187) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error occurred due to a notification of type acknowledgment 
event (ACK-NOTIFICATION). 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06075 

Fatal error when retrieving Trend Log 

Since version 11.2.06071, under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when retrieving 
a Trend Log from a client station. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06074 

Alarms not displayed 

Under some circumstances, new alarms were not displayed in the Alarm viewer after an alarm 
was removed from the list. In particular, the issue occurred when the list of potential alarms to 
display was greater than the buffer size. 

HMI.Alarm viewer 
11.2.06074 

Several fixes & enhancements related to alarm synthesis (SPR #65035, 
65022, 65021, 65020, 64887) 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

• Improved handling of the @ character, 

• Prevent creation of 2 alarm synthesis with the same result variable and different 
branches, 

• Enhanced input validation to prevent forbidden characters in the variable name. 

Alarms 
11.2.06073 

Fatal error on frame modification (SPR #64748, 60724) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when modifying a frame. 

Configuration Environments 
11.2.06073 

Mimic modifications lost upon synchronization (SPR #65016) 

When synchronizing a project, modifications in mimics were lost. Mimics were re-created 
instead of being updated. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06073 

Properties not displayed 

Some properties of variable items were not displayed when the source was substituted 
(ScaledValue, DeviceMinimumValue, DeviceMaximumValue, DeadbandValue, DeadbandType). 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06073 

Fatal error after multiple connections & disconnections (SPR #65176) 

A fatal error due to a deadlock could occur after multiple connections & disconnections. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06073 



 

 

Values remained NS after end of simulation (SPR #63949) 

When variables were set to simulated mode and back again to real-time, they remained with 
quality NS until the next data change. This issue only occurred with OPC variables in particular 
scenarios when the simulated mode was changed while the OPC server was disconnected. 

Data Acquisition.OPC Client 
11.2.06073 

Columns not properly removed (SPR #64986, 64826) 

Removing columns from a Log page was not working properly. After having applied the 
removal, the columns were still present and moved at the end of the list. 

Data Export 
11.2.06073 

Automatic logoff warning message displayed too briefly (SPR #65210, 
65129) 

The warning message before automatic logoff was not properly handled. The configured 
duration was ignored and the warning was displayed only one second before disappearing. 

General.User management 
11.2.06073 

Fatal error when reading recent proprietary archives (SPR #65103, 
64663) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when requesting log or trend data 
recorded recently in a proprietary archive unit. 

Historical data 
11.2.06073 

GDI object leak (SPR #65069) 

Fix of a GDI object leak. Up to 4 GDI objects were leaked when closing a mimic. 

HMI 
11.2.06073 

Fatal error upon alarm acknowledgement (SPR #64600) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when processing alarm acknowledgement 
in Notification-Class objects. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06072 

Time-out message with Trend Logs (SPR #64891) 

A time-out message was displayed at startup for all trended variables linked to a BACnet Trend 
Log. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06072 

Trend Log not correctly retrieved after a switchover (SPR #64824) 

Under some circumstances, Trend Logs could be retrieved several times after a switchover in 
case of data acquisition redundancy. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06072 

Support for special characters in OPC ItemId 

The configuration of OPC Items containing some special characters was incorrectly saved. The 
characters ", ', &, < and > are now escaped to be correctly saved and interpreted. 

Data Acquisition.OPC UA 
Gateway Client 
11.2.06072 

Additional characters in Log exports 

Since version 11.2.06067, some characters were wrongly inserted in log exports. 

Data Export 
11.2.06072 



 

 

Modal warning message in service mode (SPR #64976) 

When running the Supervisor as a Windows service, some messages typically displayed in 
interactive user sessions were not disabled, leading to a fatal error. These messages were 
warnings related to: 

• The number of GDI objects 
• The number of User objects 

• The percentage of used memory 

• The number of opened mimics 

General 
11.2.06072 

Unable to send SMS to a phone number starting with a '+' 

Since version 11.2.06060, phone number starting with a '+' were no longer accepted. 

General 
11.2.06072 

Scientific notation in scales (SPR #64696) 

Scales were not using the scientific notation with large values. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06072 

Alarm synthesis not updated (SPR #64619, 64483) 

Under some circumstances, alarm syntheses were not updated due to multiple use of the result 
variable. It was possible to configure several alarm syntheses having the same result variable. In 
such a situation, only the last created or loaded was executed. The error handling is also 
improved to better warn user when creating an Alarm Synthesis from the Application Explorer, 
Application Architect or Generic Import. 

Real time data 
11.2.06072 

Fatal error with mouse wheel (SPR #64914) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when scrolling quickly using the mouse 
wheel in a Log Viewer. 

HMI.Log viewer 
11.2.06072 
Other versions: 11.1.06118 

Fatal error on network message processing (SPR #65030) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when a network message containing data 
changes larger than 32 Kb was being processed. 

Networking 
11.2.06072 
Other versions: 11.1.06116 

Alarm masked by expression instead of masked by variable (SPR 
#64822) 

When an alarm was masked by a variable, it was incorrectly indicated as masked by an 
expression. 

Alarms 
11.2.06071 

Unmasked alarms remained NS (SPR #64268) 

Under some circumstances, alarms were not unmasked when their previous status was masked 
by dependence. The issue occurred when the masking dependence had a transition from 
invalid to valid. 

Alarms 
11.2.06071 

Truncated value sent for writing (SPR #63995) 

Under some circumstances, the value sent when writing a floating point number was truncated 
(e.g.: 10.3 was sent as 10) 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06071 

Priority wrongly given to Active Directory users (SPR #64637, 64377) 

Since version 11.2.06063, when a built-in user had the same login name as a user from the 
Active Directory, the priority was given to the Active Directory user instead of the built-in user. 

General.User management 
11.2.06071 



 

 

Station-dependent profile no longer working with Active Directory 
users (SPR #64377) 

When an Active Directory user is applied different profiles according to the PcVue station it 
connects to, the correct profile is now applied. Until this fix, the first profile was always 
enforced. 

General.User management 
11.2.06071 

Free Archive Unit created on consumer stations 

When exiting a project, Free Archive Unit files were generated on consumer stations instead of 
only on producer stations. 

Historical data 
11.2.06071 

Instruction ALARMDISPLAY, modes MINPRIO & MAXPRIO - not 
working with WebVue (SPR #64299) 

In a WebVue context, modes MINPRIO and MAXPRIO of instruction ALARMDISPLAY were not 
working properly when executed one after the other in the same function. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06071 

Fatal error when generating an export with a log page 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when generating an export with a log 
page. 

Data Export 
11.2.06071 
Other versions: 11.1.06116, 
11.0.06097 

Fatal error upon OPC group disposal 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when an OPC Group was incorrectly 
disposed of by an OPC Client. 

Communication interfaces.OPC 
Server 
11.2.06071 
Other versions: 11.1.06115 

Incorrect trend displayed after modification (SPR #64766) 

When changing the displayed trend at runtime, it could happen that the curve and the cursor 
values were not updated. The issue occurred when the newly selected trend was not associated 
to an archive unit. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06071 
Other versions: 11.1.06115 

Minimal value displayed 

From now on, the minimal value the Trend Viewer can display is 10e-30 (was 10e-15). Values 
lower than this limit are rounded to 0. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06071 
Other versions: 11.1.06115 

Relative path not properly handled (SPR #64132) 

Relative paths other than \TP were not correctly handled in Form controls (Combo-box, List-
box, Check-box list, Option-button list and Tree-view). Only absolute paths were recognized. As 
of now, relative paths to any of the project sub-folder can be handled correctly in a relative 
way, and folders outside the project are handled as absolute. 

HMI.Form controls 
11.2.06070 

Truncated value in scale (SPR #64657) 

Under some circumstances, value displayed in scale were truncated when using scientific 
notation. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06070 
Other versions: 11.1.06114 

NS alarm counters not correctly initialized 

The initial values were incorrect for NS alarm counters. 

Alarms 
11.2.06068 



 

 

Loss of custom format for Register variables (SPR #64153) 

Custom format of register variables could be lost due to an improper initialization of the 
corresponding property when re-opening the variable's configuration dialog box. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06068 

Fatal error with multiple connection/disconnection (SPR #64497) 

A fatal error was occurring in the Application Explorer in case of multiple fast 
connection/disconnection. 

Data Acquisition.DNP3 
11.2.06068 

Command locked if control model is SBOw or DEw 

Commands with control models SBOw and DEw were locked when they the controlled value 
was not of type boolean. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06068 

Fatal error when sending a command (SPR #64550) 

A fatal error occurred when sending a control for a BSC data class. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06068 

Driver Ferromatik - Fatal error with several networks 

A fatal error was occurring when more than 20 networks were configured with this driver. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06068 

Freeze during startup - Alarm Manager (SPR #64576) 

Under some circumstances, PcVue could freeze during project startup when loading the Alarm 
manager. 

General 
11.2.06068 

File histo.sav not flushed upon exit (SPR #64037) 

Under some circumstances, the file histo.sav may not be correctly flushed on project exit. The 
issue occurred only when the Archive folder had been modified and if trends were configured 
on the archive unit. 

Historical data 
11.2.06068 

Fatal error with malformed content file (SPR #16215) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when a Form Control was configured to 
load a corrupted or malformed content file. 

HMI.Form controls 
11.2.06068 

Markers not displayed after provider change (SPR #64521) 

Under some circumstances, when changing the map provider at runtime (for example with 
SCADA Basic instruction), some markers could disappear. The issue occurred when the layer 
levels of markers did not include the minimal zoom level of the map. Markers' were properly 
refreshed and displayed after moving the map or updating the zoom level. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06068 

Label field not updated in the legend (SPR #64577) 

When changing the displayed variable in the Trend Viewer, the associated Label field in the 
legend was not updated when it was configured to use the variable's description (Label left 
empty at design-time). 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06068 

Instruction EVENT, mode DEL - not working (SPR #63999) 

The SCADA Basic instruction EVENT mode DEL did not work properly. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06068 



 

 

LOGDISPLAY filtering modes not waiting EXECUTE (SPR #64548) 

Under some circumstances, the SCADA Basic instructions to modify the filter applied to a Log 
Viewer could be executed immediately instead of waiting for the EXECUTE command. This issue 
was occurring when the Log Viewer was configured with the auto-refresh mode. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06068 
Other versions: 11.1.06114 

Parsing vendor-specific columns (SPR #64479) 

Fix of a fatal error occurring when parsing EDE files if a vendor-specific columns is located 
before standard columns. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06067 

Read request from mapping dialog box (SPR #63728) 

Since version 11.2.06040, it was no longer possible to send a read request from the mapping 
dialog box and therefore current values could not be displayed. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06067 

Values could remain NS COM (SPR #64505) 

When, at driver startup, the initial read request of a variable failed due to network issues, the 
variable's status was remaining NS COM until the next value change was received. Now the 
initial read is retried until the gateway respond. 

Data Acquisition.KNX 
11.2.06067 

Unable to read comma character (SPR #64291, 64136, 61173) 

The comma character was not correctly interpreted in the Log Viewer when used in some 
events/fields such as "failed log attempt" or variable description. 

Historical data 
11.2.06067 

Template Expression using a variable several times (SPR #64525) 

Under some circumstance, a fatal error could occur when modifying an Expression template. 
The issue occurred only when the calculated expression contained a reference to a given 
variable more than once. 

Real time data 
11.2.06067 

Data export trace mask overridden (SPR #64399) 

Trace levels were not properly saved. Saving a trend page trace mask was causing an override 
of the parent data export trace mask. 

Data Export 
11.2.06066 

Unknown variable in expression 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when an unknown variable was used in an 
expression. 

Real time data 
11.2.06066 

Handle leak with Trend viewer 

Two handles were lost every time a WebVue mimic containing a Trend viewer was closed. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06066 

Statistical data when using "Log only alarm on/off changes in log lists" 
(SPR #64469, 63324, 62949, 62815) 

Log pages statistics configuration and export were not correctly handled when the project 
setting Archives.Log only alarm on/off changes in log lists was activated. 

Data Export 
11.2.06066 
Other versions: 11.1.06103 

Could not create Associated Labels (SPR #64224) 

It was not possible to create Associated Labels that were defined by expressions. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06064 



 

 

Fatal error when sending freeze commands 

A fatal error occurred when sending a freeze command to a disconnected device. 

Data Acquisition.DNP3 
11.2.06064 

Incorrect device status on passive servers 

In an association of type single active server, the device status displayed on passive servers was 
incorrect. The status as seen by the active server was displayed. 

Data Acquisition.DNP3 
11.2.06064 

Fatal error with Write command on SPC (SPR #64111) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur after sending a Write command on an SPC 
data object. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06064 

Export disappear after creation (SPR #63937) 

Exports configured were disappearing right after their creation, when they were configured 
with a sever list to which the station did not belong. 

Data Export 
11.2.06064 

Variable name in Trend pages was always exported (SPR #63256) 

In Trend pages configuration, the property "Show variable name" was not correctly loaded and 
always active. As a consequence, variables names were always exported. 

Data Export 
11.2.06064 

Fatal error on project shutdown 

On project shutdown, a fatal error could occur in particular cases when a variable subscription 
response was being received while shutting down. 

Development kits.SV Manager 
Toolkit 
11.2.06064 

Could not insert variable in a Recipe (SPR #64296) 

An improper message was displayed when trying to insert a variable defined by another 
variable in a recipe. It was only occurring when both variable had a minimum value different 
from 0. 

General 
11.2.06064 

Could not login with AD user 
Since version 11.2.06058, when using Active Directory integration for user authentication, 
PcVue failed to authenticate users if the domain name included an extension (such as 
mydomain.com). 

General.User management 
11.2.06064 

Checkstructure parameter not taken into account (SPR #64258) 

The Checkstructure setting that can only be directly edited in the \C\HDSConf.dat file, was not 
correctly taken into account. 

It can be set to 0 to disable schema verification when loading the HDS, and thus enabling a 
given version of the product to archive data in a database created with a more recent version. 
Note that it may lead to incompatibility format issues and data loss. 

Historical data 
11.2.06064 

Editing symbol with the Graphic Explorer (SPR #63857) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when editing nested symbols using the 
Graphic Explorer. 

HMI 
11.2.06064 



 

 

Fatal error at startup (SPR #63747) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when at startup a mimic was opened via 
SCADA Basic. The issue only occurred if the mimic had both the Navigator activated and SCADA 
Basic function executed on the Before open callback. The fatal error appeared only after 
switching the mimic to the design mode. 

HMI 
11.2.06064 

Removed unnecessary Save prompt (SPR #63823) 

When a mimic containing ActiveX controls was switch to design mode, and then back to 
runtime mode, a prompt asking for saving the mimic was displayed even if no change was to be 
saved. From now on, built-in ActiveX and controls no longer cause this prompt. The message 
will still be raised if the mimic contains a third-party ActiveX for which there is no guarantee 
that configuration change is correctly transmitted to the ActiveX container. 

HMI 
11.2.06064 

Fatal error with Free log lists (SPR #64108) 

A fatal error was occurring when a Log viewer was configured with a log list defined in a Free 
archive unit. As Free archive units are write only, they cannot be used in log viewers. Such a 
configuration now returns an empty Log viewer. 

HMI.Log viewer 
11.2.06064 

Markers wrongly displayed (SPR #63965, 63964) 

Under some circumstances, some markers may not be properly hidden/displayed, in particular 
when zooming-in. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06064 

Instruction HISTORY - failed to import (SPR #64158, 64157) 

Since version 11.2, trend values were not properly imported when using the instruction 
HISTORY with the mode IMPORTTREND and the VarFlag parameter set to 1. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06064 

Instruction SELECTOR, modes GETCELLBACKCOLOR and 
GETCELLTEXTCOLOR (SPR #63744) 

Modes GETCELLBACKCOLOR and GETCELLTEXTCOLOR of the instruction SELECTOR were 
returning an incorrect value, not corresponding to the actual color. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06064 

Auto-completion in expression (SPR #63968) 

The auto-completion was not working properly when editing an expression. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06064 
Other versions: 11.1.06113 

Loss of the color palette (SPR #64107) 

Under some circumstances, the color palette was not correctly initialized, leading to the 
replacement of indexed colors by fixed colors. 

HMI 
11.2.06064 
Other versions: 11.1.06113 

Axes properties not saved (SPR #64045) 

When using the ASCII format, the axes properties of Chart control were not correctly saved. 

HMI.Chart control 
11.2.06064 
Other versions: 11.1.06113 

Value with e-10 not correctly displayed 

When using the scientific notation, the particular case of e-10 was not correctly displayed. The 
trailing zero was removed and the value wrongly displayed as e-1. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06064 
Other versions: 11.1.06113 



 

 

svmgrHisTrendPeriod - Out of bounds values incorrectly archived 

When a variable value was out of bounds, the quality of the variable recorded was NS instead 
of NS L> or NS L>. 

Add-ons and Tools 
11.2.06064 
Other versions: 11.1.06112 

Fatal error when trying to insert a variable in a SCADA Basic program 
(SPR #63971) 

A fatal error could occur when opening the variable selector from the SCADA Basic Editor. 

Configuration Environments 
11.2.06063 

Fatal error when loading a mimic (SPR #63956) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error occurred when loading a mimic containing an ActiveX. 
The issue occurred when the ActiveX was not installed properly on the computer and 
configured with the property Save properties as text activated. 

HMI 
11.2.06063 

Unable to read old archive files (SPR #63967) 

Since version 11.0, it was no longer possible to read old proprietary archives files (format with 
extension .idx) if the option "without attribute" was activated on the archive unit. This option is 
no longer editable in the configuration dialog boxes and is deactivated by default in new 
projects since version 11.0. 

Historical data 
11.2.06063 
Other versions: 11.1.06112, 
11.0.06097 

Driver XBUS-IP-MASTER - Error 108 (SPR #63930) 

The error 108 occurred when the equipment was sending more data than requested. Now such 
frames are accepted, but only the requested data length is processed, and only if the first 
receive packet has a correct transaction Id. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06062 

Check box list and Option button list not selectable (SPR #63057) 

Under some circumstances, the selectable items (check box or radio button) could disappear 
when changing the font of the control. 

HMI 
11.2.06062 

Marker position modified when switching from runtime to design 
mode (SPR #63804) 

Under some circumstances, the position of symbol markers in the Map Control was wrongly 
modified when switching from runtime to design mode. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06062 

Variable substitution not working (SPR #63793) 

Under some circumstances, variables substitutions were not working in SCADA Basic programs, 
in particular with multiple substitutions in the same function. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06062 

Max size of comments for tooltips (SPR #63245) 

The maximum size of the comment in the animation is now 255 characters (was 80). 
When several animations are configured on the same object, their concatenated total length is 
now limited to 2500 characters (was 80). 

HMI.Animations 
11.2.06061 



 

 

Various fixes - svmgrHisTrendPeriod (SPR #63890, 63442, 63441) 

Two new properties have been added to modify the behavior of the add-on: 

• UseLocalTimestampForTrigger:  To determine if the timestamp to set on trigger is 
expressed in UTC time (1) or in Local time (0, default); 

• NotifyHistoricalOnly: To send VTQs to the archives only and bypass the runtime 
control such as dead banding (1) or to execute the runtime control (0, default). 

Add-ons and Tools 
11.2.06061 
Other versions: 11.1.06110 

Small values not correctly displayed in the legend (SPR #63856, 63670) 

Small values, lower than 0.001 where displayed as 0 in the legend. They are now displayed 
using scientific notation. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06061 
Other versions: 11.1.06110 

NS COM status not correctly refreshed (SPR #63869) 

Under some circumstances, the status of a variable was wrongly set to NS instead of NS COM 
after a communication loss. The issue occurred if the variable was previously in status Out of 
range (NS L> or NS L<). 

Real time data 
11.2.06061 
Other versions: 11.1.06110 

Incorrect aggregated statistics in export (SPR #63863) 

Under some circumstances, when exporting a Trend Page with aggregated statistics, the last 
values were incorrect. The issue could occur with HDS archive units when the exported trend 
had no valid value at the end of the period. In such conditions, the last valid aggregated data 
was wrongly duplicated until the end of the period. 

Data Export 
11.2.06061 
Other versions: 11.1.06110, 
11.0.06095 

Unsupported characters (SPR #63858, 63696) 

Some characters such as # (hash), / (slash), "(quote) or , (comma) were not correctly 
interpreted in data export configuration when used in various properties (File Name, Sheet 
Name...) or in expressions. 
The issue was for example obvious when reloading a data export item where one of the 
property was defined by an expression including at least 2 parameters separated by a comma - 
The expression was truncated after the first comma. 

Data Export 
11.2.06061 
Other versions: 11.1.06110, 
11.0.06095 

Fatal error with offline devices (SPR #63750) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when the DNP3 driver was trying to check 
the IIN bits of an offline device. The issue could happen when the communication was lost 
while checking the IIN. 

Data Acquisition.DNP3 
11.2.06060 

Windows User group containing a "." (SPR #63814, 16655) 

It was not possible to associate a Windows User Group containing a '.' (dot) character to a user 
profile. 

General.User management 
11.2.06060 

Improper default zoom limits (SPR #62683) 

When creating a new .gpx file (markers) or a new layer, the zoom limits of the default layer are 
now applied by default. Until this fix, it was possible to introduce zoom limits discrepancies, 
because the zoom range [1..20] was used by default. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06060 



 

 

Handling of the trend invalid point on communication loss (SPR 
#63742) 

Prior to this fix, on a communication failure, an invalid point was always recorded in the 
archives for each trend upon communication loss. When communication was restored, an 
attempt to record the retrieved value was done. In the particular case of HDS, it was leading to 
primary key violation when the VTQ did not changed during the communication loss. 
From now on, the invalid point is recorded only when the communication is restored, and if the 
variable's VTQ is different. 

Historical data 
11.2.06060 
Other versions: 11.1.06110 

Instruction TREND, mode SETPERIOD - New argument (SPR #63582) 

A new argument named ForceHistoricalRequest has been added to the SCADA Basic instruction 
TREND, mode SETPERIOD. When set to 1, a request to the archives is executed to refresh the 
buffer for the newly set time-period, otherwise, the buffer is not modified.  

TREND("SETPERIOD", Window, Branch, Identity, 

Duration[, ForceHistoricalRequest]) 

Executing this instruction without setting this argument could lead to partially rendered curves 
because the buffer may not contain data for the new period. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06060 
Other versions: 11.1.06110 

Incorrect project version in RDS session (SPR #63655, 62583) 

Under some circumstances, projects started in a Remote Desktop Session were loaded with an 
incorrect version. The issue could occur due to incorrect user permissions on the project folder. 
From now on, a warning is displayed when the user has improper permissions and project 
startup is aborted. 

Networking 
11.2.06060 
Other versions: 11.1.06110, 
11.0.06094 

SMS and Email events - Various fixes and enhancements (SPR #63697, 
63527, 63093) 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

• An incorrect error message was displayed in the Event Viewer when trying to send a 
message to an unknown user or with an unknown SMS/Email profile; 

• Checking the existence of users and profiles have been improved before sending 
messages; 

• Messages queuing reworked in case of sending error/failure; 

• Customization of modem configuration is now possible through several new settings: 
XON/XOFF, CTS handshaking, DSR handshaking, DSR sensitivity, DTR circuit, RTS circuit 
and Set RTS signal. 

General 
11.2.06060 
Other versions: 11.1.06102 

Fatal error when importing variables (SPR #63680) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur after importing new variables when the 
project was configured with the option Permanent scan for mimics activated. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
11.2.06059 

Automatic conversion of numeric values (SPR #63529) 

String values can now be automatically converted to register values even when including 
decimal and/or thousand separators. 
Examples:  

• 12,000.45 = 12000.45 
• 12.000.45 = 12000.45 

• 12,00045 = 12,00045 
• 12.00045 = 12.00045 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
11.2.06059 



 

 

Unable to stop project (SPR #63672) 

Under some circumstances, project did not stop when more than 64 devices were configured 
with ping activated for status handling. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
11.2.06059 

Incorrect export dates (SPR #63695) 

The following expression elements were not processed properly and were returning an 
incorrect date: 

• Export.StartDate.Year 
• Export.StartDate.Hours 
• Export.StartDate.Minutes 

• Export.EndDate.Year 
• Export.EndDate.Hours 
• Export.EndDate.Minutes 

Data Export 
11.2.06059 

Fatal error with long description (SPR #63725) 

A fatal error occurred when the description of an alarm was longer than 160 characters and 
displayed using the #T substitution character. 

HMI.Alarm viewer 
11.2.06059 

Unable to modify the activation trigger of an alarm (SPR #63724) 

It was no longer possible to modify the activation trigger of an alarm (positive or negative) from 
the Application Explorer or by import (Smart Generator, Generic Import, Application Architect) 
if the station belonged to a single-active association. It can now be done on the active station of 
the association. 

Networking 
11.2.06059 

Fatal error on writing time-out (SPR #63276) 

Under some circumstances, fatal errors could occur in case of time-out after sending writes 
command. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06059 
Other versions: 11.1.06110 

Status NS L> and NS L< not correctly distributed to client stations (SPR 
#63592) 

Under some circumstances, the status NS L> and NS L< were not correctly transmitted to client 
stations and were simply interpreted as NS. As a consequence, the associated value was not 
displayed on client stations. 

Networking 
11.2.06059 
Other versions: 11.1.06110 

DB Import - Fatal error on import (SPR #63701) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when importing data containing Null 
values, or having the same character used as the decimal and field delimiter. 

Add-ons and Tools 
11.2.06059 
Other versions: 11.1.06110, 
11.0.06094 

Duplicated objects (SPR #62097, 16924, 15998) 

Under some circumstances, some configuration items were displayed twice in the Application 
Explorer after creating, importing or editing them. Re-opening the Application Explorer was 
solving the issue. 

Configuration Environments 
11.2.06058 



 

 

Fatal error when editing a population having more filter elements 
than authorized 

A fatal error occurred when trying to edit a population having more filter elements than the 
authorized limit (50). This could happen when a population is created using the SCADA Basic 
instruction or by editing the configuration file. Now, the number of filter elements is enforced 
correctly when creating a population via SCADA Basic and at loading time. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06058 

Failed to edit DEFUSER details (SPR #63440) 

It was not possible to edit the DEFUSER details (First Name, Last Name...). An improper 
validation rule required to set a password, which was wrong for the default user. 

General.User management 
11.2.06058 

Upgrade Unable to execute T-SQL migration script (SPR #63395) 

Under some circumstances, when upgrading a project created with a previous version, the T-
SQL migration script for HDS databases ended with an error and was not executed. The 
@ConstraintName variable was declared as VARCHAR(30) instead of VARCHAR(MAX). 

Historical data 
11.2.06058 

SCADA Basic program Before open not executed (SPR #63586) 

The function to be executed when opening a mimic was not inherited properly from the mimic 
template. 

HMI 
11.2.06058 

Moving items in a tree view control (SPR #63497, 59554) 

It was not possible to reorganize root items in a tree view control. In addition, animations were 
lost when moving items. 

HMI.Form controls 
11.2.06058 

User data not updated after loading a file (SPR #61351) 

The UserData was not updated when the content of a List box was reloaded from a file defined 
by a variable. 

HMI.Form controls 
11.2.06058 

Incorrect markers position in Remote Desktop sessions (SPR #63378) 

Under some circumstances, when running in a Remote Desktop Session, markers were wrongly 
positioned top-left in the map control. The issue only occurred after disconnecting and 
reconnecting to a session. Re-opening the associated mimic was repositioning markers 
correctly. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06058 

Instruction ASCIIFIELD - Incorrect result (SPR #63397) 

Since versions 11.1.06093 and 11.2.06034, the SCADA Basic instruction ASCIIFIELD was not 
correctly extracting string comprising non-ASCII characters (Russian, Chinese...). 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06058 
Other versions: 11.1.06110 

Could not insert global parameters in expressions (SPR #63387) 

Global parameters were not displayed and therefore could not be inserted when defining a 
property by an expression. Inserting them manually was working properly. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06057 

Missing AlmOnNackVar and AlmOnAckVar alarm syntheses 

The Alarm syntheses of type AlmOnNackVar and AlmOnAckVar were missing when adding an 
alarm synthesis to a template. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06057 



 

 

Device incorrectly considered as offline 

Under some circumstances, devices were incorrectly displayed as offline. The issue occurred 
with devices containing a large number of notification-class objects if their initialization was 
taking longer than the configured time-out. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06057 

Incorrect language in window's title 

At startup and on language change, the title of the PcVue main window and the event viewer 
were not correctly updated according to the display language. 

General 
11.2.06057 
Other versions: 11.1.06105 

Variable modification not taken into account (SPR #63186, 63185, 
63076) 

Some variable configuration modifications were not taken into account when several variable 
configuration dialog boxes were opened at the same time. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06056 

Fatal error after stopping BACnet communication 

Under some circumstance, a fatal error could occur when stopping the BACnet communication, 
in particular when notification-class were operating. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06056 

Threshold system not saved 

In Historical mode, the custom threshold system was not correctly saved if the mimic was in 
binary format. 

HMI.Grid control 
11.2.06056 

Value formatting in historical mode (SPR #63356, 63207) 

It is now possible to configure the formatting of register values when using the Historical mode. 
In particular, the number of digits and heading/trailing zeros. 

HMI.Grid control 
11.2.06056 

Markers position and visibility not refreshed properly (SPR #63203, 
62727) 

Visibility of markers of type Symbol was not always correctly maintained with regards to layer 
visibility, position changes and zoom modification. 
Performance of marker rendering is also improved. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06056 

Unable to save exception interval (SPR #63364, 63335) 

Under some circumstances, it was not possible to save exception intervals. The issue occurred 
with BACnet schedules after deleting an existing exception based on the AnyMonth wildcard. 

WebScheduler 
11.2.06056 

Map not correctly displayed with local cache 

Under some circumstances, local map tiles were not correctly displayed after loading and/or 
using the Map position animation. In particular, the issue could occur when the map was 
loaded with a zoom level that was not selected at the time the map had been locally cached. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06056 
Other versions: 11.1.06103 

Incorrect duration calculation (SPR #63041) 

The duration stat for logged events could be wrong due to an incorrect calculation of the initial 
state in the calculated period. 

Data Export 
11.2.06056 
Other versions: 11.1.06103, 
11.0.06094 



 

 

Masking of alarms resulting from an expression (SPR #63223) 

User masking (via the Alarm Viewer or SCADA Basic instruction) of alarms that are the result of 
an expression was not effective. The issue was not affecting masking by dependence 
(expression or variable). 

Alarms 
11.2.06056 
Other versions: 11.1.06102 

Generic Import - Compatibility of OnVariableExpressions items (SPR 
#63111) 

Since version 11.2, it was no longer possible to use the result variable name as the id of 
OnVariableExpressions items. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
11.2.06055 

Datatype Egress-Time not recognized 

Properties of type Egress-Time were not correctly detected when browsing devices. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06055 

Unable to write to enumerated proprietary property 

It was not possible to write a proprietary property if its BACnet datatype was "enumerated". 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06055 

Unable to write XML data to SetPoint-Reference & Accumulator-
Record 

It was not possible to write XML value in SetPoint-Reference and Accumulator-Record datatypes 
properties. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06055 

Fatal error with periodic clock synch (SPR #63227) 

A fatal error could occur at start-up when a sector was configured to use UTC timestamps while 
also configured to periodically send clock synchronization commands. 

The issue was a regression introduced recently in PcVue 11.2.0.06054. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06055 

Fatal error on SBOw and SBO command (SPR #63265) 

Since version 11.2.06040, some random fatal errors could occur when sending SBOw and SBO 
commands. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06055 

Unable to open Variable properties dialog box (SPR #63069) 

Since version 11.2.05001, users having the DEFPROFILE were not able to open the variable 
properties dialog box when accessed from an animation, even if granted developments 
privileges. 

General.User management 
11.2.06055 

Data and Index not initialized in form controls (SPR #63211) 

In the form controls - Check box list, List box, Option button list and Tree view - the Index and 
User Data values were not set according to the default selection at initialization stage. 

HMI.Form controls 
11.2.06055 

Instruction ALARMVIEWER, modes LINEUP and LINEDOWN - support 
for WebVue (SPR #63232) 

The modes LINEUP and LINEDOWN of the instruction ALARMVIEWER are now supported in 
WebVue context (as described in the online help). 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06055 



 

 

Blinking Log Viewer with auto-refresh (SPR #62974) 

The Log Viewer was blinking on every auto-refresh period as the complete list of lines was 
transferred and re-rendered. Now only the new lines are requested and inserted in the active 
display. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06055 

Fatal error with multiple write commands (SPR #62402) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when several write commands were 
processed at the same time. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06055 
Other versions: 11.1.06102 

Filtering with multiple Populations (SPR #63137) 

Requesting historical data from a Database archive unit with a filter while more than one 
populations were applied was not returning the correct set of records. 

Historical data 
11.2.06055 
Other versions: 11.1.06101 

Generic Import - Trailing spaces removed in extended attributes (SPR 
#63100) 

Trailing space characters in extended attributes' values were removed when importing 
configuration with the Generic Import. This regression appeared in the following versions: 

• 11.0.06074 
• 11.1.06033 

• 11.2.05001 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
11.2.06054 

Failed to start project (SPR #63210) 

Under some circumstances, it was no longer possible to start a project, due to an infinite loop 
in the loading of the archive manager. This issue was a regression and only occurred with 
existing proprietary archive unit when a trended variable did not have any record stored in the 
archives. 

Historical data 
11.2.06054 

'Send bit' animation on 3D object not working well (SPR #63053) 

Animations Send bit created for graphic objects of a 3D model did not work. Only the last one in 
the model's hierarchy was working properly. 

HMI.Animations 
11.2.06054 

Instruction RECIPE, mode NETWORKBROADCAST (SPR #63124) 

When using the instruction RECIPE mode NETWORKBROADCAST, the status variable allowing 
controlling the correct execution was never refreshed. It was always in status NS. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06054 

Alarm notifications not sent (SPR #63201, 63050) 

Under some circumstances, alarm notifications were no longer sent to TouchVue, in particular 
if an earlier request was not responded in a timely fashion by the server. 

TouchVue 
11.2.06054 

Domain and Nature filters not correctly executed on Alarm Viewer 
opening (SPR #62895) 

The DOMAIN and NATURE modes of the SCADA Basic instruction ALARMDISPLAY, were not 
taken into account when the script was executed on mimic open (BEFORE script of the mimic). 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06054 

Fatal error on SNMP Manager startup (SPR #63215) 

A fatal error could occur if the file mib_index was malformed, in particular if it contained a Null 
character. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
11.2.06054 
Other versions: 11.1.06100 



 

 

Fatal error when stopping CimWay while establishing a connection 

Since version 11.0.06087, 11.0.06072 and 11.2.06010 stopping CimWay (via the configuration 
dialog box or SCADA Basic) while one the configured driver was establishing a connection to a 
device could lead to a fatal error. 

It was a known issue since version 11.2.06048. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06054 
Other versions: 11.1.06100, 
11.0.06094 

Various fixes & enhancements to the IEC 104 driver (SPR #63189, 
62402) 
The list of fixes & enhancements includes:  

• Under some circumstances, the use of commands such as Reset, Clock synch and Test 
from the Application Explorer could cause the PcVue main process to shut down due 
to watchdog detection, 

• The Reset, Clock synch and Test commands can now be executed from a PcVue client 
station or a passive data acquisition server. Until this enhancement, it could be 
successfully executed only from the active data acquisition server, 

• Fix of a fatal error occurring at network startup. The issue only occurred with 
configurations comprising a large amount of sectors. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06054 
Other versions: 11.1.06099 

Fatal error at startup (SPR #63199) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur at startup. It was due to the automatic 
creation of a folder used by the SNMP Manager at the root of the system partition instead of 
within the PER folder. When not run with administrative privileges, the system prevented the 
folder creation, leading to the fatal error. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
11.2.06054 
Other versions: 11.1.06099 

GDI object leak (SPR #62961) 

A GDI object leak occurred when using a text-label animation with the format #Ax. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06054 
Other versions: 11.1.06099 

Driver XBUS-IP-MASTER - Fatal error upon connection close (SPR 
#63177) 

A fatal error could occur when a device was configured with the property Close connection on 
passive station activated. 
Such configuration is used when the data acquisition architecture includes serial to IP 
converters with a limited max number of simultaneous TCP connections. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06054 
Other versions: 11.1.06099, 
11.0.06093 

Fatal error few minutes after a configuration modification (SPR 
#63152) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur few minutes after a configuration 
modification. It could happen in case of a networking application having flow regulation 
activated during the modification. The fatal error occurred when the regulation stopped, if a 
modified object was still in the regulation queue. 

General 
11.2.06054 
Other versions: 11.1.06098 

Exception returned when requesting RealTimeData services (SPR 
#63144) 

The RealTimeData Browsing, Read and GetProperties services were returning an exception 
when trying to retrieve information about a variable having an xml reserved character in its 
description (for example: <, >, &, ', "...). Characters are now escaped properly. 

Web Server Extensions.Web 
Services Toolkit 
11.2.06054 
Other versions: 11.1.06098 

Consecutive emails not sent (SPR #63086) 

Some emails were lost when sending several of them almost simultaneously via event actions 
or SCADA Basic. It was only possible to send one email per event and per millisecond. 

General 
11.2.06047 



 

 

Fatal error when opening the application 

A fatal error could occur when bringing the TouchVue app back to front. 

TouchVue 
11.2.06047 

Incorrect notification (SPR #63052, 63050) 

Alarm notification filter was incorrectly applied, leading to missed and unwanted notifications. 

TouchVue 
11.2.06047 

Instruction COMBOBOX, modes INSERT and REMOVE - support for 
WebVue (SPR #63023) 

The SCADA Basic modes INSERT and REMOVE of the COMBOBOX instruction are now supported 
by WebVue. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06047 

Driver XBUS-IP-MASTER - Fatal error using verb CIMWAY mode CFG 
(SPR #63085) 

A fatal error could occur when using the SCADA Basic verb CIMWAY mode CFG if the param 
string exceeded 65 characters. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06046 

Intellisense for instruction M104 

The Intellisense for the instruction M104 mode STPV_COMMAND was incorrect. The online 
help was correct. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06046 

Instruction CIMWAY, mode CFG / EQT_ADDRESS - no longer working 
with Modbus devices (SPR #62913) 

The instruction CIMWAY mode CFG sub-mode EQT_ADDRESS was no longer working with XBUS-
IP-MASTER driver. This regression was introduced in the following versions: 

• 11.2.06026 
• 11.1.06086 

• 11.0.06092 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06046 
Other versions: 11.1.06093, 
11.0.06093 

SMS sent continuously (SPR #63075) 

When sending SMS to multiple recipients, including an incorrect one, first recipients defined 
before it were receiving continuously the SMS, while recipients defined after the incorrect one 
were never receiving the SMS. 

General 
11.2.06045 
Other versions: 11.1.06098 

Instructions HEX and CONVERT - support for 64-bit values (SPR 
#62671, 17452) 

Instructions HEX and CONVERT (modes BINTOA, OCTOTOA, HEXTOA and BCDTOA) were not 
correctly processing 64-bit values (>= 2147483648). 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06043 
Other versions: 11.1.06097, 
11.0.06093 

Station dependent User profiles not applied with Active Directory 
(SPR #64637, 64377, 62981) 

The association of specific User profiles for different stations was not correctly applied when 
using Active Directory groups. The first found profile was applied on every stations. 

General.User management 
11.2.06042 

Login/Logoff filter always active (SPR #63048) 

In the Log Viewer filter configuration, the "Login/Logoff" filter option was not correctly saved 
and always restored as selected. 

HMI.Log viewer 
11.2.06041 
Other versions: 11.1.06097 



 

 

SBO and DE could not be executed from client stations (SPR #61175, 
59161) 

The SBO and DE commands can now be executed from client stations, even if using the SCADA 
Basic instruction M61850. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06040 

Incorrect value retrieved for the Accumulator object (SPR #63021) 

The retrieved value after calculation kept the same datatype as the present-value property 
(unsigned integer) leading to rounded values (e.g. value "3.0" was retrieved instead of "3.4" for 
example). 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06039 

Fatal error when stopping CimWay (SPR #63009) 

A fatal error was occurring when stopping a CimWay driver while having pending write 
commands. From now on, the stop request is suspended until all queued write commands are 
completed. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06039 

Trends not pasted when pasting a Trend page (SPR #62696) 

When copying and pasting a Trend page, the associated Trends were not copied properly. 

Data Export 
11.2.06039 

Unable to run as a service 

Under some circumstances, when an unhandled exception occurred in the services 
svCoreDaemon or svCoreSessionHost, the process hosting them was no longer responding. The 
Service Control Manager was then terminating the process after the usual 30-second time-out 
and logged the following error message: 
"Error 1053: The service did not respond to the start or control request in a timely fashion". 

Additional diagnostics messages have been added to traces in such a situation. 

General 
11.2.06039 

Use of negative filter in Log Viewer (SPR #62497) 

When archiving logs in a HDS archive unit, it was not possible to apply a filter for retrieving 
empty fields or negative filter such as #A3="" or #A1!=Domain1. 

Historical data 
11.2.06039 
Other versions: 11.1.06097 

Alarm Synthesis Server List not inherited by global parameter 

Global parameters affecting the Server List property were not applied properly to Alarm 
Synthesis objects. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06038 

Variable browser not correctly resized (SPR #62881) 

Under some circumstances, the variable browser was not correctly resized after opening its 
context menu. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06038 

SG-Step7 - Fatal error when importing a large amount of variables 
(SPR #61543) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when importing a Step7 configuration with 
a large amount of variables (over 100 000). It was also linked to the computer's performances. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
11.2.06038 



 

 

ADPU size limitation (SPR #63022) 

The max APDU size in advanced settings of device is now limited to 1476 (as defined in the 
standard), except in mode “Display Advanced Features” where it can be adjusted up to 100 
000. In addition, it is no longer required to restart the device to apply APDU length 
modifications. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06038 

Abnormal long execution time for SBO with Single Point (SPR #62854) 

It could take up to 10 sec to execute a Select Before Operate action when using the 
corresponding SCADA Basic instruction with a Single Point. It did not occur with other data 
types. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06038 

Thread leak when stopping communication (SPR #63018) 

A thread leak of 1 thread per device was occurring when stopping CimWay communication 
using the SCADA Basic instruction CIMWAY("OFF"). 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06038 

Email template values field options (SPR #63000) 

Email template values field options were not correctly handled as described in the help: 

• Not defined by the template - The template does not provide information for that 
field. This is the default setting. 

• Imposed by the template - The text that you enter will be used in any message where 
the template is used and cannot be changed there. 

• Suggested by the template. The text that you enter will be used in any message where 
the template is used but can be edited there. 

General 
11.2.06038 

Fatal error caused by large email messages (SPR #62965) 

Sending an email message longer than 10240 characters was causing a fatal error. From now 
on, such messages are truncated. 

General 
11.2.06038 

Incorrect email address format (SPR #62999) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when sending emails to an invalid email 
address used in one of the following fields: sender, reply-to, to, cc, bcc. 
The dialog boxes now prevent typing in such addresses, it can happens when manually editing 
configuration files, using a project developed with an earlier version or using substitution 
characters. 

General 
11.2.06038 

Field ValueTriggeringThreshold in HDS databases (SPR #62614) 

An additional field named ValueTriggeringThreshold is now available when selecting the 
property Threshold in Trend and Log tables. 

Historical data 
11.2.06038 
Other versions: 11.1.06096 

"Open context mimic" setting not saved (SPR #62978) 

The HMI option Open context mimic was not correctly reloaded when a mimic was open via 
SCADA Basic at project startup. 

General 
11.2.06038 
Other versions: 11.1.06095 

Libraries' modification rights (SPR #62957) 

From now on, new libraries are created with modification rights given to all users. Previously, 
they were dependent on the profile. 

General 
11.2.06038 
Other versions: 11.1.06095 



 

 

Could not copy alarms 

It was no longer possible to use keyboard shortcut <Ctrl>+<C> to copy selected alarms. 
This regression was introduced in the following versions: 

• 11.2.06034 
• 11.1.06092 

HMI.Alarm viewer 
11.2.06038 
Other versions: 11.1.06095 

Maintenance filter button in toolbar not saved 

The "Maintenance filter" toolbar button was lost when saving mimics in ASCII mode. 

HMI.Alarm viewer 
11.2.06038 
Other versions: 11.1.06095 

Curve color not updated (SPR #62998) 

Curve were not immediately updated when modifying curve color with the SCADA Basic 
instruction TREND, mode SETCOLOR. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06038 
Other versions: 11.1.06095 

DNP3 and IEC104 system variables remained invalid (SPR #60107) 

System variables linked to IEC104 and DNP3 data acquisition drivers could remain invalid at 
startup when the option Activate at start-up was not checked. 

Real time data 
11.2.06038 
Other versions: 11.1.06095 

Wrong deferred attributes returned (SPR #62963) 

It was not possible to read deferred attributes of several variables at once. The first retrieved 
value was wrongly duplicated for all the other variables. 

Web Server Extensions.Web 
Services Toolkit 
11.2.06038 
Other versions: 11.1.06095 

Mouse wheel in combo box leads to fatal error (SPR #60767) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when using the mouse wheel to scroll a 
combo box control for several seconds. 

HMI.Animations 
11.2.06038 
Other versions: 11.1.06094 

Historical buffer not retrieved at startup (SPR #62803) 

At startup, only the last change was read and not the full buffer. 

Data Acquisition.DNP3 
11.2.06037 

Could not read BACnet Schedule without standard week or exception 
period (SPR #62842) 

A fatal error was occurring when, in a Schedule object, the weekly-schedule or the exception-
period property was missing. According to the BACnet standard, both properties are optional 
but at least one of the two must be present. 

WebScheduler 
11.2.06037 

Fatal error when changing Z-order (SPR #62393) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when changing the Z-order of graphic 
items in a mimic having a symbol with VBA code inside. 

HMI.Graphics 
11.2.06037 
Other versions: 11.1.06094 

Fatal error when opening mimics (SPR #62915) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal could occur when displaying symbols including rotated 
graphic items saved with an earlier version. 
This regression was introduced in the following versions: 

• 11.2.06023 

• 11.1.06079 

HMI.Graphics 
11.2.06037 
Other versions: 11.1.06094 



 

 

Next and Finish buttons remained enabled after an export was 
cancelled (SPR #62958) 

When canceling an export operation in the wizard, the Next and Finish buttons were not 
disabled. Clicking on the Next button was leading to a fatal error. 

Data Export 
11.2.06036 

SG-Unity - Fail to create new import (SPR #62292) 

A fatal error occurred when trying to create a new Unity import after the creation of an OPC 
XML-DA server. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
11.2.06036 
Other versions: 11.1.06094 

Duplicate entries in device-profile combo box (SPR #62741) 

Since version 11.2.06032, entries were duplicated in the device-profile combo box (device 
configuration). 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06036 
Other versions: 11.1.06094 

Fatal error when selecting new item in a Tree view Control (SPR 
#62832) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error was occurring when rapidly changing the index value in 
the Tree view Control (e.g. by clicking on different items). 

HMI.Animations 
11.2.06036 
Other versions: 11.1.06094 

Erroneous messages removed (SPR #62955) 

Under some circumstances, false error messages were displayed when a HDS trend variable 
was produced by a station and archived by another station. The issue could be reproduced 
when a variable was timestamped at the source level, with the Trend group period set to 0 sec. 
The following messages were displayed: 
5,W,,5582,,2,Send ask refresh for OPC.Bit01 

variable 
5,W,,5586,,2,Station number=4 retry number=1 

Time Out=20s 
5,W,,5582,,2,Send ask refresh for OPC.Bit01 

variable 
5,W,,5586,,2,Station number=4 retry number=2 

Time Out=20s 

These messages had no impact on the system behavior. 

Networking 
11.2.06036 
Other versions: 11.1.06094 

Instruction TREND, mode THRESHOLD_GETMODE - Wrong return code 
(SPR #62879) 

When a curve was configured in threshold auto mode but without associated threshold to the 
variable, then the function was returning -1 instead of 0. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06036 
Other versions: 11.1.06094 

Driver XBUS-IP-MASTER - Message time-out (SPR #62948) 

The Message time-out management has been improved for better performances: 

• No longer played at start-up, which speeds up the start-up process, 

• Only played when the previous request is valid and within the Message time-out 
period, no longer all the time, 

• Only played once and not at every SendReceive period. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06036 
Other versions: 11.1.06094, 
11.0.06093 

Max period for cyclics (SPR #61676) 

The allowed range for a cyclic period was not defined. From now on, the range is enforced from 
1 to 359 999 sec (99h 59min 59sec). 

Configuration Environments 
11.2.06035 



 

 

Generic Import - Events not synchronized (SPR #62824) 

When using the Generic import, events were not correctly synchronized due to automatic 
naming mechanism. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
11.2.06035 

SG-TwinCAT - Could not import undefined type arrays (SPR #62940) 

A fatal error occurred when importing a .tpy file containing an array with undefined type. From 
now on, in such condition, the array is ignored during the import. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
11.2.06035 

Failed to write Boolean properties (SPR #62950, 62937) 

It was not possible to write Bit variables linked to a BACnet property of type Boolean (such as 
out-of-service). 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06035 

First point in aggregated values (SPR #62366) 

When exporting aggregated values, the first value was incorrect because the previous value 
was not correctly taken into account. 

For instance, with a 1 min sampling period between 10h00 and 10h10, the first row will contain 
all values between 10h00 to 10h00.59.999 plus the previous value of the point if it exists. In 
addition, the last row will contain values between 10h09 and 10h09.59.999. 

Data Export 
11.2.06035 

Missing system variables STATUS and STATUSCOMP (SPR #62626, 
62394) 

The system variables STATUS and STATUSCOMP are now always created automatically. The 
associated setting to create them has been removed. 
Automatic creation of these variables for an existing project can be done by saving variables. 

General 
11.2.06035 

SCADA Basic Editor - Line numbers moving (SPR #62697, 61932, 60539, 
59463) 

Under some circumstances, the lines numbers were moving. It was occurring when the file was 
starting with several carriage returns. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06035 

Incorrect export in demo mode 

Exporting data from the Grid control while in demo mode was generating a file with only one 
correct line out of two. 

HMI.Grid control 
11.2.06035 
Other versions: 11.1.06094 

Timestamp incorrectly updated (SPR #62731, 62688) 

When processing a change of a data object with a bad timestamp, the local acquisition 
timestamp was wrongly used in case the value did not change. From now on, in such situation, 
the timestamp is updated only if the value has changed. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06035 
Other versions: 11.1.06093 

Memory leak 

Fix of a memory leak when exporting aggregated values. 

Data Export 
11.2.06035 
Other versions: 11.1.06093, 
11.0.06093 

Client connections rejected (SPR #62859, 62858) 

Under some circumstances, client connections were rejected by the server. In particular with 
redundant PcVue servers or on computers having multiple network interfaces. 

Communication interfaces.IEC 
60870-5-104 Outstation 
11.2.06034 



 

 

Configuration not saved dynamically (SPR #62858) 

The configuration of IEC 104 Outstation was only saved on project shutdown, and not on the 
Save action of the configuration environment. 

Communication interfaces.IEC 
60870-5-104 Outstation 
11.2.06034 

Associated labels not refreshed (SPR #61820) 

After a configuration modification, associated labels linked to Schedule objects were not 
correctly refreshed in the Application Explorer. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06034 

Could not read UCS_2 character type (SPR #62833) 

A fatal error was occurring when reading properties encoded with UCS_2 character type. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06034 

Handling of duplicated DeviceId (SPR #62904, 62709, 62221) 

A fatal error could occur when stopping a network in case of duplicate DeviceId on the network. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06034 

Using reserved and proprietary properties (SPR #62926, 62734) 

It is now possible to view and map variables on properties whose identifier is in the reserved 
but undefined range (as per the BACnet standard). 
Proprietary properties are also displayed in the mapping editor and variables can be map on 
them. 
In such cases, values will be handled correctly at runtime if the property type is standard and 
supported (as per the PICS). 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06034 

OpenStreetMap cached map 

Following a previous fix to disable OpenStreetMap maps due to license restrictions, a fatal error 
was occurring when using such a map stored in the local cache. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06034 

Handling of corrupted persistent data (SPR #62906, 62757) 

Improved handling of the files VariablesSaved.dat and AlarmSaved.dat if they are corrupted. 
From now on, backup copies are used in replacement. 

Real time data 
11.2.06034 

Instruction M61850, modes SBOW_SELECT and SBO_SELECT - 
Incorrect return type (SPR #62903) 

The type of the Value argument for the instruction M61850, modes SBOW_SELECT and 
SBO_SELECT was incorrect. It is now of type Integer for consistency with the equivalent 
instructions for IEC 104 and DNP (was String). 

For compatibility with existing projects, support for the Value argument of type String remains. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06034 

Instructions FOPEN and FCLOSE - Could not open/close files (SPR 
#62914) 

Since version 11.2.05000, the instructions FOPEN and FCLOSE were no longer working properly. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06034 

Instruction ASCIIFIELD was limited to 256 fields (SPR #62670) 

The SCADA Basic instruction ASCIIFIELD was limited to 256 fields and could cause a heap 
corruption if handling a larger buffer. From now on, the instruction is no longer limited in 
number of fields. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06034 
Other versions: 11.1.06093 



 

 

Incorrect samples with weekly period (SPR #62896) 

Some incorrect samples were generated when exporting trends with the sampling period set to 
Week. 

Data Export 
11.2.06034 
Other versions: 11.1.06093, 
11.0.06093 

Trends behavior not removed after deletion (SPR #62536) 

Application Explorer was not correctly refreshed after deleting a HDS trend when the archive 
unit was set for read-only or when the connection to the database was in error. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06034 
Other versions: 11.1.06093, 
11.0.06093, 10.0SP2_Update 

Robustness in handling EntryId 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur due to concurrent access to internal 
resources used to handle the EntryId of BRCB. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06034 
Other versions: 11.1.06093, 
10.0SP2 

Function keys not effective (SPR #61582) 

Under some circumstances, function keys (F2...) were not effective. The issue could occur when 
the graphic item having the focus was a component such as a Trend Viewer or a Combo box. 

HMI 
11.2.06034 
Other versions: 11.1.06092 

Instruction SVSQL with a SQL Server database (SPR #62899) 

A fatal error could occur when using the instruction SVSQL to query a SQL Server database. It 
only happened when the "SQL Server" ODBC driver was used. It did not happen with the "SQL 
Server Native Client" ODBC driver. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06034 
Other versions: 11.1.06092, 
11.0.06093 

Incorrect symbol insertion with missing parameter value 

When inserting a symbol which position is calculated with a parameter and the parameter 
value is not given (either by input or by default value), the symbol position is by default set to 
upper-left. A warning message is still displayed in the generation window ("missing 
parameter"). 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06033 

Global parameters not working with unmanaged SNMP devices 

Global parameters were not working properly with unmanaged SNMP devices. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06033 
Other versions: 11.1.06092 

System status variables of frame always invalid (SPR #62793) 

The System variables for the status of frames were always set to NS even when frames were 
started and working properly. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06033 
Other versions: 11.1.06092, 
11.0.06093 

Unexpected automatic user logoff (SPR #61964, 60807, 60795) 

User activity is now tracked at the Windows session level to avoid automatic logoff when a user 
is using the configuration tools. Until this fix, only the activity in mimics was tracked, leading to 
situations where the user could be automatically logged out of the Application Explorer (or 
Application Architect). 

General.User management 
11.2.06033 
Other versions: 11.1.06092, 
11.0.06092 



 

 

Variables remained NS COM (SPR #62889, 62835, 62722) 

Due to missing information when reading the LonWorks' types catalog, some references were 
not resolved and the variable remained NS COM (such as variables mapped to SCPTsetPnts 
data). 

Data Acquisition.LNS 
11.2.06033 
Other versions: 11.1.06090, 
11.0.06093 

Matrix formula lost (SPR #62795) 

Matrix formula were lost when exporting data. 

Data Export 
11.2.06031 

System variables for printers remained invalid (SPR #62839) 

Since version 10.0, system variables for printers were no longer initialized at startup and 
remained invalid (NS). 

Miscellaneous 
11.2.06031 

Fatal error when adding an item (SPR #62771) 

A fatal error occurred when an OPC client was trying to add an item with the ItemId set to 
NULL. 

Communication interfaces.OPC 
Server 
11.2.06031 
Other versions: 11.1.06091 

Could not create multiple instances at once 

Multiple instantiation of inherited templates was not possible. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06031 
Other versions: 11.1.06091 

Invalid point displayed with Points curve type 

When curve type was set to "points", both valid and invalid values were displayed and could be 
wrongly interpreted. From now on, only valid points are displayed. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06031 
Other versions: 11.1.06091 

Fatal error upon variable deletion 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur upon variable deletion. The issue occurred 
if a variable mapped on an equipment data acquisition driver was deleted after a command was 
sent and before the command acknowledgement was processed. 

Real time data 
11.2.06031 
Other versions: 11.1.06091 

Alarms and logs incorrectly returned (SPR #62814) 

Alarms and Logs were incorrectly returned when some text properties (associated label, 
description...) contained a comma. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06031 
Other versions: 11.1.06091 

Incorrect scales in the Trend Viewer (SPR #62663) 

When configured to start in Historical mode, the WebVue Trend Viewer scales were initialized 
with a range from 0 to 1 instead of the configured values. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06031 
Other versions: 11.1.06091 

Incorrect value retrieved for t data attribute (SPR #62851) 

The displayed value was incorrect when a text variable was mapped on a t data attribute 
(timestamp). 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06031 
Other versions: 11.1.06091, 
11.0.06093 



 

 

Virtual keypad not opened in the correct region (SPR #62585) 

The Virtual keypad was not always opened in the correct region, in particular with a 4-screen 
configuration. 

HMI 
11.2.06031 
Other versions: 11.1.06089 

Missing alarms after zooming or scrolling (SPR #62764) 

Under some circumstances, when scrolling or zooming with the mouse wheel in an Alarm 
Viewer, some lines were disappearing. 

HMI.Alarm viewer 
11.2.06031 
Other versions: 11.1.06088 

Timestamp discrepancy after a communication restart (SPR #62733) 

In case of a single active server association, when restarting the communication on the active 
server, the timestamp type and value could differ on the active server compared to client 
stations. It was occurring with saved variables when the setting Use the local timestamp upon 
device reconnection was enabled. In such condition the timestamp type and value was set to 
the local SV timestamp on the active server instead of the last known PLC timestamp, as it is on 
client stations. 

Real time data 
11.2.06031 
Other versions: 11.1.06088 

Could not create IEC 104 Outstation in Chinese (SPR #62787) 

The dialog box to create an IEC 104 outstation never opened due to a translation issue. The 
issue only occurred when running PcVue in Chinese. 

Communication interfaces.IEC 
60870-5-104 Outstation 
11.2.06030 

Improved robustness of Trend Log property reading (SPR #62785) 

A fatal error of Sv32.exe could occur when receiving an incorrect response to a request for 
reading some properties of Trend Log and Trend Log Multiple objects. The issue could occur at 
initialization time, or when using the Trend Log Helper. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06030 

HDS Databases update (SPR #62324) 

As documented, from now on, when upgrading a project to version 11.2, if a HDS database is 
larger than 10 Gb, the HDS loading is aborted and an error message is traced. 
As part of the migration process, databases' schema has to be updated using the T-SQL scripts 
provided in the file bin\UpgradeDatabase.sql before starting PcVue and the HDS. 

It was a known issue since version 11.2.05001 - The T-SQL scripts were not up to date for 
upgrading to 11.2. 

[Edit 11.2.060030] - The scripts in earlier updates were still incorrect. 

Historical data 
11.2.06030 

Branches and variables browsing (SPR #62726, 62444, 62443, 62380) 

When requesting branches and variables having a specific branch, all branches and variables 
containing the specified text were returned. 

For example, with these variables: 

• @Test.B1 

• @Test.B2 
• @Test1.B1 

• @Test1.B2 

When requesting with the branch "Test", only the first 2 ones are now returned. Until the fix, 
the 4 variables were returned. 

In addition, when the description of a variable was empty, the full variable's name was 
displayed instead of only the leaf as described in the help. 

Both issues had consequences on installation browsing and variable view in TouchVue and the 
Web Services Toolkit. 

Web Server Extensions.Web 
Services Toolkit 
11.2.06030 
Other versions: 11.1.06090, 
11.0.06092 



 

 

Empty export for logs 

Since versions 11.1.06087 and 11.2.06026, exporting logs was no longer working and always 
returned an empty export. 

Data Export 
11.2.06030 
Other versions: 11.1.06089 

Instruction CIMWAY - fail to handle frames (SPR #62716) 

Since version 11.2.05001, modes of the instruction CIMWAY applying to a frame were no longer 
working properly, including: 

• STOP  
• START 
• READFRAME 

• SCANMDF 
• READAFTERWRITE 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06030 
Other versions: 11.1.06089, 
11.0.06092 

Access to OpenStreetMap tiles blocked 

OpenStreetMap has blocked online access to their tile servers from 3rd party applications. The 
OpenStreetMap provider was therefore no longer usable and has been removed from the list of 
available map providers. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06027 

Fatal error after a marker disappeared (SPR #62724) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur after a marker disappeared from the 
visible area (due to zooming or map scrolling), in case it had an opened popup linked to it. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06027 

Impossible to save GPX file 

The Save button was always disabled when editing an existing GPX file with the Map Marker 
Editor. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06027 

Variables indicated as NS in mimics 

Under some circumstances, some variable values could be displayed as NS in animations and as 
valid values in the Application Explorer. 
The issue could only occur in a specific scenario after a time-out on a variable subscription and 
the fact that flow regulation was active when the first subsequent subscription response was 
received. 

Networking 
11.2.06027 
Other versions: 9.0SP3, 
11.1.06088, 11.0.06092, 
10.0SP2_Update 

Email testing with profile (SPR #62755) 

It was not possible to send a test email with a specific account profile. It was working fine when 
indicating directly an email address. 

General 
11.2.06027 
Other versions: 11.1.06088 

Incorrect Domain and Nature filtering 

When using the Log or Alarm Viewer runtime toolbox for filtering the events by domain and 
nature, the viewer retrieved events with the corresponding 'domain OR nature' instead of 
'domain AND nature'. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06027 
Other versions: 11.1.06087 

Fatal error when resetting Initial Value 

A fatal error was occurring when resetting the Initial Value property of a Register variable item. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06026 



 

 

Upgrade Linking Bit Associated Label to alarm variable and vice-versa 
(SPR #62606) 

Prior to version 11.2, it was possible to link a Bit Associated Label to an alarm variable and an 
Alarm Associated Label to a bit variable, which was no longer possible since 11.2.05001. 
A new Compatibility setting is available to enable such a configuration. It is activated by default 
when upgrading a project and deactivated with new projects. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06026 

Missing icons added (SPR #62513) 

Several missing icons added in Labels configuration. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06026 

Incorrect day in Schedule helpers 

In the Helper for Schedule objects, "Monday" was written in front of each days of 
BACnetDailySchedule arrays. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06026 

Invalid variables for some object types (SPR #61072) 

When a variable was mapped at the object level on an object of type Calendar, Group, 
Averaging or Command, it was never initialized properly and its status was always NS_COM. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06026 

Incorrect timestamp after reconnection (SPR #62622) 

After a disconnection/reconnection to an OPC server, timestamp of variables which value had 
not changed in the meantime were set with the timestamp of the reconnection instead of the 
timestamp of the previous known valid change. 

Data Acquisition.OPC Client 
11.2.06026 

Password change requested at startup (SPR #62708) 

Since version 11.2.06023, a dialog box requesting to change user's password was displayed at 
project startup. It was occurring when user was automatically logged in with SCADA Basic 
instruction and when strong password option was activated. The issue occurred in particular 
when launching the QuickStart sample project. 

General.User management 
11.2.06026 

Several fixes & enhancements of the Marker editor 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

• Under some circumstances, the preview was not working for Symbols markers, 

• Upon selection of a marker on the map, the marker properties were not displayed if 
the marker was not in an expanded part of the tree view in the right-side panel, 

• Under some circumstances, the Save button could stay greyed after changing a user 
data or a property. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06026 

Incomplete items list in the mapping dialog box (SPR #62553) 

When browsing an OPC server, only the first 1000 items were retrieved and displayed. 
The issue only occurred with OPC Servers supporting the OPC DA 3.0 browsing interface. 

Data Acquisition.OPC Client 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06101 

Could not filter logs by both domain and nature (SPR #62702, 62497) 

Since versions 11.1.06029 and 11.2.05001, when using HDS archive units, it was no longer 
possible to apply a filter with a combination of both a domain and a nature. 

Historical data 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06087 



 

 

Could not read variables value (SPR #62722) 

Since versions 11.0.06081, 11.1.06048 and 11.2.05001, some enumerated variables types were 
remaining invalid (NS COM). 

Data Acquisition.LNS 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06087, 
11.0.06092 

Instruction SVTREND, mode GETTREND - Incorrect extraction (SPR 
#62700) 

Under some circumstances, when retrieving sampled values, some data were incorrectly 
extracted. 
This instruction is deprecated and its usage is discouraged. Use EXPORT_TREND mode 
GETSAMPLE instead. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06087, 
11.0.06092, 10.0SP2_Update 

Instruction M61850, modes START_DATAGROUP & 
STOP_DATAGROUP (SPR #62725) 

The modes START_DATAGROUP and STOP_DATAGROUP are now operational as indicated in the 
help. They replace the previous modes START_GROUP and STOP_GROUP those are now 
deprecated and kept for compatibility only. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06086 

Improved robustness 

Improved handling to make sure all pending Http requests are closed when navigating away 
from the start page. 

WebScheduler 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06086 

Global parameter Client List applied to Cyclic and Event objects 

When configuring a global parameter for the Client List property with targeted object type set 
to Any, Cyclic and Event items were affected even if they should not. This was leading to a 
failure of the generation. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06085 

Could not read data attribute 

Under some circumstances, it was not possible to read a data attribute. The issue could occur 
when the attribute to read belonged to an object that was part of an array (or one of its parent 
object). 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06084 

IEC 61850 & IEC 61400-25 catalogs updated (SPR #62592, 62501) 

The IEC 61850 catalog has been updated to fix a series of issues and enabling mapping of 
complex CDCs from the mapping dialog box (61400-25's SPV and alike). 
These changes also fix some issues when specializing or extending the catalog in a project's 
specific catalog file. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06082 

Incorrect register value recorded with threshold events (SPR #62614) 

The register value recorded alongside a threshold event (bit or alarm) was incorrect. The trigger 
value was registered instead of the current value of the register when the threshold was 
triggered. 
The issue only affected HDS archive units. 

Historical data 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06082 

Invalid started device counter (SPR #62579) 

The system variable and audit counters indicating the number of started devices was incorrect 
in case of dynamic host resolution. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06078 



 

 

SNMP devices without variables indicated as connected (SPR #62577) 

Devices using SNMP v3 without any variable mapped were always indicated as connected. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06078 

Incorrect pre-selection in selectors (SPR #58906) 

Symbol, mimic, mimic template and program selectors have been improved to display and pre-
select the correct library and the correct item when being re-open. 

The issue was affecting all configuration tools, in particular: 

• The Application Architect when changing a symbol or a mimic template already 
defined/used in a template, 

• The Application Explorer when modifying a mimic action associated to an alarm, 

• Smart Generators such as the SG-CAD... 

Configuration Environments 
11.2.06025 

Impossible to paste alarm behavior on threshold items (SPR #62664) 

It was not possible to paste an alarm behavior on a variable's threshold. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06025 

Setting Associated Labels on instances (SPR #62644) 

A fatal error was occurring when trying to set the Associated Labels of a variable at the 
instances level. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06025 

Clipboard support for Associated Labels (SPR #62514) 

It is now possible to Copy/Cut/Paste Associated Labels configuration items. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06025 

Fatal error on reinit message 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur, when sending a re-initialization message 
to a device protected by a password. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06025 

Enumala did not work with IEC 61850 (SPR #62659) 

The Enumala feature was not working properly with variables mapped on IEC 61850 data. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06025 
Other versions: 11.1.06081 

Mouse wheel behavior reversed (SPR #62647) 

The mouse wheel behavior when zooming was reversed compared to usual implementations. 

HMI 
11.2.06025 
Other versions: 11.1.06081 

Instruction WINDOW, mode OPEN - partly working with animation 
Run macro (SPR #61939) 

Animations Run macro executing the instruction WINDOW mode OPEN in a mimic saved in 
ASCII format failed if the mimic name passed as argument included a simple quotes. 

HMI.Animations 
11.2.06025 
Other versions: 11.1.06081 

Fatal error when sending a recipe (SPR #62661) 

A fatal error was occurring when sending a recipe containing exclusively OPC variables mapped 
on a deleted OPC Group or OPC Server. This could happen when manually editing the 
configuration of the OPC Server. 

Data Acquisition.OPC Client 
11.2.06025 
Other versions: 11.1.06081, 
11.0.06090 



 

 

Fatal error on network start (SPR #62402) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when starting an IEC 104 network. The 
issue could be reproduced when a large number of sectors was configured. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06024 
Other versions: 11.1.06080 

GI, CI and ClockSync sent only once 

The GI, CI and ClockSync commands were sent only once. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06024 
Other versions: 11.1.06080 

Driver XBUS-IP-SLAVE - Fatal error on Modbus function code 3 (SPR 
#62439) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when responding to a request for registers 
with the Modbus function code 3. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06024 
Other versions: 11.1.06080 

Rotation angle (SPR #62482) 

The rotation angle is now saved in the mimics. 
Previously, when applying a rotation, the graphic items were rotated directly, and the rotation 
angle was reset to 0. After successive rotations, the graphic items could be distorted due to 
rounding calculation. 

HMI.Graphics 
11.2.06024 
Other versions: 11.1.06080 

Alarm synthesis not loaded 

When several synthesis had the same criteria (same extended attributes value for example) and 
the only difference was the branch, only the first one was correctly loaded, others were 
ignored. 

Real time data 
11.2.06024 
Other versions: 11.1.06080 

Embedded VBA scripts on event not executed (SPR #62631, 62604) 

When a symbol embedding VBA script was inserted several times, the events subscribed within 
(on variables or graphical items) were fired only for the first instance. 

Scripting.VBA 
11.2.06024 
Other versions: 11.1.06080 

Several fixes & enhancements (SPR #62581, 62576) 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

• New traces and audit counters for COV subscription and unsubscription, 

• General enhancement of COV subscriptions handling, 
• COV unsubscriptions were not always sent, in particular in case of communication 

failure or manual stop of the network, 

• The minimum COV subscription lifetime is now 10 mn, 

• A fatal error was occurring in the Application Explorer when applying reset property 
from EDE mapping, 

• Incorrect look-up of Trend Log & Trend Log Multiple in case a variable was mapped on 
a BACnet object and its Present Value was trend logged at the device level. The 
consequence was that the Trend Log buffer was never retrieved. The look-up was 
correct when the variable was mapped on the trended BACnet object property. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06023 

Truncated associated labels (SPR #58811) 

Following the modification of the maximum length of associated labels to 255 characters, such 
labels were wrongly truncated: 

• When using the #E substitution in the alarm and log viewers, 
• When used as part of a log list filter on proprietary log lists. 

Real time data 
11.2.06023 



 

 

Filtering on numerical values for Text attributes (SPR #62594) 

Since version 11.2.05001, filters applied to Alarm and Log Viewers comprising numerical values 
for text attributes were no longer working (if executed in SCADA Basic or in VBA). 

Scripting 
11.2.06023 

Opening a program from a missing library (SPR #62417) 

When trying to open/edit a SCADA Basic program from a missing library, the legacy SCADA 
Basic Editor was opened instead of raising a warning. From now on, an error message is 
displayed in the event viewer. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06023 

Could not set inhibiting bit of trends (SPR #62532) 

An error was raised when generating after having changed the Inhibiting bit property of a trend 
item in the Application Architect. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06023 
Other versions: 11.1.06079 

Upgrade Support for secured connections to email servers (SPR 
#62558, 59910) 

To cope with the wider deployment of secured email servers, more choices are now offered to 
support secure connections when configuring an E-mail account to: 

• No secure connection, 

• Explicit TLS (STARTTLS), 

• Implicit TLS (SSL/TLS). 

Please note that since version 10.0, changes occurred leading to support for only Implicit TLS in 
some versions, and only Explicit TLS in some other versions. You should verify your 
configuration in case of migration. 

General 
11.2.06023 
Other versions: 11.1.06079 

Filtering of Login, Logoff and Login failure events in Log Viewer lost 
(SPR #62404) 

The Login, Logoff and Login failure events filters were lost when navigating in the list of logged 
events. These filters can only be applied by SCADA Basic or VBA. 

HMI.Log viewer 
11.2.06023 
Other versions: 11.1.06079 

Fatal error on LNS startup (SPR #62459) 

While reading the LNS catalog, a format error exception was not properly handled, leading to a 
fatal error. 

Data Acquisition.LNS 
11.2.06023 
Other versions: 11.1.06079, 
11.0.06089 

Incorrect expression result after a server switchover (SPR #62566) 

Under some circumstances, in a single active server association, expressions could be incorrect 
after a switch from passive to active. 

Real time data 
11.2.06023 
Other versions: 11.1.06078 

Could not filter log list by Domain or Nature (SPR #62550) 

Requests to HDS log lists were not correctly processed when filtering on Domain or Nature. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06023 
Other versions: 11.1.06078 

Texts in mimics not correctly displayed (SPR #62569) 

Texts in mimics generated with the Smart Generator for FactoryLink® were not correctly 
displayed. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06023 
Other versions: 11.1.06078 



 

 

Excessive CPU consumption (SPR #62596) 

When the user.dat file was encrypted, it was reloaded every second even if no change 
occurred. 

General.User management 
11.2.06023 
Other versions: 11.1.06078, 
11.0.06089 

Trends remained invalid after project startup (SPR #62165) 

When using HDS archives units, invalid points were recorded at project exit (quality=64). Under 
some circumstances, no valid point were recorded at project startup, in particular with 
timestamped data or when archive and data acquisition servers are on separate machines, due 
to a primary key violation (identical VTQ). Thus, trends were wrongly displayed as invalid in the 
Trend Viewer. This behavior was also occurring in case of networking failure (quality = 24). 

From now on, the invalid points are recorded at project startup, only if the data has changed in 
the meantime. 

Historical data 
11.2.06023 
Other versions: 11.1.06072 

Naming rule evaluation 

The naming rule was not always correctly evaluated on mimic items. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06020 

Unused parameters (SPR #62493) 

Under some circumstances, a parameter removed from a template could remain visible in the 
instance panel. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06020 

Improved indications upon configuration saving (SPR #58667) 
The indications related to the configuration saving process have been improved. This includes a 
specific message if a configuration file cannot be saved because it is open in another application 
(such as Microsoft Excel or a text editor). 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06020 

Inhibiting bit on events (SPR #60551) 
Removing the inhibiting bit behavior of an event was only deleting the bit variable. It now also 
reset the inhibiting bit property of the event. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06020 



 

 

Several fixes & enhancements related to BACnet (SPR #62580, 62574, 
62573, 62561, 62554, 62552, 62551, 62252, 62244) 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

• Fixed dialog box resizing issues in the Helpers, 
• Improved persistency of the Mapping Editor dialog box sizes, 

• When a variable is mapped on a BACnet object, its status is now set to NS if the status-
flag is "bad" (was set to NS-COM), 

• Fix of regression - The Scale property was not taken into account properly when 
calculating the value of Accumulator objects, 

• Trend Log buffer retrieval from the Helpers is now working properly when used from a 
PcVue client station (remote BACnet data acquisition server), 

• Improved fallback in case a read of a Trend Log buffer returns a "value-out-of-range" 
error. 
This error is returned if PcVue is trying to read buffer sequence-number that are no 
longer available in the device. In such a situation, the buffer read is retried by 
requesting data based on the timestamp of the older record available in the Trend Log 
buffer. 
In particular, Trend Log buffers are retrieved by sequence-number at start-up (if 
available), 

• A new setting is available to indicate whether Trend Log buffer reads via the Helpers 
have to be stored in the archives or not. This setting defaults to False, 

• Improved tracing of Trend Log record storage in the archives, 

• In the Helpers, the selection of a Trend Log object was causing a useless read of its 
buffer, 

• At startup or upon reconnection, a first record was stored in the archives based on 
real time values, 

• Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when shutting down PcVue while 
a BACnet network was already in the stop phase, 

• Writing of one bit within a bitstring based on field extraction (as defined at the time of 
mapping) was not working properly. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06020 

SNMP Agent option not active (SPR #62490) 

The license option allowing the use of the SNMP Agent was not correctly detected. 

General.Licensing 
11.2.06020 

DBImport and SQL Server pre-requisites 

The DBImport was still referencing modules from the package named "Microsoft SQL Server 
2012 Management Objects" (as in earlier versions) instead of the corresponding package for 
SQL Server 2014. 

The symptom was that the DBImport did not work properly on a clean computer having only 
PcVue 11.2 installed. It was working properly if an earlier version of PcVue or Microsoft SQL 
Server 2012 was installed (because the SQL Server 2012 modules were then available on the 
machine). 

Historical data 
11.2.06020 

Null reference exception in VBA scripts (SPR #62174) 

A Null reference exception was raised when trying to access an undefined UserData in a VBA 
script. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06020 

Fatal error when no trend is configured (SPR #62564) 

A fatal error was occurring when opening the Data Export Wizard from the Grid Control 
configured in Historical mode with no trend configured. 

HMI.Grid control 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06077 



 

 

Invisible border for Tree view (SPR #62527) 

It was not possible to make borders invisible for the Tree View control. 

HMI.Graphics 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06076 

Instruction TREEVIEW, mode GETROOT - not working (SPR #62542) 

The SCADA Basic instruction TREEVIEW, mode GETROOT did not work properly. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06076 

Embedded object renaming upon insertion of symbol (SPR #60947) 

When inserting a symbol several times in a mimic, its embedded objects were renamed 
(numbered copy). From now on, embedded objects are no longer renamed. 

Scripting.VBA 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06076 

Incorrect generation of mimics and symbols (SPR #62440) 

Symbols and mimics were not properly generated when parameters were used to define some 
of their properties. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06076, 
11.0.06087 

Could not select lines (SPR #62506) 

Since versions 11.1.06048 and 11.2.05000, it was no longer possible to select a line in the Alarm 
Viewer when the viewer was configured to display context mimics and context mimic was left 
undefined. 

HMI.Alarm viewer 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06075 

'$' character not recognized in expressions (SPR #62505) 

The '$' character was not recognized as a part of a variable name. Thus expressions using 
synthesis such as @System.NoAckOn.ALL.Domain_$ were not considered valid. 

Real time data 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06075 

Truncated display of the Trend Viewer toolbar (SPR #62348) 

In the Trend Viewer, the toolbar was incorrectly displayed when positioned at the bottom. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06075 

Connection failure 

Connection to a device was failing and leading to a critical error on the network when there 
was no DataSet configured on the device on the PcVue side. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06074 

KNX unsolicited traffic not received (SPR #62508) 

When configuring a KNX interface with only unsolicited data (e.g. without polled data), it was 
deactivated after a time-period of 2 minutes without traffic. 

Data Acquisition.KNX 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06074 

Device defined with hostname not reachable (SPR #62483) 

When a device was defined using its hostname, it was not refreshed if the hostname could not 
be resolved at startup (DNS not available). A restart of the project was necessary in such a 
situation. 
Two options have been added to the properties of a device: 

• A resolution period for the hostname to cyclically check the IP address, 
• An option to resolve the hostname after a disconnection. If not activated, the initial 

resolved IP address is used at reconnection time. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06074 



 

 

Variable value not refreshed (SPR #62481) 

When a device using SNMP v3 returns an engineTime equals to 0 at the first frame request, 
variables configured as Trap with Ad'hoc sync were not correctly refreshed. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06074 

Inadequate suggested name for "Save as" actions (SPR #61890) 

Suggested names for mimics and symbols when using "Save as" were inadequate and could 
lead to overwriting existing objects. 

HMI 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06074 

Warning icon not always displayed (SPR #62421) 

Under some circumstances, the warning icon was not displayed on objects having missing or 
non-existing variables in animations. 

HMI 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06074 

Manual configuration of thresholds 

Unchecking the automatic mode was not effective, preventing from entering specific values for 
thresholds. Even if the automatic mode was unchecked, the fields for entering threshold values 
remained greyed. 

HMI.Grid control 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06073 

Robustness of VBA method Execute 

Calling the VBA method Execute on a Log viewer object now returns an error if such a call is 
already being processed. 

Scripting.VBA 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06073 

Animation Display Label limited to 80 characters with format #A3 (SPR 
#62392) 

In the animation Text.Display Label, the format #A3 was limited to 80 chars where the string to 
display can be up to 250 chars. 

HMI.Animations 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06072 

Incorrect error message on interlock condition (SPR #62372) 

The error message prompted when the interlock condition was defined by an expression was 
incorrect. 

HMI.Animations 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06072 

Thresholds in branched mimics 

When using the Grid control in historical mode in a branched mimic, thresholds were not 
correctly retrieved, causing an incorrect coloring of the cells. 

HMI.Grid control 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06072 

Instruction VARIABLE, mode SETLONGLABEL - Missing Intellisense 
(SPR #62429) 

The auto-completion was missing for the SCADA Basic instruction VARIABLE mode 
SETLONGLABEL. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06072 

Failure on Read requests (SPR #62437) 

Under some circumstances, read requests could fail due to a time-out when the device did not 
support segmentation. It occurred in particular when reading properties returning large result 
sets such as the object-list (Device object) or recipient-list (Notification Class object). 
This issue happened in many circumstances when using the SCADA Engine simulator. 

To avoid such a situation, a new setting can be edited in the file C\VarConf.dat to set the time-
out of read requests. Its default value is now 60 s (was 30 s). 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06010 



 

 

Trend Log records retrieval (SPR #62387, 62370) 

Trend Log records were not all retrieved and displayed in the Helper when several ReadRange 
requests were necessary to process the request. 

It was a known issue since version 11.2.05001. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06010 

Folder creation upon generation (SPR #61877) 

When generating a csv export, any necessary folder is created correctly as part of the 
generation. Until this fix, the csv file export could be aborted due to the failure of the folder 
creation. 

It was a known issue since version 11.2.05001. 

Data Export 
11.2.06010 

Access rights enforcement (SPR #62407) 

When navigating and editing schedules in multiview, an issue related to user rights 
enforcement was preventing from saving modifications even if the user was granted such 
authorizations. 

In addition, access to the standard week, special days behavior, effective period and properties 
pages was checked against the CalendarRead right instead of the StandardWeekRead right. 

WebScheduler 
11.2.06010 

Edition of recurring intervals (SPR #62435, 61793, 61792, 61766, 
61765) 

The edition of recurring intervals for BACnet Calendar objects was not correctly handled. 
Depending on the recurrence pattern, it could lead to one or more of the following 
consequences: 

• Additional occurrences displayed, 
• Additional occurrences inserted in the Calendar object, 

• Incorrect datetime of the last occurrence, 

• Next intervals only displayed in edition mode. 

WebScheduler 
11.2.06010 

Creation of alarm synthesis with branch and expression (SPR #62351) 

It was not possible to create an alarm synthesis using both a branch and an expression. Such a 
configuration was working properly when using the Application Explorer. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06010 
Other versions: 11.1.06073 

Connection failure with the IEDScout 

Connection to the IEDScout (OMICRON) was failing when using Edition 2 behavior. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06010 
Other versions: 11.1.06073 

Could not filter Domain and Nature having the same name (SPR 
#62374) 

Filtering in the Alarm and Log Viewers in WebVue was not working properly if the configuration 
included the same name for both a Domain and a Nature. When applying such a filter on a 
nature, it was wrongly filtered against the domain criteria. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06010 
Other versions: 11.1.06072 

Robustness when exposing a large number of items (SPR #62379) 

A freeze of Sv32.exe could occur at startup if the number of items exposed was large 
(approximately over 2000). It was due to the subscription of the configured items. 
Now the subscription is done at once upon sector start, and unsubscription at sector stop. 

Communication interfaces.IEC 
60870-5-104 Outstation 
11.2.06001 



 

 

Message Encoding property not editable (SPR #62349) 

The Message Encoding property of events of type e-mail was not editable. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06001 

Additional child nodes in navigation tree (SPR #62340, 62334) 

Some child nodes were wrongly displayed in the navigation tree of the SNMP Manager and 
BACnet. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06001 

Default filter on variable selector for trends (SPR #61378) 

The default filter on variable type was incorrect when the variable selector was used in the 
context of trend configuration. Under some circumstances, text variables were displayed 
instead of register variables. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06001 

Fatal error of the Application Explorer (SPR #62182, 62181) 

A fatal error occurred when handling items having several contextual tasks in the Application 
Explorer (tasks in the left panel). The issue was due to a leak of User system objects and could 
happen after several thousand clicks. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06001 

EDE mapping (SPR #62229) 

Several fixes have been implemented for the EDE mapping. In particular, proprietary objects 
and alarm configuration are now properly supported. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06001 

Fatal error on network stop (SPR #62229) 

A fatal error was occurring when stopping a Network with a disconnected Device. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06001 

Fatal error upon end of trial period (SPR #62229) 

Under some circumstances a fatal error could occur at the end of the trial period when the 
BACnet driver was active. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06001 

Truncated description (SPR #62193) 

Some texts comprising double-quote characters were truncated, in particular in the object-
description properties. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06001 

Values not always refreshed in the BACnet mapping editor (SPR 
#62197) 

The value of properties displayed in the BACnet mapping editor was not always refreshed when 
opening the dialog box. 

It was a known issue since version 11.2.05001. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06001 



 

 

Upgrade Incorrect value for inhibition bit of log lists (SPR #62332) 

The InhibitingCondition property of LogFilter in Free, ODBC and Proprietary units was wrongly 
interpreted during import. 
Prior to this fix the following values had to be used: 

• 0 to activate the inhibition bit 
• -1 to deactivate the inhibition bit 

The default value was correct. 

Development kits.XML Generic 
Import Toolkit 
11.2.06001 

Inconsistent cursor position and date & time (SPR #61757) 

In the Trend Viewer, the date & time in Cursor mode was incorrect when some configured 
scales were hidden. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06001 

Wrong default label for intervals on Cron schedules (SPR #62384) 

The default mode was always 1 (=Active). From now on, the default mode depends on the 
send-mode of the schedule. It is 0 (=Inactive) for Bit Cmd to 1 and 1 (=Active) for Bit Cmd to 0. 

It was a regression in version 11.2 that did not affect earlier versions. 

WebScheduler 
11.2.06001 

Inconsistent timestamp and quality after switchover 

Timestamp source and quality were lost after a switchover in a single active association. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06070 

Mimic auto fit (SPR #62335) 

Depending on the client side resolution, the mimic auto fit feature was not always working 
properly. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06070 

Handling of invalid timestamp 

Invalid timestamps received from IEC 104 devices were interpreted as valid. Prior to this fix, 
only the unsync qualifier was taken into account to update the timestamp quality. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06069 

Driver TwinCat - Error when writing a float value (SPR #62375) 

A fatal error occurred when trying to write a float value with a frame size larger than 350 floats. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06068 

Inhibited alarms in alarm synthesis (SPR #62138) 

Since version 11.0, the inhibited alarms were no longer taken into account in the alarm 
synthesis counters. 

Real time data 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06068 

Auto fit mode not working on the Trend Viewer 

The auto fit mode for the Trend viewer was not working properly when used alongside with the 
SCADA Basic instruction TREND mode SETVAR. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06068 

Blinking colors on bar graph (SPR #62355) 

When configured with threshold colors, the bar graph animation was blinking in WebVue. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06068 



 

 

DBImport - Could not import exponential values (SPR #62356) 

The DBImport failed to import exponential values (e.g. -3.4E+2). 

Add-ons and Tools 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06068, 
11.0.06087 

Language for variable descriptions in the legend (SPR #62311) 

Variable descriptions were not dynamically changed when switching the project language. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06066 

Upgrade Log list transitions inverted (SPR #62312) 

After applying a modification on a database log list, the transitions "Change to 1" and "Change 
to 0" were inverted. 
Prior to this fix, the recorded events were the ones displayed at the opening of the 
configuration window. 

The Generic Import had the same issue. 

This issue had no side effect in the many cases when both transitions "Change to 1" and 
"Change to 0" were recorded in the same log list. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06066, 
11.0.06087 

Instruction SVTREND - Robustness (SPR #62293) 

Since version 11.1, a fatal error occurred when using the instruction SVTREND if the Begin or 
End datetime was earlier than the first record of the database. A similar issue occurred when 
the returned buffer was empty. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06066, 
11.0.06087 

Trends not well displayed (SPR #62319) 

Trends were not correctly displayed when scales were larger than the display area of the 
trends. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06066, 
11.0.06085 

DBImport - Incorrect truncations (SPR #62297) 

When importing data with the DBImport, some fields were truncated to incorrect sizes. Such 
truncations are now matching the constraints corresponding to the targeted HDS database 
schema version. 

Add-ons and Tools 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06066, 
11.0.06085, 10.0SP2_Update 

Fatal error when executing the SCADA Basic instruction WINDOW 
mode CURRENTNAME (SPR #107474) 

A fatal error occurred when executing the SCADA Basic instruction WINDOW mode 
CURRENTNAME in a WebVue context. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06065 



 

 

 

3. Critical fixes 

Several fixes in the IEC 61850 client driver (SPR #67463) 

Fixes are related to the handling of communication object stop/start and includes: 

• Fix of a fatal error that occurred when changing the configuration of several variables 
linked to IEC 61850 report or dataset. The issue could be reproduced when doing an 
Application Architect synchronization with IEC 61850 devices connected and 
communicating actively. 

• Variable updates could be frozen for 1 minute upon redundant data acquisition server 
switch from active to passive. 

• Failure to reconnect to URCB or BRCB upon redundant data acquisition server switch 
from active to passive. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06094 

Inconsistent values between clients and servers (SPR #67293) 

Under some circumstances, with a large amount of variables and high-end architectures (multi-
level, long-distance WAN...), values on client stations could be wrong due to abnormal long 
delay in handling subscription after a disconnection (network issue, server switchover ...). 
Restarting the client was the only method to restore consistent values. 

As a consequence, third-party applications connected to these stations via server interfaces 
such as the OPC server might have been notified with incorrect values in the meantime. 

Networking 
11.2.06093 

Several fixes & enhancements to the IEC 104 client driver (SPR 
#67233, 67208, 67190, 65778, 65317) 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

• SCADA Basic instruction M104, modes NETWORK_STOP and DEVICE_SET_IPADD were 
leading to a fatal error when used with an empty string for the communication object 
parameter, 

• After a server switchover, some devices were not correctly reconnected and a fatal 
error could occur, 

• Devices could remain disconnected or with an unstable connection state after 
connection was initiated (upon startup, switchover, communication failure and 
reconnection...). 

As part of these fixes, the device connection and handshaking sequence was heavily reworked 
for both active and standby devices. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06092 

Several fixes & enhancements to the IEC 61850 driver (SPR #66682) 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

• A fatal error occurred when starting a Report already used by another client, 

• Enhanced management of requests callbacks to avoid the communication to be 
frozen, 

• Starting and stopping network and devices are now asynchronous to avoid the process 
to freeze. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06092 



 

 

Polling stopped after 25 days (SPR #66766) 

The cyclic polling mechanisms used by the IEC 61850 data acquisition driver stopped working 
properly after a period of 25 days. It was necessary to restart the application to recover a 
correct behavior. 
The affected mechanisms were the following: 

• Polling of Datagroup (all versions affected), 

• Polling of DataSet (all versions affected), 
• Polling of watchdog (all versions affected), 
• Cyclic attempt to reconnect a disconnected device (all versions affected), 

• Cyclic re-synch GI for reports (affected since version 11.2), 

• Cyclic attempt to reconnect disconnected reports (affected since version 11.2). 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06090 

Fatal error at startup with HDS archive unit (SPR #66718) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error occurred at startup when using HDS archive unit. This 
issue was a regression introduced in version 11.2.06089. 

Historical data 
11.2.06090 

Fix an issue with Windows updates causing a fatal error at startup 

This change fixes an issue introduced by a series of Windows Updates rolled out by Microsoft in 
August 2019 that caused a fatal error at startup of PcVue and FrontVue. 

At the time of writing, the list of suspected Windows Updates is the following: 

Windows update    Release date Applies to 
KB4512508 (OS Build 18362.295)  August 13th, 2019 Windows 10 version 1903 
KB4511553 (OS Build 17763.678)  August 13th, 2019 Windows 10 version 1809, 
and Windows Server 2019 
KB4512534 (OS Build 17763.720)  August 17th, 2019 Windows 10 version 1809, 
and Windows Server 2019 
KB4512501 (OS Build 17134.950)  August 13th, 2019 Windows 10 version 1803 
KB4512509 (OS Build 17134.984)  August 19th, 2019 Windows 10 version 1803 
KB4512516 (OS Build 16299.1331)  August 13th, 2019 Windows 10 version 1709 
KB4512494 (OS Build 16299.1365)  August 16th, 2019 Windows 10 version 1709 
KB4512507 (OS Build 15063.1988)  August 13th, 2019 Windows 10 version 1703 
KB4512474 (OS Build 15063.2021)  August 17th, 2019 Windows 10 version 1703 
KB4512517 (OS Build 14393.3144)  August 13th, 2019 Windows 10 version 1607, 
and Windows Server 2016 
KB4512495 (OS Build 14393.3181)  August 17th, 2019 Windows 10 version 1607, 
and Windows Server 2016 
KB4512497 (OS Build 10240.18305)  August 13th, 2019 Windows 10 version 1507 
(RTM) 
KB4517276 (OS Build 10240.18308)  August 17th, 2019 Windows 10 version 1507 
(RTM) 
KB4512488 (Monthly Rollup)   August 13th, 2019 Windows 8.1, and 
Windows Server 2012 R2 
KB4512478 (Preview of Monthly Rollup) August 17th, 2019 Windows 8.1, and 
Windows Server 2012 R2 
KB4512518 (Monthly Rollup)   August 13th, 2019 Windows Server 2012 
KB4512512 (Preview of Monthly Rollup) August 17th, 2019 Windows Server 2012 
KB4512506 (Monthly Rollup)   August 13th, 2019 Windows 7 SP1, and 
Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 
KB4512514 (Preview of Monthly Rollup) August 17th, 2019 Windows 7 SP1, and 
Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 
KB4512476 (Monthly Rollup)   August 13th, 2019 Windows Server 2008 SP2 
KB4512499 (Preview of Monthly Rollup) August 17th, 2019 Windows Server 2008 SP2 

The issue affected versions 10.0, 11.0, 11.1, 11.2 and 12.0. 
Earlier releases of these PcVue and FrontVue versions cannot be used if any of these Windows 
Updates is installed. 

General 
11.2.06087 
Other versions: 11.1.06122, 
11.0.06100, 10.0SP2_Update 

https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512508
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4511553
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512534
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512501
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512509
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512516
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512494
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512507
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512474
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512517
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512495
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512497
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4517276
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512488
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512478
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512518
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512512
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512506
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512514
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512476
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512499


 

 

Partial log data export (SPR #65933, 65905) 

Exported log data was improperly limited to 150 lines per log page. 

Data Export 
11.2.06081 

Event lost or incorrectly archived in downgraded mode (SPR #65921) 

Under some circumstances, some events were not correctly archived (for some specific types of 
logged events). The issue occurred only with HDS archive units, when records had been 
temporarily stored in the .hds file (due to DB connection loss). 

Historical data 
11.2.06081 

Log pages not generated (SPR #65713) 

Since version 11.2.06073, it was no longer possible to generate Log Pages. 

Data Export 
11.2.06080 

Email and SMS sent multiple times (SPR #65316, 65072, 65002) 

Under some circumstances, Email and SMS were sent multiple times. 

Miscellaneous 
11.2.06076 

Improper redundancy switchovers (SPR #65321) 

When a server station belonged to more than one associations, a switchover of one association 
to which it belonged could cause the other associations to also switchover. This could have 
severe side effects, in particular if associations were used for data acquisition, in particular: 

• IEC 61850: Communication with devices could be halted, 

• BACnet: Communication for Notification class, Schedule, Calendar and Log objects 
could be halted, 

• SNMP: Values already processed by an active server could be replayed on a passive 
server. 

Data Acquisition 
11.2.06075 

Unknown user in User.dat file (SPR #65312, 65235) 

When the Advanced security strategy was activated, an attempt to login in with an invalid user 
account was causing the creation of a dummy user in the built-in user directory. 

General.User management 
11.2.06074 

Alarm synthesis memory consumption (SPR #65163) 

Since version 11.2.06066, alarm synthesis were over-consuming memory. 
For instance, the increase was around 1.8Gb with 130 000 alarms and 1 000 alarm synthesis 
(compared to unaffected earlier versions). 

In addition, a memory leak occurred on the station producing an alarm synthesis upon a change 
of an extended attribute or priority. 

Real time data 
11.2.06073 

Fatal error on HDS switchover (SPR #64016) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur after a switchover of HDS servers. The 
issue could be reproduced with a single-active HDS server association with a large amount of 
data to record at the time of the switchover. 

Historical data 
11.2.06071 

Histo.sav file incorrectly loaded 

When the histo.sav was read at startup, trend values with quality 192 were incorrectly 
interpreted as if their value was 52428 leading to incorrect records in the archives. This issue 
only affected proprietary archives units. 

Historical data 
11.2.06071 



 

 

Memory leak related to alarm counters updates 
Fix of a memory leak related to alarm counters updates. It occurred independently from the 
features in use and the amount of data in the project. 
 
It was a known issue since version 11.2.06066. 

Real time data 
11.2.06068 

Failed fast synchronization was not rolled back (SPR #61684) 

After a failed fast synchronization, the reference file was not rolled back leading to a 
discrepancy with the actual configuration. Subsequent fast synchronizations were then 
considered as successful. It was then necessary to execute a full synchronization to regenerate 
this reference file. 

This was affecting all of the Smart Generators able to execute fast synchronization and the 
Application Architect. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
11.2.06066 

Output filename overridden (SPR #64458, 64406) 

The Data Export output filename property was lost on project restart. It was overridden by the 
workbook template file name. 

This issue was a regression due to changes done in January 2018. Version 11.2.06064 is 
impacted. 

Data Export 
11.2.06066 

Non-latin characters not correctly handled (SPR #64146, 64019, 63443, 
63396, 62723, 60961, 59254) 

A regression related to data handling of non-latin and special characters was introduced in 
version 11.2.06064. 
As a consequence, in this version: 

• Variables with names including non-latin characters are not properly loaded, 
preventing the application to operate as expected. Projects with variable names in 
Chinese, Japanese, Russian or other non-latin are directly affected even if syntax 
control is disabled; 

• All alarm counters based on the '*' wildcard; 
• Alarm counters when the separator has been customized, replacing the default '_' by a 

'$' or '#' (or any other special character). 

General 
11.2.06066 

Multimode timetables - Various fixes and enhancements (SPR #64289) 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

• Critical: Under some circumstances, multimode timetables were displayed with the 
wrong mode when not all modes were used in at least one interval; 

• When deleting more than one exception interval at once, the operation failed and a 
misleading error message was displayed; 

• The button to navigate backward in time in the Calendar view could be disabled, 
preventing from coming back to the current week. The button to go to 'Today' was 
working properly in these circumstances. 

WebScheduler 
11.2.06066 

Event actions not saved upon shutdown (SPR #63960, 63789) 

Under some circumstances, modification to Event actions were not saved when shutting down 
the project. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06064 



 

 

Data Export configuration lost (SPR #64365, 63256) 

Upon project restart, the Data export configuration was not loaded properly. All data export 
configuration items were lost except the first one. 

This issue was a regression due to changes done in November 2017. Versions 11.2.06061, 
11.2.06062 and 11.2.06063 are impacted. 

Data Export 
11.2.06064 

Cannot login when domain server is not reachable (SPR #63309) 

Despite having activated the setting "cache the credentials", it was not possible to login with a 
Microsoft Windows User when the domain server was not reachable. 

General.User management 
11.2.06060 

Administrative privileges no longer required (SPR #61058) 

Since changes brought in with Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2, administrative privileges on the 
SQL Server instance were required to connect to a SQL database using the HDS. The issue 
resided in evolutions of the Microsoft SQL-DMO library. The HDS implementation has been 
changed to take advantage of the more recent Microsoft SQL-SMO library that does not require 
such high privileges on the SQL Server instance. 

The Database Manager and the Replication Manager have also been changed accordingly. 

Historical data 
11.2.06060 

Urgent shrink deleted random records (SPR #63499) 

Since version 11.0.06093, 11.1.06087 and 11.2.06027, the urgent shrink triggered when an HDS 
database is nearly full was not correctly selecting the oldest data for deletion. 

Historical data 
11.2.06058 
Other versions: 11.1.06110, 
11.0.06094 

Alarm behaviors not saved (SPR #63263) 

Since version 11.2.05001, behaviors associated to alarm variables were not automatically saved 
when leaving the project. 

Communication interfaces 
11.2.06055 

Trend-Log buffer lost at startup (SPR #63268) 

At startup, the first retrieval of Trend-Log buffer could be performed before the subscription to 
the HDS, leading to the loss of the retrieved values. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06055 

COV re-subscription issue 

Under some circumstances, COV re-subscription messages were not sent, leading to situations 
where one or more BACnet device stopped sending value changes while PcVue was expecting 
them (and failed to detect the abnormal situation). The symptom was that values were no 
longer refreshed for one or more device, but remained valid. Stopping and starting PcVue was 
required to recover up-to-date values, stopping and starting BACnet communication objects 
was not enough. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06054 

Data exchanges frozen (SPR #62581) 

Under some circumstances, data exchanges could freeze, leading to situations where values 
were no longer updated. In addition, browsing and helpers did not work properly in such cases. 

The issue could occur on projects with a large number of BACnet variables and significant 
network traffic. It was related to computer clock & timer resolution. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06054 

Wrong BBMD started (SPR #63174) 

Under some circumstances, a wrong BBMD list could be started when an application comprised 
more than 1 BACnet network. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06054 



 

 

Upgrade Fully qualified domain names not recognized (SPR #63160) 

Since versions 11.1.06077 and 11.2.06020, fully qualified domain names were no longer 
recognized as valid station names in the networking configuration. Only IP addresses could be 
used. 

Networking 
11.2.06054 
Other versions: 11.1.06099 

Driver XBUS-IP-MASTER - Fatal error when using shared connections 
(SPR #63085) 

A fatal error could occur when stopping and restarting devices if they were configured to share 
the same connection. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06046 

Multiple clicks on the Save Button (SPR #63194, 62768) 

A fatal error could occur when the saving process was called several times and already in 
progress. 

General 
11.2.06033 

Contingent shrink for databases (SPR #62710) 

The contingent shrink mechanism was not working efficiently with large databases (over 10 
Gb). It has been redesigned to fasten its execution and hence minimize the time window during 
which blocking database operations are performed. 

Note that the contingent shrink should be executed only as a last resort to free disk space. 
While being executed, the data recording is not guaranteed. The usage of Maintenance Plan to 
delete smaller amounts of records on a regular basis is recommended to free space without 
taking the risk of blocking database recording. 

Historical data 
11.2.06032 
Other versions: 11.1.06090, 
11.0.06093 

Fatal error when using Schedule and Trend Log objects (SPR #62800) 

In networked architectures, a network overload could occur due to undesired messages being 
sent back and forth between PcVue clients and PcVue data acquisition server when handling 
schedule or trend log configuration items. 
At some point, a fatal error occurred on the PcVue server side. 

The issue occurred in a scenario when at least one PcVue client was already running at the 
moment a data acquisition server was started. The same could occur when re-connecting or re-
starting a BACnet network (or BACnet device) when at least one PcVue client was already 
running. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06030 

BRCB buffer purged on reconnection (SPR #62804) 

Upon reconnection after a communication failure, the buffer of BRCB was purged, leading to a 
data loss. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06030 
Other versions: 11.1.06090 

Driver XBUS-IP-MASTER - Value discrepancies (SPR #62791) 

Since versions 11.0.06087, 11.1.06084 and 11.2.06026, discrepancies could occur on received 
data due to multiple requests being sent if the delay of the response from the PLC is greater 
than 1 sec and the time-out configured on the node is greater than 1 sec. 
In this context, the acquired values may be wrongly interpreted on the PcVue side. As a 
consequence, monitored values may be wrong, thresholds or alarms may not trigger or trigger 
false positive. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06030 
Other versions: 11.1.06090, 
11.0.06092 



 

 

Alarm/event initialization (SPR #62740, 62738) 

The alarm/event initialization was not working properly for some event types. A series of fixes 
& enhancements have been done to the BACnet alarming handling including: 

• Some event types were not taken into account at initialization: ChangeOfBitstring, 
ChangeOfCharacterstring, ChangeOfLifeSafety, ChangeOfState and 
ChangeOfStatusFlags, 

• At the time of mapping a variable to a BACnet alarm/event, the device level 
timestamp was not retrieved, 

• Using the Mapping Editor in online mode, it is now possible to map alarms directly on 
event-enrollment objects. The same could already be achieved from the variable 
dialog box, 

• It is also possible when using the Mapping Editor in offline mode, except that all 
event-types are displayed and it is up to the application designer to pick up the correct 
one (EDE files do not include enough information about events). 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06026 

Buffer overflow loop on reporting (SPR #62704) 

Fix of an interop issue related to the buffer overflow handling. 

The behavior was not correct with devices indicating buffer overflow after a purge of the buffer 
and was dependent on the level of implementation of tissues #278, #329 and #453 by device 
vendors. 
The handling has been changed to avoid an infinite loop in the following scenario: (1) reception 
of a buffer overflow indication, (2) disable report, (3) purge buffer, (4) enable report, (5) 
reception of the buffer overflow indication. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06085 

Early events at startup not recorded in log lists (SPR #62646) 

When the compatibility setting enabling the recording of events from all stations was activated, 
some early events during the startup could fail to be recorded by a remote archive server 
because they occurred before the connection to the source station was established. 

The issue could be reproduced with Login events in case the Windows user auto-logon was 
enabled. 

Historical data 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06084 

HDS redundancy regression (SPR #62649) 

Since versions 11.1.06072 and 11.2.06010, in an architecture with a single active historical 
server association, when a server switched from passive to active, it failed to record data to the 
database. As a consequence, no new record were stored by the HDS. It was mandatory to 
restart all the servers of the association to resume recording. 

Historical data 
11.2.06024 
Other versions: 11.1.06081 

Could not login after strong password setting activation (SPR #16676) 

After activation of the setting Impose strong password, users with "simple" password were no 
longer able to login. From now on, when this setting is activated, users with a "simple" 
password are requested to change it at next login. 

General.User management 
11.2.06023 

Incorrect mimic closed (SPR #62544) 

Since versions 11.1.06065 and 11.2.06010, closing mimics with the SCADA Basic instruction 
WINDOW, mode CLOSEUNDER, or with the close button of its title bar were no longer working 
properly. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06078 

Support for double back-slash in expressions 

Expressions including a double back-slash to display it on multiple lines in the expression editor 
failed to load, and the result variable was never updated at runtime. 

The issue was a regression following modifications in the expression engine in version 11.1. 

Real time data 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06075 



 

 

Regression on network messaging between servers 

Since version 11.0.06044 and 11.1.05000, when a distributed attribute was modified at least 
twice in less than 200 ms, new values were sent back and forth between the active and passive 
servers of the producing association. 

Networking 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06071, 
11.0.06087 

Inconsistent configuration on servers 

A fatal error of a data acquisition server was occurring in case of an inconsistent configuration 
between servers, when a bit variable was configured as a temporized alarm on a server and as a 
simple bit on another server. 

Networking 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06070, 
11.0.06087 



 

 

 

4. Enhancements 

Timestamp type configuration (SPR #63247) 

It is now possible to select the timestamp type of data published by the IEC 104 Outstation. It 
can now be either Local or UTC (default). 

Communication interfaces.IEC 
60870-5-104 Outstation 
11.2.06097 

Replication Manager - Purging previous steps before a new replication 
(SPR #65618) 

When an earlier replication failed to complete, remaining steps were still pending and stored in 
a dedicated table so that they can be processed later on. This feature had side effects in case 
one did not want the pending steps to be executed. It is now possible to purge this table of 
pending steps before executing a new replication, by using the Database Manager tool or by 
using the /P command line argument: 

• /P=1 to purge the table, 
• /P=0 to keep previous steps (default). 

Add-ons and Tools 
11.2.06093 
Other versions: 11.1.06120 

SG-SAIA & SG-TwinCAT - File location selection upon synchronization 
(SPR #67028) 

It is now possible to select a new file location when synchronizing an SG SAIA or SG TwinCAT 
import. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
11.2.06091 

New option to close both a popup and its calling mimic (SPR #66810, 
66694) 

A new option enabling to close both a popup mimic and its parent is now available. It can be 
activated in HMI Options.Mimics.Popup.Close container mimic on link close animation using "*". 
This option is useful if mimic navigation is designed to open a secondary popup mimic from a 
primary popup. In such a situation, if this new option is enabled, both popups will closed at 
once. 

HMI 
11.2.06090 

BACnet exception handling (SPR #66582) 

Handling of Exception Schedule has been reworked to improve interop with devices that do not 
clear obsolete exception entries themselves. 

WebScheduler 
11.2.06089 
Other versions: 11.1.06123, 
11.0.06101 

Expressions - New functions for angle conversions (SPR #66296) 

New functions are now available for expressions: 

•  ToDegrees(angle): To convert an angle from radians to degrees, 

•  ToRadians(angle): To convert an angle from degrees to radians, 

•  Pi(): Returns a rounded value of the constant π. 

Similar conversion functions are now also available with the SCADA Basic instruction CONVERT. 

General 
11.2.06086 

Instruction CONVERT - New modes for angle conversions 

2 new modes are now available for the instruction CONVERT: 

•  Mode RADTODEG: To convert an angle from radians to degrees, 
•  Mode DEGTORAD: To convert an angle from degrees to radians. 

Similar conversion functions are now also available in expressions. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06086 



 

 

Driver XBUS-IP-MASTER - Handling of connection termination (SPR 
#66310) 

In order to improve interop with some devices, it is now possible to select if a connection shall 
be terminated using the TCP RST_ACK or FIN_ACK flag. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06085 

Instruction SYSTEM mode CHANGEPASSWORD - Support for Active 
Directory user accounts (SPR #16223) 

It is now possible to change the password of an Active Directory user with the instruction 
SYSTEM mode CHANGEPASSWORD. 

General.User management 
11.2.06085 

Support for more log in syntaxes with Active Directory (SPR #66112, 
59301) 

It is now possible to log in by specifying the domain of the user with the following user name 
formats: 

• Down-Level Logon Name: DomainName\UserName 

• User Principal Name: UserName@Domain.local 

It enables logging in to a different Active Directory domain. 

General.User management 
11.2.06085 

HDS archives items sorted alphabetically (SPR #63242) 

All the HDS archive items - trends, log lists, archive units, trend groups, tables and databases - 
are now sorted alphabetically in the Application Explorer. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06083 

New return codes for the DbImport (SPR #65829) 

Return codes have been added to the DbImport tool to facilitate usage in console mode. It now 
returns: 

• 0 if successful, 

• 1 if the import was successful but contained duplicated lines, 

• 2 if the import failed or was cancelled. 

Add-ons and Tools 
11.2.06083 
Other versions: 11.1.06121 

Could not change exception-schedule with ISMA devices 

Using the WebScheduler, changing exceptions on a BACnet schedule failed with devices from 
the manufacturer ISMA. 
The displayed exceptions did not match the actual value of the exception-schedule property in 
the WebScheduler. 

The issue related to the handling of the ReadProperty service when applied to properties of 
type Array in the particular case when the array is empty. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06082 

Improved fallback for interop with iSMA devices 

Changing BACnet Schedules could fail with iSMA devices. The fallback mechanism for writing 
variable-size arrays have been improved. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06080 

Support for 3V16, 4V16, 3F16 and 4F16 data formats (SPR #65791) 

The KNX add-on now supports the 3V16, 4V16, 3F16 and 4F16 data formats. 

Data Acquisition.KNX 
11.2.06080 



 

 

Time Sync request handling (SPR #65668) 

It is now possible to acknowledge positively a Time Sync request even if the service is not 
supported. This change improves interoperability with IEC 104 clients that do not handle 
negative ack properly. In all cases, the computer clock is not changed. 

Communication interfaces.IEC 
60870-5-104 Outstation 
11.2.06079 

Max length for description (SPR #65149) 

The maximum length of trend description is now 255 characters (was 60). 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06074 

Number of GDI & USER objects, Desktop heap 

It is now possible to use the SV Core Management Console to change the size of the desktop 
heap and to set the maximum number of GDI and User objects that can be created per-process. 
Changing these Windows system-level settings is sometimes necessary to handle more mimics 
when a PcVue web back end runs as a Windows service. 

Changing these settings is sensitive; in particular, setting the desktop heap to a value too high 
can put the system in a no-boot situation due to the Windows kernel not being able to allocate 
memory properly to even get Session 0 set up. 

General 
11.2.06073 

Low resource warning system for GDI and USER objects 
Rework on the low resource warning system for both GDI and USER objects: 

• Changed the GDI and USER object monitoring configuration to use a percentage of the 
resource limit rather than an absolute value, 

• Changed the message displayed in the warning dialog box when the application 
exceeds the maximum resources allocated to it, 

• Added monitoring of USER objects by default for new projects. 

HMI 
11.2.06073 

Accuracy of timer for cyclic functions 

Improved accuracy of the timer used for cyclic functions. 

Miscellaneous 
11.2.06073 

SnapshotPeriod range modified 

The range for the SnapshotPeriod setting is now limited to [50 ms, 10 min]. 

Communication interfaces.SNMP 
Agent 
11.2.06071 

Clear Restart IIN and Refresh Attributes 

It is now possible to configure if a request to clear IIN1.7 (Restart IIN) and Refresh Attributes 
need to be sent when a connection to a device is established. 

Data Acquisition.DNP3 
11.2.06071 

Scientific notation 

Scientific notation was always used in the legend and scale areas when value was greater than 
100 000. It is now possible to configure if this formatting has to be used or not. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06070 

New setting for initial read at startup (SPR #64505) 

A new setting named InitialReadItemsNumber is available in the KNX configuration file. It 
specifies the maximum number of items refreshed at once on project start-up. The driver 
refreshes all the items flagged as R at the rate of TimeOutInSec*30s until all the items are read. 
Default value is 200. 

Data Acquisition.KNX 
11.2.06068 

Centering symbol markers on anchor (SPR #64254) 

It is now possible to configure whether symbol markers shall be positioned according to their 
anchor or to their center. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06068 



 

 

Configurable column mapping for EDE files (SPR #63340) 

From now on, it is possible to select how the loading of each EDE file is handled, either with the 
automatic detection mode, or with a customized mode by selecting: 

• The column delimiter; 
• The column header's names. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06066 

License Utility - Display .lic file content (SPR #64048) 

The License Utility is now able to display the content of .lic files prior to updating/upgrading a 
license. 

Add-ons and Tools 
11.2.06064 

Time zone overridden 

Under some circumstances, it happens that the time zone sent by the device is incorrect (i.e.: 
misconfiguration). To avoid erroneous data reading and recording, a new advanced property is 
available at variable level to enable overriding the time zone sent by the device. 

Data Acquisition.DNP3 
11.2.06064 

Mitsubishi TCP/IP - Maximum address range for R and D data (SPR 
#63996) 

The maximum address range of D and R data for Mitsubishi Q series PLC is now 65535 (was 
12287). 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06064 

Support for special characters in settings (SPR #63475) 

Characters '#' and '/' are now supported as part of the replacement strings for unknown and 
non-significant data. 

This enhancement allows the use of the replacement string '#N/A' (without quotes) which is by 
default interpreted by Microsoft Excel as a non-significant value (including formula...). 

Data Export 
11.2.06064 

User password length (SPR #64047) 

The maximum password length is now 127 characters (was 16) 

General.User management 
11.2.06064 

Tooltips for wrapped labels in Form controls (SPR #62586) 

Wrapped labels are now fully displayed as tooltips in Form controls. 

HMI.Form controls 
11.2.06064 

Enumeration associated labels in Text animations (SPR #63878) 

It is now possible to use the Enumeration Associated Labels in text animations. Prior to this 
enhancement, they were only usable in the WebScheduler. 

HMI.Animations 
11.2.06062 

Instruction CRONTAB - new modes EXECUTE_TABLE & 
EXECUTE_ALLTABLES (SPR #63444) 

Two new modes EXECUTE_TABLE and EXECUTE_ALLTABLES  have been added to the instruction 
CRONTAB to execute the standard timetable or active exceptions: 

• CRONTAB("EXECUTE_TABLE", TableName) 
returns 0 if the TableName does not exists 
returns 1 otherwise 

• CRONTAB("EXECUTE_ALLTABLES") 
always returns 1 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06062 
Other versions: 11.1.06111, 
11.0.06096 



 

 

Improved filtering of logged data export (SPR #63382) 

When using data export for logged events, it is now possible to filter according to all usual 
variable attributes including Domain, Nature and Extended Attributes. 
A new tab named Attributes is available on Log Filter items to configure the expression filter to 
be applied to the associated log page. 

Data Export 
11.2.06061 

ODBC archives - Compatibility with MySQL and MariaDB (SPR #63386) 

It is now possible to set a specific column delimiter to be used in the handling of ODBC 
databases. In particular, it enables the usage of MySQL and MariaDB database engines. 

Historical data 
11.2.06059 
Other versions: 11.1.06110 

Configuring alarm on Trap of type text (SPR #63262) 

It is now possible to configure an alarm on a trap of type text. In such case, the Field property 
has to be set to StrCmpare(<string>), where <string> matches the text that will trigger the 
alarm. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
11.2.06058 

Embedding Markers and Local Map into the project folder 

It is now possible to store the configuration of markers and map cache into the local GIS folder 
of a project (could only be stored in the Common folder until this change). As for other 
graphical objects, the local folder is referenced by a starting  '/' in the file name. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06058 

SetImage method with absolute path (SPR #63487) 

The VBA method SetImage now support absolute path, thus allowing loading images that are 
not stored within a project or library folder. 

Scripting.VBA 
11.2.06058 

Disabling command sending (SPR #63424) 

It is now possible to disable the possibility for the user to send commands in Variable tracking 
mode. 

HMI.Grid control 
11.2.06058 
Other versions: 11.1.06105 

New events on the Grid Control (SPR #63425) 

Two new VBA events have been added to the Grid Control to indicate when it starts and 
completes the update of the variables. These events are useful when the Grid control is in 
variable tracking mode: 

• OnBeginUpdatingVariables() 

• OnEndpdatingVariables() 

Scripting.VBA 
11.2.06058 
Other versions: 11.1.06105 

Upgrade Week numbering (SPR #63363) 

Week numbering in the WebScheduler is no longer based on the CalendarWeekRule setting 
from the web.config file, but on the culture associated to the language selected at login time 
(or the culture settings of the web browser, if the Default language is selected upon login). 

This change makes it easier to adapt to a variety of users operating in areas with different 
standards for week numbering, but may affect existing users if their browser configuration or 
language selection do not correspond to how the CalendarWeekRule setting was configured on 
the WebScheduler server. 

WebScheduler 
11.2.06056 
Other versions: 11.1.06103 

Imports list (SPR #63082) 

The list of imports is now sorted alphabetically. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
11.2.06055 



 

 

DNP3 time synchronization 

A new advanced property named Synchronization type is available on DNP3 devices. It allows 
defining whether time synch messages sent by PcVue should be formatted as defined by the 
DNP3 LAN or DNP3 Serial standards (defaults to LAN). This new option allows support for 
devices that only support DNP3 Serial time synch messages over TCP. 

Data Acquisition.DNP3 
11.2.06055 

Double-point configuration at device level 

It is now possible to configure at device level how double-points should be interpreted 
([01]/[10] or [10]/[01] for true/false). This setting overrides the one which was already available 
in the global IEC 61850 settings. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06055 

Non-compliant OPC group name (SPR #63246, 63147) 

A new advanced property named OPC group name imposed by the server is now available. It is 
designed to solve interop issues when an OPC server imposes a group name that cannot be the 
name of a configuration item in PcVue (due to special characters or name length). As an 
example, taking advantage of timestamping at the PLC level with Schneider Electric OFS 
requires using an OPC group named ##TSEventsGroup##. 

Data Acquisition.OPC Client 
11.2.06055 

Time-axis limits (SPR #63088) 

From now on, it is possible to configure the horizontal axis period and time capacity buffer from 
1 to 14400 for each time unit: Seconds, minutes, hours, days (was 3600). 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06055 
Other versions: 11.1.06101 

Image picker and file types 

The image picker now displays all files by default, instead of only *.bmp files. 

HMI 
11.2.06054 
Other versions: 11.1.06099 

Port configuration (SPR #61675) 

It is now possible to customize the TCP port for connecting to IEC 61850 devices. The new 
property is available in the device's advanced properties. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06046 

DNP3 device redundancy support 

In addition to data acquisition server redundancy, the DNP3 client driver now also supports 
device redundancy. 

Data Acquisition.DNP3 
11.2.06043 
Other versions: 11.1.06097 

Execute Read request after Write request 

From now on, it is possible to execute a synchronization read request on a BACnet object or 
property that has been updated by a write request. 
Such behavior can be configured at device level with the advanced property 
Writing.Synchronize values after writing (enabled by default). 

It has been designed to ensure user awareness in cases where the command is successfully 
executed end-to-end, but, because there is already a higher priority command, the command 
issued from PcVue is not reflected in the object value. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06041 

Max number of points 

The maximum number of points that can be retrieved to draw a trend curve is now up to 48000 
(was 12000). 

HMI.Trend viewer 
11.2.06039 



 

 

Timestamp source type labelling (SPR #61549) 

From now on it is possible to configure the labels to display for the timestamp source. It can be 
displayed in Log Viewer, Alarm Viewer and Animations by using the substitution character #x. 

Configuration can be edited in the file "C\VarConf.dat": 
 [TIMESTAMP_LABELS] 
 SV=SV 
 DeviceOK=PLC 
 DeviceNOK=PLC ? 
 HisOK=HIS 
 HisNOK=HIS ? 
 [TIMESTAMP_LABELS\LangAlt] 
 SV=SV 
 DeviceOK=PLC 
 DeviceNOK=PLC ? 
 HisOK=HIS 
 HisNOK=HIS ? 

These labels are also used in the Application Explorer. 

General 
11.2.06038 

Dialog boxes' position reset 

The position of dialog boxes is now reset automatically when they are detected in a non-visible 
part of the desktop workspace. 
Such issues occur when changing operating system display setting, for example when switching 
from 2 screens to 1. 

HMI 
11.2.06038 

Configuration of associated labels on Schedules (SPR #62625, 61819) 

It is now possible to configure associated labels at the schedule level instead of only within the 
properties of referenced outputs. This new property has a higher priority than properties of 
reference outputs. It offers the possibility to have suitable labels in the WebScheduler even if 
schedule outputs are not configured at the PcVue level. 

WebScheduler 
11.2.06038 

Invalid points for trends after communication failure (SPR #62964) 

From now on, invalid points are no longer recorded for trends in case of communication failure, 
in particular with networking architecture having separated servers for data acquisition and 
archiving. 
When communication is recovered, if the VTQ has changed, then an invalid point with the 
timestamp of the start of the communication failure and the new VTQ is recorded. 

Historical data 
11.2.06038 
Other versions: 11.1.06096 

Improved connection management 

In order to avoid multiple connections/disconnections, the communication is stopped after 3 
connections and disconnections in less than a second, and restarted after 30 seconds. Such a 
behavior could be generated by an erroneous configuration in the project and could cause 
network traffic overload. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06038 
Other versions: 11.1.06095 

Automatic refresh period 

The minimum value of the Automatic refresh period property is now 1 sec (was 5). 

HMI.Log viewer 
11.2.06038 
Other versions: 11.1.06095 

Prevent mapping of unknown objects 

It is no longer possible to map variables on BACnet objects that are of an unknown type (e.g. 
object type Id in the range of Proprietary or Reserved object types for example). 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06037 



 

 

Filtering by username (#N) (SPR #62427) 

From now on, it is possible to filter archived HDS and proprietary log lists by User name (#N). A 
new column and a new attribute have been added to their respective configuration. 

Historical data 
11.2.06037 

Reading specific index of a BACnetArray (SPR #62817) 

From now on, it is possible to map a variable onto a specific index of a property of type 
BACnetArray (such as priority-array or weekly-schedule properties) by specifying 
BACnetArray(x) in the advanced property Field of the variable, where x corresponds to the 1-
based index in the array. If the specified index is higher than the array size or if the value 
cannot be converted (according to the variable type), the quality of the variable will be set to 
NS_FMT. Index 0 can be used to get the size of array.  

This syntax only applicable to BACnetArray, it is not applicable to properties of type BACnetList. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06035 

Deletion of referenced Log table (SPR #62910) 

From now on, it is no longer possible to delete a Log table when it is referenced by a Log list. 
Allowing such deletion was leading to configuration inconsistency and logs were no longer 
recorded without notice. 

Historical data 
11.2.06035 
Other versions: 11.1.06093 

New function support in expressions - StrLen 

It is now possible to use the function StrLen in expressions to get the length of a string. 
Syntax: Int = StrLen(String) 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06034 

Max size of authentication and encryption keys (SPR #62918) 

From now on, the maximum size of authentication and encryption keys is 255 characters (was 
30). 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
11.2.06034 
Other versions: 11.1.06093 



 

 

Instruction TREND - New modes related to thresholds (SPR #62758) 

New modes have been added to the SCADA Basic instruction TREND: 

• TREND("THRESHOLD_GETMODE", Window, Branch, 

Identity, Trace); 
Returns the current mode of the selected trace: 
 -1: no threshold, 
 0: automatic, 
 1: ppphigh/pphigh/phigh/high, 
 2: pphigh/phigh/high/low, 
 3: phigh/high/low/plow, 
 4: high/low/plow/pplow, 
 5: low/plow/pplow/ppplow. 

• TREND("THRESHOLD_ISCHECKED", Window, Branch, 

Identity, Trace, ThresholdNumber ); 
Returns the current mode of a given threshold (0: not activated; 1: activated). 

• TREND("THRESHOLD_GETVALUE", Window, Branch, 

Identity, Trace, ThresholdNumber ); 
Returns the value of a given threshold. 

• TREND("THRESHOLD_ISDRAWLINE", Window, 

Branch, Identity, Trace, ThresholdNumber ); 
Indicates if the limit line of a given threshold is displayed or hidden (0: hidden, 1: 
displayed). 

• TREND("THRESHOLD_GETCOLOR", Window, Branch, 

Identity, Trace, ThresholdNumber ); 
Returns the line color of a given threshold (RGB code in double format). 

• TREND("THRESHOLD_GETSTYLE", Window, Branch, 

Identity, Trace, ThresholdNumber ); 
Returns the style of the line of a given threshold: 
 0: solid, 
 1: dash, 
 2: dot, 
 3: dashdot, 
 4: dashdotdot. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06034 
Other versions: 11.1.06092 

Incorrect list of properties when browsing 

When the service ReadPropertyMultiple with a property reference set to ALL is not supported 
by the requested device, the property list defined in the built-in XML catalog is used instead of 
the default one. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06031 

Instruction WINDOW, mode IS_OPEN - Branch now optional (SPR 
#62748) 

From now on, the branch is an optional parameter when using the SCADA Basic instruction 
WINDOW, mode IS_OPEN. It enables to check if a mimic is opened whatever the branch is. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06031 
Other versions: 11.1.06088 

Default number of schedules displayed (SPR #62557) 

A new setting GridViewPageSize is available in the web.config file of the WebScheduler. It 
enables to set the number of schedules to be displayed in the schedule page. Defaults to 20. 

WebScheduler 
11.2.06030 
Other versions: 11.1.06089 

Paste items from context menus (SPR #61660, 16515) 

It is now possible to paste branches and variables from context menus. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06026 



 

 

Max segments accepted increased to 64 

The max number of segments accepted has been increased to 64 (was 16) to improve the 
interoperability with some devices that were not considering this capability element correctly. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06026 

UTF-8 and MSDOS PC-8 support for text variables (SPR #61431) 

Support for UTF-8 and MS DOS PC-8 encoding for text variables mapped on CimWay frames. 
The encoding can be set in the advanced properties of the corresponding variables. 

In case of UTF-8, it is possible to indicate a byte size (from the source) that may differ from the 
text variable size. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06026 

Change a picture dynamically in a mimic (SPR #62685) 

A new VBA method SetImage is available for the Bitmap objects. It enables to dynamically 
change a picture in a mimic. Only pictures stored in the libraries (Common, Shared or Project) 
can be used. 
myObject.SetImage "/myLib/newImage.png" 

It returns: 

• -1 if the image does not exist, 

• 0 if the format is invalid, 
• 1 when successful. 

Scripting.VBA 
11.2.06026 

Improved mechanism for detecting running Sv32 instances 

The detection mechanism of running instances of the Sv32.exe process has been improved. It is 
mainly useful with RDS-based architecture. In addition, new diagnostic messages related to this 
mechanism have been added. 

General 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06087, 
11.0.06092 



 

 

Driver XBUS-IP-MASTER - Several enhancements (SPR #62301) 

Several enhancements of the XBUS-IP-MASTER driver to better support IP to modem 
converters, including: 

• Improved handling of the connection time-out and retry, 
• Information frame enhanced with timeout and retry values: 

• INFO 0004: max Timeout value, 
• INFO 0005: current Timeout value, 
• INFO 0006: max number of retries, 
• INFO 0007: current number of retries, 

• Improved management of the serialization of several devices using the same 
connection channel, 

• New option at device level to indicate if it is a Fixed timeout or Standard device: 

• When Standard is selected, the time-out is not played if the 
corresponding socket is not opened on the device (default value), 

• When Fixed timeout is selected, the timeout is forced even if the socket 
is not opened. 

In addition, new submodes are available for the  SCADA Basic instruction CIMWAY, mode 
SENDMSG: 

• To enable the usage of a specific connection channel to a device: 
CIMWAY("SENDMSG",NetworkName,"EnableConnect

ion;EqtName;CnxNb") 

• To disable the usage of a specific connection channel to a device: 
CIMWAY("SENDMSG",NetworkName,"DisableConnect

ion;EqtName;CnxNb") 

• To activate CWAudit traces on the selected communication object: 
CIMWAY("SENDMSG",ObjectName,"TraceOn") 

• To deactivate CWAudit traces of the selected communication object: 
CIMWAY("SENDMSG",ObjectName,"TraceOff") 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06086, 
11.0.06092 

Data Export limits (SPR #62613) 

In order to ensure nominal performances, the number of items that can be configured for the 
Data Export is now limited to: 

• 100 exports 

• 10 pages per export 
• 100 trends per page 

These limits can be modified in the file \C\svConf.dat. Warning messages are displayed in the 
Event Viewer when these limits are reached. 
Performances may degrade when exceeding default limits. 

Data Export 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06085 

Filtering Active Directory User Groups (SPR #62674) 

When associating a User profile to an Active Directory User Group, it is now possible to filter 
the AD User Groups. This feature is particularly interesting when there is plenty of User Groups. 

General.User management 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06082, 
11.0.06090 

Enhanced Command reception 

The handling of command reception has been improved to enhance performances. Until this 
change, all the configured devices were processed. From now on, only the devices having 
pending commands are. 
In addition, a device was not able to receive traps while waiting for a command reception. Both 
actions are now dealt with separately to avoid any delay in traps handling. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06079 



 

 

Support for multi-line expressions 

The expression editor of the Application Architect now supports carriage return, enabling multi-
line expressions. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06023 

New time zone property (SPR #62568) 

It is now possible to configure the time zone (Local or UTC) used by a Sector for timestamped 
data. It can be set in the advanced properties of Sectors. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
11.2.06023 
Other versions: 11.1.06079 

Support for the ONLINE flag 
The flag ONLINE of DNP3 objects was not taken into account in the status of variables. It is now 
taken into account in addition to the COMM_LOST flag. 

Data Acquisition.DNP3 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06075 

Instruction LOGDISPLAY- new mode GET_NAME_FROM_LINE 

A new mode is available for the SCADA Basic instruction LOGDISPLAY: 

• GET_NAME_FROM_LINE: Returns the variable name associated to a given line 
number. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06075 

Configurable Navigator's border color and thickness (SPR #62306) 

It is now possible to configure the border color and thickness of the Navigator from the menu 
Preference/Colors. 

HMI 
11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1.06072 

SNMP Manager mapping editor (SPR #62368) 

The mapping editor for the SNMP Manager now supports array objects. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06010 

Enhanced robustness upon archive server switchover 

The robustness of the switchover mechanism has been improved for archive server association 
when configured as single active. In addition, traces have been added to better monitor 
switchover. 

Networking 
11.2.06010 
Other versions: 11.1.06072, 
11.0.06087 

Invalid timestamp quality 

It is now possible to set the timestamp quality of the items exposed by the IEC 104 Outstation 
when using the SCADA Basic instruction SYSTEM with the mode SETSYNCHRONIZEDCLOCK. This 
instruction is global and is applied to all the items exposed by the IEC 104 Outstation. 

Communication interfaces.IEC 
60870-5-104 Outstation 
11.2.06001 

HMI for settings related to Event and Cyclic actions 

Following the addition of settings allowing executing event and cyclic actions on all servers or 
only the active servers of an association, these settings can now be changed via the Application 
Explorer HMI. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
11.2.06001 

Variable substitution dialog box (SPR #62304) 

The dialog box to configure variable substitutions on a symbol has been enhanced. It is now a 
sizable window and supports column resizing for a better display. 

HMI 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06071 



 

 

Notification of timestamp change 

It is now possible to configure whether the Alarm Manager and the User Interface shall be 
notified when only the timestamp changes. 

The new settings are located in the file C\VarConf.dat: 
[DeviceTimestampChangeNotification] 
ToAlarmManager=1 
ToUserInterfaceManager=1 
For both settings, the value 1 indicates that the corresponding manager is notified, their default 
value is 1. 

This permits updating real time data and alarms on value change or on timestamp change. 

Real time data 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06069 

Driver XBUS-IP-MASTER - Default slave Id (SPR #62357) 

In order to follow official recommendations, the default slave Id is now 255 (was 1). 

While discouraged, it is now also possible to configure a slave Id equal to 0. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06068 

Handling of time tagged data 

It is now possible to set how to handle the timestamp upon reconnection to OPC servers: 

• Use of the local station timestamp, 
• Use of the last known timestamp. 

The new setting named Use Local Timestamp Upon Reconnection is available as part of the OPC 
Client settings. 
It is set to true for existing project, and defaults to false for new projects. 

Similar settings already existed for the IEC 104 client and DNP3 drivers. 

Data Acquisition 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06067 

Default value for property "Original size" of symbols (SPR #62304) 

A new HMI option named Mimics.Symbols."Original size" selected when inserting symbol is 
available to indicate whether the Original size property shall be ticked or not when inserting a 
symbol in a mimic. 

HMI 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06067 

Replacement text for AlaOn, AlaOff & AlaAck substitution characters 
(SPR #61869) 

A new HMI option named Mimics.Animations.Replacement symbol if alarm timestamp does not 
exist is available to customize the replacement text for the substitution characters of type 
#xxxAlaOn, #xxxAlaOff and #xxxAlaAck, when the corresponding timestamp does not exist. 

HMI.Alarm viewer 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06067 



 

 

Instruction CRONTAB - new modes ADDPROG_EX and DELPROG_EX 
(SPR #15208) 

Two new modes are available for the instruction CRONTAB: 

• ADDPROG_EX (15) to add a program schedule by 
CronType/Frequency/Program/Branch/Function and its function arguments & active 
bit. 
CRONTAB("ADDPROG_EX", CRONTYPE, Date, Time, 

Program, Branch, Function [, Arguments [, 

ActiveBit]]);  

• DELPROG_EX (16) to delete program schedules with different arguments & active bit. 
CRONTAB("ADDPROG_EX", CRONTYPE, Date, Time, 

Program, Branch, Function [, Arguments[, 

ActiveBit]]); 

The modes ADDPROG and DELPROG are now obsolete. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06066 

Alarm value in VBA (SPR #60978) 

A new HMI option named Scripting.Variable Value returns alarm value if variable is an alarm is 
available. 
When activated, the VBA property Value of Variable items is an Alarm value (see below), 
otherwise it is a Bit value (0 or 1). It is not activated for new projects and activated for existing 
projects. 

In addition, a new VBA property AlarmValue is available on Variable items. If a variable item 
corresponds to an alarm, it returns the alarm value as follows: 

• 0: Off 
• 1: On, Not Acknowledged 

• 2: On, Acknowledged 

• 3: Off, Not Acknowledged 
• 4: Masked operator 

• 5: Masked program 
• 6: Masked variable 
• 7: Masked expression 

Scripting.VBA 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06065 

Disabling right-click in the workspace (SPR #62022) 

A new HMI option named Mimics.Context menus.Disable workspace right click popup menu is 
available. 
When activated, the context menu will not be displayed on right-click on the workspace. 

HMI 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06061 



 

 

 

5. Performance 

Project startup time improved 

Improved time to refresh DNP3 variables on project startup. 

Data Acquisition.DNP3 
11.2.06091 

Slow display of templates with Global parameters 

The time to display templates and instances having global parameters has been greatly 
improved. On large number of instances, the time to display is reduced from 15 sec to 3 sec. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06081 

Resources usage (SPR #65770) 

Improvements to CPU and resources usage for the IEC 61850 driver, leading to more responsive 
data exchanges. CPU consumption has been reduced by 40%. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06080 

Alarm counters 

Performance enhancements in the handling of alarm counter system variables. 

Alarms 
11.2.06066 

Alarm syntheses loading time improved 

Loading time of Alarm Syntheses has been significantly improved with a better handling of filter 
defined without branches. 
As an example, the loading of 7300 Alarm Syntheses now takes only 7 mn instead of 37 mn. 

Alarms 
11.2.06066 

Improved display performances 

Two new settings have been introduced within the Application Architect to improve 
performances when developing a project: 

• Template composition - Expand only one level: When activated, only the level of child 
item is expanded when selecting an instance or a Template. For example, Trends and 
Events associated to variables will not be displayed by default. 

• Instances - Evaluate only current level: When activated, expressions are displayed and 
calculated only for the selected instance and not for its included instances. 

These options do not affect the generation process. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06066 

Asynchronous loading of schedules (SPR #62557) 

The loading time of schedules has been improved by using asynchronous calls. In addition, 
selecting a schedule before the end of loading interrupts it to enable a faster display of the 
selected schedule. 

WebScheduler 
11.2.06045 

Max framerate 

The framerate is now limited to 33 fps to avoid CPU overloading. 

HMI.Map control 
11.2.06045 
Other versions: 11.1.06098 



 

 

HDS Trends configuration saving (SPR #62905, 62900) 

From now on, the configuration file containing HDS Trends is only saved in the following cases: 

• Completion of an import (Generic Import, Smart Generators, Application Architect), 

• Application Explorer Save action, 
• Project exit. 

This file was previously saved upon all single modification of a HDS Trend, causing imports to 
perform poorly. 

Configuration Environments 
11.2.06039 

Improved responsiveness 

On-demand reads are heavily used by the mapping editor and Helpers for device objects 
discovery, introspection of property lists, and value retrievals. 
This series of enhancements increases performances by reducing both the network traffic and 
improving the user experience. When using the mapping editor and Helpers, the time to display 
or refresh information is reduced, making use of these tools much more comfortable for users. 

The improvement is significant when connected to devices with limited support for 
segmentation, small max APDU size, or having large sets of objects and properties (object-list, 
arrays...). 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.06038 

Improved performances of the variable selector (SPR #62849, 62838, 
62571) 

Improvement of the variable browsing implementation. As a consequence, the variable selector 
is much more responsive. 

Configuration Environments 
11.2.06035 

Excessive time to stop a network (SPR #62605) 

In case of dynamic host name resolution, stopping a network could take a long time. Now the 
name resolution is stopped when a device is stopped. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
11.2.06031 
Other versions: 11.1.06078 

Synchronization time reduced 

The time to synchronize with the Application Architect has been improved, in particular when 
the configuration contains alarm synthesis, expression on variables, cyclic and HDS trend items. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06088 

Excessive time to import Associated Actions (SPR #61908) 

Importing alarm Associated Actions was taking an abnormal long time to perform due to 
multiple file accesses. 
Prior to the fix, importing 6000 Associated Actions took around 12mn. The import time has 
been decreased to less than a minute. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
11.2.06026 
Other versions: 11.1.06085 

BACnet Calendar loading time (SPR #62435) 

When displaying a BACnet Calendar, multiple reads were done, slowing down the loading time 
of the calendar page. 

WebScheduler 
11.2.06010 

Loading time of the Trend Viewer (SPR #62336) 

The time to load historical data points in the Trend Viewer has been reduced. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1.06068 



 

 

 

6. Audit & diagnostic 

Incorrect error message with -k command line argument (SPR #63669) 

Incorrect messages were displayed in the event viewer when the -k command line argument 
was misconfigured or when the remote license was not available. 

General 
11.2.06092 

IOPCSyncIO traces incorrectly activated (SPR #66604) 

Some traces were always generated despites having not been activated, in particular those 
related to the OPC server IOPCSyncIO events. 

Communication interfaces.OPC 
Server 
11.2.06089 

LAN Audit counter - Incorrect  value 

The Audit counter indicating the number of pending messages in the mailbox for the LAN 
manager was incorrect. 

Audit 
11.2.06082 

Enhanced robustness of the Event Viewer (SPR #62901, 62763) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occurred when too many traces were sent to the 
Event Viewer. Now the Event Viewer updates the displayed traces 3 times per seconds instead 
of on every new trace. 

General 
11.2.06067 

CwAudit startup enhancement (SPR #63029) 

CwAudit was able to connect to PcVue only one time after startup. Now it can be started, 
stopped and restarted on the fly while PcVue is running. 

Audit 
11.2.06038 

CwAudit - Max number of equipments (SPR #63019) 

The maximum number of equipments CwAudit can managed is now 2018 (was 256). 

Audit 
11.2.06038 
Other versions: 11.1.06096, 
11.0.06093 

New dump files (SPR #16703) 

From now on, dump files are generated upon fatal error of the Application Explorer, the 
Application Architect and Smart Generators. 

Configuration Environments 
11.2.06035 

New traces for the SNMP Agent driver (SPR #62378) 

New traces are added to the SNMP Agent driver, for a better diagnosis of incorrect loading of 
the configuration file. 

Communication interfaces.SNMP 
Agent 
11.2.06001 

New traces for the KNX driver (SPR #62378) 

New traces are added to the KNX driver, for a better diagnosis of incorrect loading of the 
configuration file. 

Data Acquisition.KNX 
11.2.06001 



 

 

 

7. Add-ons & tools 

BACnet server Add-on (SPR #63008) 

A BACnet server interface is now available as an Add-on. It supports BACnet/IP with the profile 
B-ASC. 
The Add-on is licensed. 

Communication interfaces 
11.2.06057 



 

 

 

8. Installation 

Timestamping server for Authenticode signature 

Change of the timestamping server used for Authenticode signature of installation packages 
and binary files. 

The trust chain of the new timestamping server is attached to the following root certificate: 

• Friendly name: DigiCert 
• Serial number: 0ce7e0e517d846fe8fe560fc1bf03039 

• Common name: DigiCert Assured ID Root CA 

• Valid from : Friday, November 10, 2006 1:00:00 AM 
• Valid to : Monday, November 10, 2031 1:00:00 AM 

Make sure this certificate is in the list of trusted certificates. 

Installation 
11.2.06098 

Documentation update (SPR #68081) 

The product documentation has been updated: 

• Online help in Chinese - Now at the level of version 11.2, 

• Online help in Russian - Now at the level of version 11.2. 

General.Documentation 
11.2.06095 

Dream Report version 4.81 

The newer installation package for Dream Report is available in the Add-ons & Tools section of 
the DVD. 

Add-ons and Tools 
11.2.06063 

New Add-on - OPC UA Gateway 

PcVue now supports the OPC UA Gateway with built-in licensing. It includes: 

• The OPC UA client gateway for data acquisition, 

• The OPC UA server gateway for exposing PcVue variables to 3rd party UA clients. 

The OPC UA Gateway is available in the Add-ons & tools section of the DVD. 

Add-ons and Tools 
11.2.06063 

Documentation update 

The product documentation has been updated: 

• Online help in Chinese - Now at the level of version 11.1, 

• Minor update of the following addenda: Varexp.dat file format. 

General.Documentation 
11.2.06063 

Backup of the Library.dat file 

As of now, the Library.dat file stored in the Shared Library folder is backed-up to preserve any 
customization. 

When repairing, modifying, updating or removing an installed version of PcVue, a numbered 
copy of this file is saved in the %TEMP% folder (user temporary folder) and can be manually 
restored if necessary. 

General 
11.2.06048 

New Library - SH_EXPORT 

This new shared library is designed to facilitate the use of the Data Export feature. 
In particular, it contains SCADA Basic scripts for those users needing to schedule the generation 
of data export files in background. 

General 
11.2.06048 



 

 

Documentation update 

The product documentation has been updated: 

• Fixes in the online help in English and French, 

• Minor update of the following addenda: Station.dat and Varexp.dat file format. 

A total of 60+ documentation SPR fixed. 

General.Documentation 
11.2.06048 

Cumulative patches 

As of now, version 11.2 updates can be made available under the form of cumulative patches 
(in addition to the larger full installation media). 

A patch is an additional media format for installation packages. It consists of a .Msp file, and is 
much smaller than a full media.  

• It is the accumulation of changes and fixes since the previous patch.  

• A patch can be installed on top of an already installed version in order to update it.  
• A patch cannot be used to perform a first installation because it does not include the 

full set of files and components required to perform a fresh installation.  
 
There are numerous benefits to using cumulative patches: 

• The ability to deliver cumulative patches reduces the size of a PcVue update, making 
the download much faster.  

• Installing a cumulative patch is also much faster than a regular installation package. 

• A patch can be uninstalled separately to come back to an earlier patch or to the 
reference version, making it easier when a roll back is necessary. 

 
See the Knowledge base for more information about how to use PcVue Cumulative Patches. 

Installation 
11.2.06048 

Updated Varexp.dat documentation 
The file describing the Varexp.dat fields has been updated. 
It is named VAREXP_112_ENU.pdf and is available as part of the addenda to the 
documentation. 

General.Documentation 
11.2.06030 

Context after an installation restart 
When an installation restart was requested, the installation context (feature selections...) was 
lost when restarting if the restart was initiated by a pre-requisite component. 

Installation 
11.2.06030 

Pre-requisite detection 
The detection of the need to install a pre-requisite was not always working correctly. 
Under some circumstances, a pre-requisite was wrongly flagged for installation when a more 
recent version was already installed. 
In particular, the issue affected SQL Server pre-requisites. 

Installation 
11.2.06030 

WebScheduler shortcut 
When versions 11.1 and 11.2 were installed with the WebScheduler component, the shortcut 
to the WebScheduler appeared only once in the All Apps folder and in the app search results. 

WebScheduler 
11.2.06030 



 

 

 

9. Security 

Vulnerabilities in the Web back end modules 

The following vulnerabilities are fixed. They affect the interface between the Web & Mobile 
back end and the web services hosted in Microsoft IIS: 

• A Remote Code Execution vulnerability due to the unsafe deserialization of messages 
received on the interface - Affects all versions since 8.10. 

• A Denial Of Service vulnerability due to the ability for a non-authorized user to modify 
information used to validate messages sent by legitimate web clients - Only affects 
version 12.0. 

• An information exposure vulnerability allowing a non-authorized user to access 
session data of legitimate users - Only affects version 12.0. 

See our Security alert page and Security Bulletin 2020-1 for more information. 

Web Server Extensions 
11.2.06097 

Access to the online help and potential security policy infringement 
(SPR #66776, 65910) 

Under some circumstances, access to the online help was possible before completion of project 
startup. 

It could occur in particular by pressing the F1 key from one of the message box opened to 
indicate that network access issues prevent access to the version management central folder. 
Access to the file system was therefore possible before user authentication, which could be 
against the security policy on some systems. 

General 
11.2.06091 

OpenSSL library updated 

The OpenSSL library has been updated to version 1.0.2q (20 Nov 2018). 

Security 
11.2.06080 

OpenSSL library updated 

The OpenSSL library has been updated to version 1.0.p (14-Aug-2018). 

Security 
11.2.06073 

OpenSSL Library updated 

The OpenSSL library has been updated to version 1.0.2o (27-Mar-2018). 

Security 
11.2.06066 

OpenSSL library updated 

The OpenSSL library has been updated to version 1.0.2n (7-Dec-2017). 

Security 
11.2.06062 

Latency when starting the application (SPR #63384) 

Under some circumstances, a huge latency (up to 1 min) could be noticed when starting an 
application (project selector, Application Explorer...). The issue was due to the validation of the 
code-signing certificate regarding the certificate revocation list (CRL). 

Security 
11.2.06060 

OpenSSL library updated 

The OpenSSL library has been updated to version 1.0.2m (2-Nov-2017). 

Security 
11.2.06060 

http://www.pcvuesolutions.com/security


 

 

FIPS enforcement deactivated 

FIPS has been deactivated at the application level for all the provided executables that are 
based on the .NET Framework and are likely to use cryptographic algorithms that are not FIPS 
compliant. 

Security 
11.2.06058 
Other versions: 11.1.06110 

OpenSSL library updated 

The OpenSSL library has been updated to version 1.0.2l (25-May-2017). 

Security 
11.2.06055 

Incompatibility with FIPS 140-2 enforcement policy (SPR #63074) 

Abnormal behavior and fatal error were occurring when the Windows policy was configured to 
enforce the use of FIPS 140-2 compliant algorithms for encryption, hashing, and signing. When 
enabled at system level, this security setting causes the .NET Framework to forbid the use of all 
cryptographic algorithms that are not compliant with FIPS 140-2 requirements. 
From now on, PcVue is stopped after displaying a warning message when the FIPS 140-2 
compliance is enabled at the machine level and enforced for the application. 

Enabling this Windows policy is no longer recommended by Microsoft. It is not supported by 
PcVue and shall be disabled on all PcVue stations. For more information, please refer to 
Microsoft Security Guidance - Why We’re Not Recommending “FIPS Mode” Anymore. 

Security 
11.2.06048 
Other versions: 11.1.06098 

OpenSSL library updated 

The OpenSSL library has been updated to version 1.0.2k (26-Jan-2017). 

Security 
11.2.06038 

OpenSSL library updated 

The OpenSSL library has been updated to version 1.0.2j (26-Sep-2016). 

Security 
11.2.06026 

Non-signed dll not replaced (SPR #62373) 

Under some circumstances, when a previous version of PcVue was already installed, 3 dll files 
installed in the Windows System folder were not copied at installation time. This did not cause 
any malfunction (the dll code itself was the same in recent versions), but it was preventing the 
replacement of the previously non-signed dlls by the new ones that are now signed. 
With this fix, the non-signed dlls are now replaced at installation time. 

Installation 
11.2.06001 

OpenSSL library updated 

The OpenSSL library has been updated to version 1.0.2h (03-May-2016). 

Security 
11.2.06001 

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/secguide/2014/04/07/why-were-not-recommending-fips-mode-anymore/


 

 

 

10. Other fixes & enhancements 

SPR #68268 11.2.06097 

SPR #66884 11.2.06092 

SPR #66177, 66223 11.2.06089 

SPR #66465 11.2.06088 

SPR #65935, 66079 11.2.06086 

SPR #66106, 66177 11.2.06085 

SPR #66309 11.2.06085 
Other versions: 11.1 Update, 11.0 
Update 

SPR #65931 11.2.06082 

SPR #65840, 65958 11.2.06081 

SPR #65700 11.2.06081 
Other versions: 11.1 Update 

SPR #65617, 65701, 65720, 65725, 65777 11.2.06080 

SPR #65496, 65513 11.2.06079 

SPR #64367, 65157, 65491 11.2.06078 

SPR #65463 11.2.06076 

SPR #65180 11.2.06075 

SPR #65313 11.2.06074 

SPR #65074, 65090 11.2.06073 

SPR #64794 11.2.06071 

SPR #64555 11.2.06069 

SPR #63949, 64132, 64596 11.2.06068 

SPR #63532, 63893, 64315, 64503, 64531 11.2.06067 

SPR #64316, 64463 11.2.06067 
Other versions: 11.1 Update 



 

 

SPR #61718, 61858, 63749, 63974, 63988, 64018, 64040, 64125 11.2.06064 

SPR #63338, 64042 11.2.06064 
Other versions: 11.1 Update 

SPR #63815, 63889, 63923 11.2.06062 

SPR #63723, 63894 11.2.06062 
Other versions: 11.1 Update 

SPR #63873 11.2.06061 

SPR #60690, 63095 11.2.06061 
Other versions: 11.1 Update, 11.0 
Update 

SPR #63730 11.2.06060 

SPR #63668 11.2.06059 

SPR #63334, 63355, 63383, 63438, 63493, 63580, 63607 11.2.06058 

SPR #63486 11.2.06058 
Other versions: 11.1 Update 

SPR #62167, 63277 11.2.06057 

SPR #63403 11.2.06057 
Other versions: 11.1 Update 

SPR #62762, 63375 11.2.06056 

SPR #63164 11.2.06056 
Other versions: 11.1 Update, 11.0 
Update 

SPR #63046, 63119, 63226, 63229 11.2.06055 

SPR #63255 11.2.06055 
Other versions: 11.1 Update, 11.0 
Update 

SPR #63163, 63174, 63183, 63208 11.2.06054 

SPR #63164 11.2.06054 
Other versions: 11.1 Update, 11.0 
Update 

SPR #63152 11.2.06054 
Other versions: 11.1 Update 



 

 

SPR #62845 11.2.06047 
Other versions: 11.1 Update 

SPR #62734 11.2.06045 

SPR #63030 11.2.06038 

SPR #62251, 62881, 63764 11.2.06035 

SPR #62811, 62912 11.2.06034 

SPR #62806, 62875 11.2.06033 

SPR #62874 11.2.06033 
Other versions: 11.1 Update 

SPR #61080, 62496, 62749, 62786 11.2.06031 

SPR #62741 11.2.06031 
Other versions: 11.1 Update 

SPR #62672 11.2.06026 

SPR #16300 11.2.06025 

SPR #62585, 62668 11.2.06025 
Other versions: 11.1 Update 

SPR #62409, 62535 11.2.06023 
Other versions: 11.1 Update 

SPR #62414 11.2.06020 

SPR #62538 11.2.06020 
Other versions: 9.0SP3, 11.1 
Update, 11.0 Update, 10.0SP2 

SPR #62541 11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1 Update, 11.0 
Update 

SPR #62451 11.2.06020 
Other versions: 11.1 Update 

SPR #62034, 62290 11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1 Update 

SPR #61039 11.2.06001 
Other versions: 11.1 Update, 11.0 
Update 



 

 

 

II. Release 

1. New features 

Log Monitor - New tool for logging and tracing 

A new tool called the Log Monitor is available. 
The Log Monitor helps you visualize a new set of traces that are helpful to monitor PcVue when 
deployed as a Windows Service. 

Audit 
 

IEC 60870-5-104 Outstation support 

PcVue is now able to expose any variable via a built-in IEC 104 server channel. 
This new feature enables the use of PcVue as a substation gateway, including support for 
redundancy. 
It is licensed. 

Communication interfaces.IEC 
60870-5-104 Outstation 
 

SNMP Agent 

PcVue now supports an SNMP Agent feature. 
This feature is available as an add-on and needs to be installed separately. 
It is licensed.  

Please contact your local distributor for more information. 

Communication interfaces.SNMP 
Agent 
Other versions: 11.1.06029 

Authentication in configuration tools 

As of now, launching a configuration or diagnostic tool and connecting it to a running PcVue 
process requires user authentication. This applies to all tools including the Application Explorer, 
the Application Architect, Smart Generators... 
In order to make it easy during development stage, single-sign-on is in place if PcVue and the 
configuration tool are running in the same Windows session. In this case, the tool being 
launched logs in automatically and benefits from the same user rights as in the graphic editor. 

Configuration Environments 
 

Modelling of Associated labels 

It is now possible to define Associated labels in templates and instances. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Templates documentation 

Each template can now include its documentation. 
A new tab is available for embedding formatted text. The text is saved as part of the template 
definition and can be used both for project documentation purposes, and as help for those in 
charge of instantiating templates. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Modelling of DNP3 communication items 

It is now possible to define DNP3 client Networks and Devices in templates and instances. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Modelling of IEC 60870-5-104 communication items 

It is now possible to define IEC 104 client Networks, Devices and Sectors in templates and 
instances. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 



 

 

Modelling of OPC communication items 

It is now possible to define OPC DA Servers, OPC XML-DA Servers and OPC Groups in templates 
and instances. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Configuration of BACnet Schedules & Calendars (SPR #62059, 61797) 

BACnet objects of type Schedules & Calendars can now be configured using the Application 
Explorer. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
Other versions: 11.1.06051, 
11.0.06081 

New entry in Application Explorer - General 

A new first level entry named General is available in the Application Explorer. 
Configuration for the following items is available: 

• Domains, 
• Natures, 
• Labels for Command levels, Browsing levels, Alarm Ack levels, Alarm Mask levels and 

Alarm Maintenance levels, 
• Associated labels. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
 

BACnet data acquisition driver compliant with B-OWS & B-AWS 
profiles 

The Supervisor now complies with the B-OWS and B-AWS profiles. All the necessary BIBBS are 
supported for: 

• Data Sharing,  

• Network & Device management,  

• Alarm & Event notification,  

• Trending and event logging,  
• Scheduling. 

Evolutions include: 

• Device and object discovery,  
• Versatile support for BACnet automation objects: Notification Class, Trend Log, Trend 

Log Multiple, Event Log, Schedule, Calendar,  
• Helpers to assist the application developer diagnose and troubleshoot automation 

objects’ behavior in a BACnet device,  

• A comprehensive mapping editor. 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
 

KNX driver 

A data acquisition driver for KNX is now available. 
This driver is available as an add-on and needs to be installed separately.  
It is licensed.  

Please contact your local distributor for more information. 

Data Acquisition.KNX 
Other versions: 11.1.06029 

Csv support for Data Export 

Data Export can now export in Csv format in addition to Microsoft Excel workbook. 

Data Export 
 



 

 

Deployment as a Windows service 

The main process of PcVue, including Sv32.exe and Hds.exe, can now be deployed and run as a 
desktop application for operator stations, or as a Windows Service for server stations. 

This new capability comes with a long list of evolutions including: 

• 2 new Windows Services named svCoreDaemon and svCoreSessionHost, 
• The new SV Core Management Console for admin users dedicated to changing the 

execution mode, 

• Log Monitor - A new tool able to display logging and tracing information of interest for 
administrators and devops, 

• Registration of the new services with the Windows Service Control Manager are 
handled by the installation and the Component Registration Utility. 

The SV Core Management Console can be used to switch from one mode of execution to the 
other when configuration or diagnosis require to do so. It includes in particular the ability to 
configure: 

• PcVue start up arguments: Project name, version management..., 
• User and Service accounts configuration, in particular for DCOM related system 

settings. 

General 
 

New License size: 25000 I/Os 

New references for 25 000 I/Os may not be available for all modes and types of licenses. 

Please contact your local distributor for more information. 

General.Licensing 
Other versions: 11.1.06012, 
11.0.06059 

Tooltip on all animations (SPR #60934) 

Using the Comment field, it is now possible to add a tooltip on all types of animation. The 
possible substitutions are the same as for Send, Run and Link animations. 
In case a graphic object has several animations with tooltips, they are concatenated into a 
single one. 

HMI.Animations 
Other versions: 11.1.06023 

Historical mode for the Grid control 

In addition to the Variable Tracking mode, the Grid control now supports a Historical mode that 
can be used to display trend data. 

It comes with several features: 

• Filtering based on time period or variable selection, 

• A new set of SCADA Basic instructions, 

• Color changes based on thresholds and quality, 
• Export of the displayed data to Excel or Csv files. 

HMI.Grid control 
Other versions: 11.1.06038 

New instruction FCOPY (SPR #60916, 60791) 

The new SCADA Basic instruction FCOPY is now available to copy a file. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06016 

New instruction FMOVE (SPR #60791) 

The new SCADA Basic instruction FMOVE is available to move or rename a file. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06006 

Support for Java Web Start 

WebVue can now be started outside the web browser by using the Java Web Start technology. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
Other versions: 11.1.06042, 
11.0.06077 



 

 

 

2. Fixes 

License Utility - Improvement of auto-locked dongles detection 

The License Utility now detects if the dongle is locked when upgrading the license. In such a 
case it returns the error code 4. 

Add-ons and Tools 
Other versions: 11.1.06006 

Temporized alarm with threshold behavior (SPR #60720) 

When a threshold on a register variable was used to trigger a temporized alarm, the alarm 
became active even if the register came back to a normal value before the end of the 
temporization. 

Alarms 
Other versions: 11.1.06006, 
11.0.06055 

Alarm counter variable not refreshed (SPR #60674) 

A variable was not recognized as an alarm counter when the nature was containing the alarm 
counter separator, and therefore was not refreshed as expected. 

Example: 

• Domain name : BuildingA 
• Nature name : Hvac_T 

• Alarm Counter Variable : @SYSTEM.NOACKON.all.BuildingA_Hvac_T 

Alarms 
Other versions: 11.1.06002, 
11.0.06049 

Communication failure on item writing (SPR #61720) 

The OPC Server was returning E_ACCESSDENIED upon denied write action, which is usually 
interpreted as a DCOM failure by OPC Clients. 
From now on, in accordance with the OPC standard, it first returns the error S_FAIL and then 
the specific error OPC_E_BADRIGHTS for each concerned item. 
Such errors occur when writing is disabled at the OPC Server level. 

Communication interfaces.OPC 
Server 
Other versions: 11.1.06053, 
11.0.06082 

AlarmState property not updated with maintenance mode (SPR 
#61137) 

The AlarmState property of OPC items corresponding to alarms was not updated when an 
alarm was set to Maintenance mode, or when Maintenance mode was reset. 

Communication interfaces.OPC 
Server 
Other versions: 11.1.06028, 
11.0.06070, 10.0SP2_Update, 
10.0SP1_Update 

Quality of variables for masked alarms 

Since a regression in version 10.0 SP2, items exposed via the OPC server were flagged with 
quality Good if corresponding to an alarm in state "masked". 
From now on, such items are flagged with quality Bad. 

Communication interfaces.OPC 
Server 
Other versions: 11.1.06003, 
11.0.06052 

Improved validation of the property 'Size' in data mapping (SPR 
#61047) 

The property Size which is part of variable mapping for Equipment drivers could be set to an 
improper value without detection. 
In particular the default value was wrong in the Application Architect (was 0, now 1). The issue 
could be visible due to variable writing not working properly. 

Configuration Environments 
Other versions: 11.1.06032, 
11.0.06073 

Associated actions inverted (SPR #61785) 

Under some circumstances, after a generation, the associated actions of an alarm were 
inverted. It is now possible to configure the id (1 or 2) of the action in the Application Architect. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
Other versions: 11.1.06049 



 

 

Period property not accepting integer value 

When the Period property of a Chrono item was defined by an input parameter, the expected 
value was of type double and did not accept integers (e.g. 10.0 instead of 10). Defining this 
property with a fixed value in the template was working properly. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
Other versions: 11.1.06048, 
11.0.06081 

Various fixes in the Application Architect (SPR #61679, 61678) 

Fixes include: 

• Save size and position of all splitters and panels and recover with the main Application 
Explorer window size. 

• Ensure uniqueness of names upon creation or renaming of items. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
Other versions: 11.1.06045, 
11.0.06080 

Various fixes in the Application Architect (SPR #61638, 61599, 61590) 

• If the default value of a global parameter was defined at the parameter level (and not 
overridden), it was not correctly displayed in the instance tab, 

• Prevent the use of invalid characters when renaming an included template, 

• Improved dependencies sorting, 

• Display library labels (friendly name) instead of their Id, 
• The user privilege related to the right to modify a template was not correctly enforced 

when using drag & drop. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
Other versions: 11.1.06044, 
11.0.06079 

Control over property value substitution 

Some properties that are calculated could be flagged substitutable. From now on it is no longer 
possible to enter a substitution on these properties. 
The list of affected properties include: Log, VarType, Symbol substitution... 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Wrong property value after a reset (SPR #61595) 

Under some circumstances, depending on the property and parameter types, the value of a 
property could be incorrect after a reset. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
Other versions: 11.1.06043 

Removal of properties when copying items (SPR #61213) 

When copying and pasting an item onto a sub-object, certain properties may be of no use. Such 
properties are now removed from the pasted item. 
For example, when copying a data acquisition item such as a device from a template to a 
Network item within a template, its Network property is of no use, it is now discarded when 
pasting. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
Other versions: 11.1.06032 

Wrong resizing and positioning of symbols (SPR #60995) 

During synchronization of a project, previously instantiated symbols, to which a symmetry was 
applied, were badly updated. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
Other versions: 11.1.06024, 
11.0.06068 

Incorrect list of servers (SPR #60922) 

In the Server property of a variable in templates, the displayed list of servers also included 
associations. Now, it only includes server lists (including lists defined with an association of 
servers). 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
Other versions: 11.1.06015, 
11.0.06061 



 

 

Calculated expression result not refreshed when using parameters 
(SPR #60870) 

Under some circumstances, when using parameters in a calculated expression, the result of 
expression in the instance tab was not correctly refreshed after modifying the parameter's 
value. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
Other versions: 11.1.06011, 
11.0.06059 

Copied templates changed when modifying the original template (SPR 
#60501) 

After a copy/paste action on a template, when modifying a parameter value of the original 
template, the corresponding parameter in the copied template was also modified, which was 
incorrect. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
Other versions: 11.0.06041 

Inconsistent aggregated statistics configuration 

It was possible to validate a Data Export configuration with aggregated statistics without having 
selected a Data output. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
 

Pasting trend items (SPR #61378) 

When pasting a trend item, the variable selector opens, but the filter on the variable type was 
not correctly set. With this fix, by default, only register variables are displayed. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
 

Prevent pasting a deleted database (SPR #61372) 

Pasting a deleted database is now prevented. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
 

Issue with node configuration 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur after the creation of a new node (attached 
to a station). The issue could only be reproduced if the setting Create all links was activated. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
Other versions: 11.1.06046, 
11.0.06080 

Unsupported substitutions on Free archive units (SPR #61531) 

The following substitutions that are not supported for Free archive units can no longer be 
selected in the corresponding configuration dialog boxes: #E, #A, #c, #L, #1, #@*A. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
 

Various fixes in archiving configuration (SPR #61402) 

The list of fixes includes: 

• A fatal error of the Application Explorer could occur when validating a trend group 
with an invalid millisecond value (Period property). 

• Reworked connection string validation. 
• When copying and pasting trend tables, the VarType column was missing in the pasted 

table if columns TS and TSValue were also part of the table. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
 

Copy/Cut/Paste not enabled with runtime license (SPR #61519) 

It was not possible to use the Copy/Cut/Paste tasks in the Application Explorer with a runtime 
dongle, even when it was possible to individually modify or delete items. Affected items were 
users, profiles and Data Exports. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
Other versions: 11.1.06048 



 

 

Configuration of Messages not saved (SPR #61340) 

The configuration of Messages (Email & SMS) was only saved upon project shutdown and not 
when using the Save action in the Application Explorer. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
 

Impossible to remove a column from a data export log page (SPR 
#61081) 

When removing a column from a log page in the Data Export configuration, the Apply button 
remained grayed, thus preventing from saving the change. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
Other versions: 11.1.06033 

Could not access Settings on node Communication.Data 
Acquisition.Equipment (SPR #60714) 

Clicking the Settings task on the node Communication.Data Acquisition.Equipment was not 
opening the corresponding dialog box. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
Other versions: 11.1.06002 

Duplicated list of operators (SPR #60657) 

When configuring a log list filter or an alarm synthesis, the list of operators (==, !=, ...) was 
duplicated when clicking on the Apply button. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
Other versions: 11.1.06002 

Character '&' doubled in the Application Explorer (SPR #60662) 

The character '&' was doubled when displaying a text variable value in the Application Explorer. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
Other versions: 11.1.06002, 
11.0.06048, 10.0SP2_Update, 
10.0SP1_Update 

Mapping task missing for networks under the Equipment node (SPR 
#60699) 

The task 'Mapping...' was not displayed if the selected network was under the Equipment node, 
thus preventing the use of the Mapping Editor for the other built-in data acquisition drivers. 
The only way to access the mapping for the other built-in drivers was by using the variable 
configuration dialog box. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
Other versions: 11.1.05002 

SG-TwinCAT - use of (SV_Import : false) only (SPR #62216) 

In addition to selecting variables to import based on the flag SV_Import (true|false) in the .tpy 
files, there is now the option to import all variables not having the flag if for all variables having 
it, it is at value false. In such a situation, all variables not having the flag are imported. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
Other versions: 11.1.06064 

Invalid collection name (SPR #62070) 

A fatal error was occurring when the import file contained an invalid or unknown collection 
name. Now an error message is displayed in the report to indicate the name of the affected 
collection element. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
 

SG-SAIA - Incorrect number of items (SPR #61259) 

The number of available and selected items were incorrect when re-entering the Select 
Variables dialog box. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
 



 

 

SG-TwinCAT - AMS-Net-ID field (SPR #61428) 

The validation rule was incorrect for the TwinCAT AMS-Net-ID input field. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
 

SG-SAIA - Wrong frame size (SPR #61243, 61093) 

The Smart Generator for SAIA could generate improper frame size. The issue occurred for Bit 
frames if the actual number of bits was not a multiple of 8. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
Other versions: 11.1.06056 

SG-Wago/DALI - Synchronization failed (SPR #62015) 

When migrating from an older version to PcVue 11.1 or 11.2, the synchronization of a 
Wago/DALI import could cause a fatal error. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
Other versions: 11.1.06056 

File saved multiple times during import (SPR #61814) 

When importing or synchronizing an import file, the Associated Actions were saved one by one 
leading to multiple unnecessary file access and slowing imports. Now, the Associated Actions 
are saved at once with the variables. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
 

Generic Import - Could not define Data Export configuration (SPR 
#62338, 60789) 

Synchronizing a Generic Import containing a Data Export configuration with log lists and trends 
was failing. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
Other versions: 11.1.06069 

Generic Import - Decimal separator (SPR #61255) 

Previously, the decimal separator taken into account was the one of the system (regional 
settings) were the import was executed, and import could fail if the comma (',') was set as 
thousands separator. From now on, only the dot ('.') is considered as a valid decimal separator 
in the Generic Import process, regardless of the system regional settings. 

This issue also impacted the Application Architect. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
Other versions: 11.1.06040 

SG-FL - Failed to import expressions 

Expressions creation failed if the result variable name was too long or included special 
characters. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
Other versions: 11.1.06032 

Generic Import - Impossible to set instance's properties defined as 
Input 

When importing elements of type Instance, it was not possible to set the value of properties 
defined as Input for objects which contain a dot in their name. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
Other versions: 11.1.06029, 
11.0.06071 

Generic Import - Data Export objects' names modified 

The object names of Data Export objects have been modified. 
Previous elements' names are maintained for backward compatibility. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
 

SG-BACnet - Invalid characters now removed from objects' name 

The Smart Generator for BACnet now prevents importing objects when the object name 
includes invalid characters. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
 



 

 

SG-FL - Domains/Natures containing non-latin characters 

Domains and Natures containing non-latin characters are no longer generated when using the 
SG-FL. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
Other versions: 11.1.06009, 
11.0.06058 

Generic Import - Incorrect alarm logic (SPR #60737) 

Upon an import synchronization, if a bit variable was changed to an alarm, it was by default 
configured with negative logic (1 to 0) instead of the positive logic (0 to 1). 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
Other versions: 11.1.06003 

System variables not updated 

The system variables indicating the communication status of devices were not correctly 
updated after a disconnection initiated by PcVue. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
Other versions: 11.1.06063 

IEC 60870-5-104 Client redundancy 

Several fixes related to redundancy support for the IEC 60870-5-104 Client driver. 
It includes fixes both for data acquisition server redundancy and also device redundancy. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
Other versions: 11.1.06060 

NS COM status on communication activation 

Under some circumstances, the quality of variables was not set to NS COM on communication 
failure at startup or on activation. The issue could be reproduced at startup up with saved 
variables. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
Other versions: 11.1.06060 

GI, CI and CS always sent upon End Of Init 

The setting indicating whether Global Interrogation (GI), Counter Interrogation (CI) and Clock 
Sync (CS) had to be sent at the reception of an End of Init (EOI) message was not taken into 
account. They were always sent. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
Other versions: 11.1.06053 

Wrong status indication 

In the Application Explorer, the status of sectors was not correct. When online the indicated 
status was connecting. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
Other versions: 11.1.06048 

Improved requests handling (SPR #60752) 

Due to request parallelization, devices could be detected as not responding and be flagged 
'Time-out'. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
Other versions: 11.1.06035 

Local vs UTC timestamp 

Under some circumstances, incoming data were incorrectly interpreted as having a timestamp 
expressed as Local whereas it was expressed as a UTC timestamp. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
Other versions: 11.1.06019, 
11.0.06065, 10.0SP2_Update 

Maximum value of parameter k was limited to 12 (SPR #60783) 

Maximum value of the parameter k on Devices was limited to 12. Starting communication with 
a greater value was causing a fatal error. Now the maximum value is 255. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
Other versions: 11.1.06011 

Robustness on unstable networks (SPR #60946, 60878) 

Fix of a fatal error occurring during series of connections/disconnections on unstable networks. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
Other versions: 11.1.06042, 
11.0.06076, 10.0SP2_Update 



 

 

Timestamp rounding (SPR #61487) 

Milliseconds were wrongly rounded when the milliseconds part was greater than 999 ms. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
Other versions: 11.1.06041, 
11.0.06077 

Fatal error when using RAW_HEX(x) 

Under some circumstances since version 11.0, a fatal error could occur when using the 
customization field RAW_HEX(x) for variables mapped on OPC items of type VT_ARRAY|VT_I1, 
VT_ARRAY|VT_UI1, VT_ARRAY|VT_I2, VT_ARRAY|VT_UI2. 

Data Acquisition.OPC Client 
Other versions: 11.1.06046, 
11.0.06080 

Driver SAIA - Timestamped blocks handling (SPR #61496) 

Seconds were incorrectly reset to 0 when using device level timestamping. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
Other versions: 11.1.06042, 
11.0.06077 

Driver IP-Melsec - Erroneous data in frames (SPR #61300) 

When receiving a response split over two TCP packets, some erroneous data could be included 
in the frames. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
Other versions: 11.1.06036, 
11.0.06075 

Display of the device host name (SPR #62170) 

The device host name can now be displayed instead of its IP address in the device list. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
Other versions: 11.1.06061 

Fatal error on discovery (SPR #62081) 

Under some circumstances, when using SNMP v3, some devices are sending report without any 
OID attached instead of the OID unknownEngineID. This was leading to a fatal error. Now, in 
such circumstances, the absence of OID is interpreted as an unknownEngineID. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
Other versions: 11.1.06058 

Could not reconnect a device after its reboot (SPR #61322) 

With certain devices using SNMP v3, it was impossible to re-establish connection after their 
reboot. Only a restart of the project could solve the issue. 
This was due to a misinterpretation of RFC 2574 in these devices. When rebooting, the Engine 
Time should be calculated with an EngineBoots incremented by one. But in these cases it was 
reset to 1, thus SNMP packets were rejected in the subsequent exchanges. 

A new interop setting is available at Network and Device level to enable PcVue to reset the 
persisted Engine Time upon reconnection. It can be found under the node Device 
properties.SNMP V3.Interoperability issue.Reset persistent Engine Time upon reconnection. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
Other versions: 11.1.06037 

Incorrect numeric value conversion (SPR #61305) 

Values of type Gauges, Counters and Timeticks are now converted into unsigned long instead of 
long. 
Previously, when the value was over 2,147,483,648 it was displayed as a negative value. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
Other versions: 11.1.06036 

Multi-line text not complete 

Only the first line of multi-line strings was retrieved. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
Other versions: 11.1.06029 



 

 

Incorrect aggregated values and statistics (SPR #62274, 62149) 

Under some circumstances, some aggregated values and statistics were wrong in the export, in 
particular the duration of alarms and number of occurrences. This was due to different Time 
Zones between the station generating the exports and the station hosting the archive unit. 

This issue was a regression due to changes done on July 2014, and also affected version 11.0 
and 11.1. 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06065, 
11.0.06085 

Maximum number of points reached (SPR #62184) 

The message indicating that the maximum number of points is reached was not always 
prompted by the wizard. 

Data Export 
 

Additional month in export (SPR #62050) 

Under some circumstances, when exporting data with a month sampling period, an additional 
month was exported. It was caused by the daylight saving time (DST) handling. 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06058, 
11.0.06084 

Variable value not resolved in page and export name 

When exporting data, the expression engine was not able to resolve variable values used as 
part of a page or export name. 

Data Export 
 

Incorrect week number (SPR #62037) 

When exporting data, the values Export.Week, Export.StartDate.Week and 
Export.EndDate.Week were not taking into account the project setting "First week of year". 
Depending on this setting, calculated week numbers could be wrong. 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06057, 
11.0.06084 

Fatal error with unknown variables 

A fatal error could occur at start up if a Data Export item was configured with a start or end 
date linked to a variable that did not exist in the configuration. 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06055 

Sum and Average stats reversed (SPR #61269) 

Upon project start up, trend statistics Sum and Average were reversed compared to the actual 
configuration of a trend page. 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06053, 
11.0.06084 

Incorrect month sampling (SPR #61004) 

Samples were not correctly synchronized when exporting data with month sampling and a first 
date up to the 28th day of the month. 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06020, 
11.0.06065 

Could not add extended attributes in Log pages (SPR #60867, 60703) 

When configuring Log pages, it was not possible to add columns with extended attributes. 
Format description including numbers, commas or asterisks (e.g.: #@A3...) were rejected. 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06016 

Could not modify Workbook name and Workbook template (SPR 
#60857) 

Since version 11.1, it was no longer possible to edit Workbook name and Workbook template 
with a value different from Export.Name+".xlsx". 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06016 



 

 

Sorting trends in Trend Export configuration (SPR #60859) 

Sorting trends in the configuration dialog of Trend Export was not working properly. 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06016 

Daylight Saving Time handling in Data Export (SPR #60917) 

The Daylight Saving Time (DST) was not properly handled when exporting sampled or 
aggregated data in Data Export. The issue only occurred with day, week or month sampling. 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06014, 
11.0.06060 

Language not taken into account when exporting logged data (SPR 
#60664) 

Log pages were always exported using the language 1 (for localized fields). The language was 
not correctly taken into account. 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06002, 
11.0.06049 

Improper default value for Eqt_Type (SPR #61754, 61659, 61643) 

When importing a variable mapped on a CimWay frame, an error could be generated if the 
Eqt_Type property was missing in the imported item. 
From now on, the value for the Eqt_Type property is automatically defined based on the 
variable type at the time of import. 

This issue could occur when using the Application Architect or some of the Smart Generators 
able to create such mapping. 

Development kits.XML Generic 
Import Toolkit 
Other versions: 11.1.06053 

Preview display in selectors (SPR #62154) 

When the option "Display large preview" was activated, unchecking the "preview" option in the 
Mimic Open or Symbol Selector dialog boxes was leading to a fatal error. 

General 
Other versions: 11.1.06060 

File access conflict 

Under some circumstances, conflicting accesses to the User.dat file (user directory and profiles) 
could occur. 

General.User management 
Other versions: 11.1.06052 

Password tester not working properly (SPR #60808) 

When typing a password with 4 types of character, the tester was indicating a medium strength 
instead of strong one. With only 3 types of character, the strength indication was correct. 

General.User management 
Other versions: 11.1.06009, 
11.0.06058, 10.0SP2_Update, 
10.0SP1_Update 

Characters escaping when recording text variables (SPR #61907) 

When recording text variables in HDS, proprietary or free archive units, some special characters 
are now substituted to ensure records' consistency. 
Characters ",", "\n" and "\r" are replaced by a "_", and the double-quote character by a simple-
quote. 
The same substitution was already applied to OBDC archive units. 

Historical data 
 

Copy/Paste database items changed the property "Default" (SPR 
#61910, 61367) 

When copying and pasting a Database, a Trend table, a Log table or a Trend group, the pasted 
item was being flagged as Default if the copied item was. 

With this fix, the newly created item is no longer flagged as Default. 

Historical data 
 



 

 

Enable writing at startup with Free archive units (SPR #61531) 

Since version 8.2, the option "Enable writing at startup" was not effective for Free archive units. 

Historical data 
 

Invalid alarms not logged upon project startup (SPR #61289) 

Upon project startup, invalid alarms were correctly logged only if calculated by expressions. 
Now, all the invalid alarms are logged at startup if the log list is configured accordingly. 

Historical data 
Other versions: 11.1.06038 

Inhibiting bit value change delayed 

There was a 1 second delay before taking into account a change to the inhibiting bit applied to 
trend or log list. Now these modifications are taken into account immediately and records are 
resumed or paused accordingly at the time the value changes. 

Historical data 
Other versions: 11.1.06031, 
11.0.06073 

Filtering extended attributes with space characters did not work (SPR 
#61117, 61112) 

It was not possible to apply a filter to retrieve historical data (for example with SCADA Basic 
instructions SVLOG or LOGVIEWER) when conditions on extended attributes contained space 
characters. 
Now it works correctly if enclosed in quotation marks. 
e.g.: =(#A5=="x y z")) 

Historical data 
Other versions: 11.1.06029 

First bit transition to 1 not recorded (SPR #61050) 

Under some circumstances, the first transition to 1 of an internal bit variable was not recorded 
The issue only occurred with bit variables initialized to value 0 at startup. 

Historical data 
Other versions: 11.1.06027, 
11.0.06068, 10.0SP2_Update 

Several populations on HDS log lists 

Applying several populations with the SCADA Basic instruction STATION_FILTER was not 
working properly with log lists. 

Historical data 
Other versions: 11.1.06020, 
11.0.06065 

Alarm timestamps in extended attributes (SPR #60856) 

When using the feature to set the different timestamps (On, Off, Ack) of an alarm variable in its 
text attributes, the HDS archives units did not record them. Consequently, the Log Viewer was 
not able to display them. 

It was working properly with proprietary archive units. 

Historical data 
Other versions: 11.1.06019, 
11.0.06065 

Upgrade Maintenance plan executed on passive server (SPR #16918) 

When a maintenance plan was configured with a server list comprising an association of 
servers, passive servers of the associations were also executing it. Now, only the active servers 
execute it. 

This modification can lead to a different behavior on existing applications if your configuration 
includes a maintenance plan produced by a list containing an association, and only if you do not 
use the inhibiting bit for preventing execution on passive servers. 

Historical data 
Other versions: 11.1.06018, 
11.0.06062 

Inhibiting bit for trend variable (SPR #60766) 

Inhibiting bit for trend variables in HDS archive units was not working properly. 

Historical data 
Other versions: 11.1.06005 

VCR replay issue with missing variables (SPR #61646) 

VCR play back was failing if one or more replayed variable was missing in the configuration. 

Historical data.VCR 
Other versions: 11.1.06046 



 

 

Configuration of the Navigator (SPR #62153) 

After activating the Navigator embedded into mimics, it was not possible to configure it as the 
corresponding fields stayed grayed.  The mimic properties box had to be closed and reopened 
to be able to configure them. 

HMI 
Other versions: 11.1.06060 

Scrollbar width in viewers (SPR #61773) 

The width of scrollbars in the Trend Viewer, Alarm Viewer and Log Viewer is now limited to the 
range 8 to 100 (in pixels). Until this fix, it was possible to set a negative value. 

HMI 
Other versions: 11.1.06057 

Freeze when using the Internet Explorer ActiveX (SPR #61148) 

Under some circumstances, when using the Internet Explorer ActiveX embedded in a mimic, a 
freeze could occur due to a conflict between the Microsoft ActiveX and the PcVue toolbar 
component. 

As a workaround, it is now possible to disable the opening of the context menu on right-click to 
avoid this conflict from occurring. 
If you wish to use the Internet Explorer ActiveX, you will need to activate the following HMI 
options: 

• In Mimic.Popup Menu, activate the option Disable title bar right click popup menu in 
<Run> mode so that the context menu does not open on right click at runtime. 

• In Mimic.Popup Menu, activate the option Disable title bar right click popup menu in 
<Design> mode so that the context menu does not open on right click at design time. 

HMI 
Other versions: 11.1.06048 

Scrolling with mouse wheel (SPR #61534) 

Scrolling with the mouse wheel did not work in the Alarm and Log viewers if scroll bars were 
activated. 

HMI 
Other versions: 11.1.06044 

Upgrade Forms and dialog boxes not always opened in the correct 
region (SPR #61068) 

As of now, forms, dialog boxes (such as the login) and popup mimics are opened in the current 
region of their parent mimic. 
Until now they were opened in the initial region of their parent mimic. If the parent mimic was 
moved by the user from a region to another one, the child dialog box could be open in an 
incorrect region. 

HMI 
Other versions: 11.1.06032 

Sorting not compatible with Online mode (SPR #61882) 

As sorting is not compatible with the Online mode, the corresponding option is now greyed in 
the configuration of the Alarm Viewer when the Online mode is activated. 

HMI.Alarm viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06054 

Bit animations with masked alarms (SPR #61711, 60938) 

Since version 11.1.6029, animations on bit - Color on Bit, Text on Bit... - were no longer taking 
into account the HMI option indicating how to animate masked alarms (either as invalid or with 
the bit value). The masked status was always considered as invalid status. 

HMI.Animations 
Other versions: 11.1.06049 

System dialogs not always opened in the correct region (SPR #61068) 

As of now, system dialogs such as password confirmation or Send confirmation are opened in 
the current region of their parent mimic. 
Until now, they were opened in the initial region of their parent mimic. If the parent mimic was 
moved by the user from a region to another one, the child dialog box could be open in an 
incorrect region. 

HMI.Animations 
Other versions: 11.1.06029 



 

 

Expression in animations (SPR #60748) 

When using an expression in an animation, result was misinterpreted if of type boolean (for 
example in interlock condition). 

HMI.Animations 
Other versions: 11.1.06004 

Empty chart when requesting more than 24 days (SPR #62080) 

No chart was displayed when requesting more than 24 days of data by using the SCADA Basic 
instruction CHART with mode SETSTARTTIMEPERIOD. 

HMI.Chart control 
Other versions: 11.1.06059 

Fail to load large 3D objects (SPR #61485) 

A fatal error occurred when loading 3D objects containing more than 1,000,000 vertices. Now 
when a 3D object meets such condition, an error message is displayed and the loading is 
aborted. 

HMI.Graphics 
Other versions: 11.1.06043 

Impossible to use first indexed color in VBA properties (SPR #61083) 

Since version 11, it was no longer possible to use the first indexed color by setting to 1 the 
corresponding VBA property (ForeColor, TextColor, BackColorPrimaryIndex, 
BackColorAlternateIndex...). It was possible by using the dialog boxes. 

HMI.Graphics 
Other versions: 11.1.06027, 
11.0.06068 

Right-click not effective with touch screen (SPR #60798) 

Under Windows 8.1, the right-click was not effective when using a touch screen. 

HMI.Graphics 
Other versions: 11.1.06017, 
11.0.06063 

Tab headers not correctly resized (SPR #60865) 

Built-in tab headers were not resized according to screen resolution adaptation. 

HMI.Graphics 
Other versions: 11.1.06016, 
11.0.06062 

Text object moving on mouse click (SPR #60887) 

Under some circumstances, text objects were moved after a mouse-click. It was occurring with 
objects having both a Send animation and a VBA event associated to it. 

HMI.Graphics 
Other versions: 11.1.06015 

Graphical object partially displayed after scrolling a mimic (SPR 
#60497) 

Under some circumstances, moving groups or symbols in Design mode or scrolling the mimic in 
Runtime mode, was causing partial display of other objects. It occurred when groups or 
symbols included objects having border or lines with a large thickness. 

HMI.Graphics 
Other versions: 11.1.06008, 
11.0.06057, 10.0SP2_Update, 
10.0SP1_Update 

Workspace title 

A fatal error occurred when the title of the workspace was longer than 255 characters. 

HMI.Graphics 
Other versions: 11.1.06003, 
11.0.06053 

Italic text not displayed correctly (SPR #60728) 

Since version 11, the italic option was not correctly interpreted in mimics saved with the ASCII 
format. 

HMI.Graphics 
Other versions: 11.1.06003, 
11.0.06052 

Toolbar not correctly saved (SPR #62041) 

The toolbar was not correctly saved when using the ASCII format. 

HMI.Grid control 
Other versions: 11.1.06059 



 

 

Impossible to add comment to Alarm On and Alarm Off events 

It was not possible to associate comments to events of type Alarm On and Alarm Off. This issue 
did not occur with the other events (such as Alarm OnAck, Alarm OnNotAck...). 

HMI.Log viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06057, 
11.0.06084 

Priority level range (SPR #61715) 

It was possible to set priority levels out of the bounds (0 to 29). 

HMI.Log viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06057 

Previous and Next line or page not working (SPR #61778) 

Under some circumstances, the Log Viewer could freeze. It occurred when the size of the buffer 
was smaller than the number of records having the same timestamp (for example 200 records 
with the same timestamp and a buffer size of 100). 

HMI.Log viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06050, 
11.0.06081 

Up and down navigation not working properly 

The chronological order was not always accurate when navigating in a log viewer. The issue 
could occur depending on the type of request: From a date, to a date, date to date or 
before/after a date. It could also occur when accessing logged events via SDKs such as the Web 
Services Toolkit. 

HMI.Log viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06001, 
11.0.06035 

Improved user experience when adding markers 

When adding markers of type 'Track', the map was centered automatically after adding the first 
point. Moreover, when clicking the map to add more points, the new track was not drawn 
correctly on the fly. This behavior is modified, making it easier for users to add the subsequent 
points of the track. 

HMI.Map control 
Other versions: 11.1.06034 

Text marker had a shifted control zone (SPR #60753) 

When using a screen DPI other than 96 dpi (100%), Text markers and their associated control 
zone were shifted. 

HMI.Map control 
Other versions: 11.1.06005 

Dynamic modification of symbol 

When dynamically changing a symbol in the Map Control (with the animation Symbol.Bit for 
instance), the newly displayed symbol was not correctly sized and animations were not 
correctly linked to variables. 

HMI.Map control 
Other versions: 11.1.06004 

Prevent inconsistent zoom level selection (SPR #60682) 

When configuring a layer in the Map Control, it was possible to set a maximum zoom level 
lower than the minimum zoom level. 

HMI.Map control 
Other versions: 11.1.06004 

Legend and runtime toolbox with different text format (SPR #61689) 

Several properties such as min, max, cursor value, real-time value and description had different 
display formats in legend and in toolbox. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06048 

Ghost selection zone (SPR #60696) 

When zooming, an incorrect selection zone was drawn in addition to the one corresponding to 
the current zoom operation. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06034 



 

 

Values displayed over scales not refreshed (SPR #61090) 

After hiding/showing curves, the real-time values displayed over the scales were not correctly 
refreshed. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06027, 
11.0.06068 

First curve lost when restoring configuration (SPR #60785) 

The first curve of the Trend Viewer was lost when trying to restore the default configuration 
with the property Include variables when restoring configuration was activated. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06024, 
11.0.06068 

GDI leak with large period (SPR #61011) 

Depending on the time period displayed a GDI object leak could occur. For instance, no leak 
occurred with a 5mn period, but with a 1h period, 1 GDI object could leak every 5s. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06021, 
11.0.06065 

Printers not working with Windows 8/8.1/10 & Windows Server 
2012/2012R2 (SPR #62025, 62002) 

Due to printing management based on XPS in these operating systems, it was no longer 
possible to use line printers on Windows 8/8.1/10 and Windows Server 2012/2012 R2. 

Miscellaneous 
 

Cron - Ending action not executed 

Under some circumstances, the remaining time counter was not correctly calculated, leading to 
the non-execution of the ending action of intervals. 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06041 

Upgrade Built-in schedules - Consecutive days executed continuously 

From now on, when two intervals on consecutive days are separated by only one minute - first 
one ending at 23:59, second one beginning at 00:00 - they are considered as a single one at 
runtime. It means that the stop and start due to the 1 minute gap is ignored and no longer 
executed. 

For instance, a configuration with an interval Monday 20:00-23:59 and another interval 
Tuesday 00:00-08:00 is now considered as a single interval from Monday 20:00 to Tuesday 
08:00 at runtime. 

If you, by purpose, used such 1 minute gap at midnight to trigger Cron specific actions, you will 
need to set 2 minutes gaps. 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06038 

Population - Several exclusions for the same property (SPR #60960) 

Population filter was not correctly applied to Log Viewer when using an HDS archive unit and a 
filter containing several exclusions for the same property. 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06019, 
11.0.06065, 10.0SP2_Update 

Upgrade Pow() function deprecated and replaced by the Power() 
function (SPR #60805, 60782) 

Following code maintenance on the expression engine in version 11.1, the Pow operator and 
the Pow() function were not working properly. 
From now on, the use of the Pow function is no longer supported. 
Pow(x,y) is replaced by the new syntax Power(x,y). 

If your application includes the use of the Pow() function, you will need to replace it by the 
function Power(). 

The Pow operator, with syntax 'x Pow y', is still working and usable. 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06010 



 

 

Cyclic actions executed twice after a modification (SPR #60745) 

Since versions 10.0 SP2 and 11.0, when editing a cyclic action in the Application Explorer, the 
previous configuration was kept in memory and continued to be executed alongside with the 
new cyclic configuration. For example, the original cyclic had a 5s period, if it is edited to have a 
7s period, then the action was executed every 5s and 7s. 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06003, 
11.0.06053 

Incorrect checking of node count for a station (SPR #58943) 

It was possible to create more than 4 Nodes per Station in the Networking configuration. 

Networking 
 

Server stations discrepancies 

Under some circumstances, discrepancies could appear between 2 servers belonging to a single 
active server association. It occurred when both stations, one acting as a client, the other as a 
server (in the association) where trying to activate the same pre-established connection 
between them, at the same time. 

Networking 
Other versions: 11.1.06027, 
11.0.06068 

Configuration files overwritten over RDS client startup failure (SPR 
#61032) 

Under some circumstances, when an RDS client failed to start, settings in the file 
\C\UIVCONF.dat could be overwritten with incorrect values. 
In particular, the maximum number of Expressions could be set to 0, causing the station to no 
longer calculate any expression. 

Networking 
Other versions: 11.1.06023, 
11.0.06067 

Timestamp of expression's result (SPR #61048) 

From now on, the result of an expression is updated with the timestamp of the variable that 
triggered the calculation. It only applies to the internal result variables. 

Real time data 
 

Memory leak when masking/unmasking variables 

A memory leak occurred when masking/unmasking alarms from a client station (approximately 
100 bytes per action). 

Real time data 
Other versions: 11.1.06058 

Text value truncated when writing by block (SPR #61231) 

When a text variable value including '\r' '\n' or ',' was sent via a recipe, the string was truncated 
before this special character. 

The issue was affecting all methods used for sending values by block such as recipes, set/send 
list in SCADA Basic, or block writing via the PcVue OPC Server. 

Real time data 
Other versions: 11.1.06053 

Support for syntax '#_Q' in expressions (SPR #61644) 

Since version 11.1, the syntax "MyVariableName.#_Q" was no longer recognized as valid. 

Real time data 
Other versions: 11.1.06045 

Fail to load expression when result variable not loaded (SPR #59676) 

The error message is no longer displayed when trying to load an expression whose result 
variable is not loaded. This happened when the result variable was neither produced nor 
consumed by the station. 

Real time data 
Other versions: 11.1.06037 



 

 

Alarm timestamp always refreshed on VTQ change (SPR #61009) 

Upon a change of an alarm, its timestamp is now refreshed even if its status and quality did not 
change. This change fixes alarm timestamp discrepancies on clients that could occur in the 
scenario where a client connects to the alarm producer while alarms have already been 
transmitted to other clients and have had a timestamp change that other clients did not get. 

Real time data 
Other versions: 11.1.06020, 
11.0.06065, 10.0SP2_Update, 
10.0SP1_Update 

Function Log in expressions (SPR #60900) 

Since version 11.0, it was no longer possible to use the syntax Log(Value) to calculate a natural 
logarithm (base 10). 
Note that the function Log10(Value) can also be used to calculate a natural logarithm. 
For calculating with another logarithm base, use the syntax Log(Value,Base). 

Real time data 
Other versions: 11.1.06012 

Bitwise operation in expressions (SPR #60778) 

Since version 11.1, bitwise operations on 32 bit integers were no longer working. 

Real time data 
Other versions: 11.1.06006 

Instruction SELECTOR, mode PUTCELL - Incorrect syntax in the help 
and Intellisense (SPR #61796) 

The SCADA Basic Intellisense and the help related to the instruction SELECTOR, mode PUTCELL 
were wrong. 
The correct syntax is: 
Selector("PUTCELL", Window, Branch, Identity, 

Line, Column, Chain); 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06057 

Instruction EVENT - Deletion of events (SPR #61561) 

Deletion of events with the SCADA Basic instruction EVENT was not effective when the 
specified variable name was starting with the @ character. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06051 

Instruction CHART, mode AXE_SETXRANGE - not working (SPR #61746) 

The SCADA Basic instruction CHART mode AXE_SETRANGE was not working properly. The axis 
was not updated even though the instruction was returning 0. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06048 

Instruction TREND, mode SETCOLOR - R and B values swapped (SPR 
#61553) 

When using the SCADA Basic instruction TREND mode SETCOLOR to define a pen color for the 
Trend Viewer, the R and B values were swapped. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06047 

Auto-completion for MDNP (SPR #61648) 

The auto-completion for the SCADA Basic instruction MDNP was missing some optional 
arguments. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
 

Error in Intellisense for verb Crontab (SPR #61202) 

Modes ADDVAR and DELVAR require a reserved parameter that was missing in the SCADA Basic 
editor's Intellisense. The online help was correct. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06032 

Buffer size limitation with instruction SVLOG (SPR #61120) 

The size of the returned buffer when using the instruction SVLOG was limited to 65000 bytes 
even if the allocated buffer was larger. Now the limit corresponds to the size actually allocated. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06029 



 

 

Error in Intellisense for instruction EXPRESSION (SPR #61102) 

The mode RECALCULATION of the instruction EXPRESSION was missing in the SCADA Basic 
Editor's Intellisense. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06028 

Instruction EXPORT_LOG - not working 

The instruction EXPORT_LOG was not working, an error message was displayed when using it. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06017 

Error in Intellisense for instruction M104 

The syntax coloring and code completion were incomplete for the SCADA Basic instruction 
M104, mode SBO_OPERATE. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
 

Sorting the Grid control with VBA (SPR #61538) 

When using the methods VariableSort or SortItems, the triangle indicator for sorting was not 
always displayed in the column's header. 

Depending on the activated options these methods have to be used as follow: 

• Use the VariableSort method only when displaying columns related to the Variable 
tracking mode (e.g.: name, description, value) 

• Use the SortItems method for sorting when not in Variable tracking mode. 

Scripting.VBA 
Other versions: 11.1.06041 

Installation description in the wrong language (SPR #59751) 

When running a bilingual project, descriptions of installations could be displayed in the wrong 
language. 

TouchVue 
Other versions: 11.1.06028 

Filter not applied correctly (SPR #61579) 

When using the filter array in AlarmRequestParameters or LogRequestParameters, only the first 
filter item from the array was taken into account. 

Web Server Extensions.Web 
Services Toolkit 
Other versions: 11.1.06087 

Rendering issue with Internet Explorer 11 (SPR #61742) 

A white space was displayed in top of the WebVue applet when using IE11. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
Other versions: 11.1.06049, 
11.0.06081 

Linear gradient colors on ellipses (SPR #61292) 

Linear gradient colors were not rendered properly on ellipse graphic items. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
 

SCADA Basic instruction LOGDISPLAY, mode AUTOREFRESH_SET (SPR 
#61567) 

The SCADA Basic instruction LOGDISPLAY, mode AUTOREFRESH_SET is now supported in 
WebVue context. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
 

Trend Viewer real time mode not resumed (SPR #61723) 

In WebVue context, the Real time mode was not resumed properly after switching back from 
the Historical mode. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
Other versions: 11.1.06048 

Trend Viewer always opened in real time mode (SPR #60660) 

Even when configured to be open in Historical mode, the Trend Viewer was always open in Real 
time mode in WebVue context. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
Other versions: 11.1.06047 



 

 

BEFORE script not executed in web context (SPR #61592) 

Under some circumstances, the SCADA Basic function configured to be executed on mimic open 
was not executed in WebVue contexts. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
Other versions: 11.1.06045 

WebVue applet memory leaks (SPR #61007) 

Several memory leaks have been fixed in the WebVue applet (client side), in particular when 
displaying an Alarm or Log Viewer with a large amount of lines. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
Other versions: 11.1.06029, 
11.0.06070 

Multiline texts in Japanese not correctly displayed (SPR #60701) 

Multiline texts in Japanese were not always correctly displayed. The issue was related to word 
detection when mixing non kanji characters. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
Other versions: 11.1.06023 

Images failed to load (SPR #60758) 

Images for which filename contained one or more special characters could not be loaded by the 
WebVue client. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
Other versions: 11.1.06008, 
11.0.06056 

Gradient color not properly displayed (SPR #60796) 

If the gradient color is defined with two levels having the same color. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
Other versions: 11.1.06006, 
11.0.06055 

Multi-line texts not displayed properly (SPR #60701) 

The issue could occur with some non-latin characters and text separators. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
Other versions: 11.1.06002 

Incorrect validation rule removed 

A useless validation rule was removed from the Edit Intervals dialog box of the standard week 
view.  In standard week view the start time of an interval can be later than the end time on the 
same day. 
As an example, this rule was preventing the creation of an interval from Saturday 8 PM to the 
next Saturday 6 AM. 

WebScheduler 
Other versions: 11.1.06034, 
11.0.06074 

Issues when modifying intervals crossing week boundaries (SPR 
#61257) 

Changes include: 

• Fix of an issue when modifying intervals so that they are crossing the week boundary 
of the standard week. The modified interval was not removed before creating the two 
new intervals. 

• Fix of an issue when deleting intervals that are crossing the week boundary of the 
standard week. 

In addition, a Cron.dat file access lock for writing is also fixed. 

WebScheduler 
Other versions: 11.1.06034, 
11.0.06074 

Previous and next transient when no exception on the time period 
(SPR #61257) 

Last transient prior to calendar date range or first transient after was not correctly determined 
when there was no exception period configured in the schedule. 
The issue was only affecting Cron timetables. 

WebScheduler 
Other versions: 11.1.06034, 
11.0.06074 



 

 

Beginning of intervals lost (SPR #61172) 

In a situation where an exception spanned over more than 1 day, the start time could be lost 
after a modification. The issue appeared only if the interval was modified (for example 
extended) while not displaying the start day of the exception. 

WebScheduler 
Other versions: 11.1.06032 

WebScheduler frozen after editing exception period (SPR #60738) 

Under some circumstances, when editing an exception period, the WebScheduler could freeze 
if all the exceptions prior to the exception being edited were empty. 

WebScheduler 
Other versions: 11.1.06003, 
11.0.06052 

Creation of week-traversing intervals 

The creation of week traversing intervals was not working properly upon duplication of a multi-
day interval. 

WebScheduler 
Other versions: 11.1.06002, 
11.0.06052 

Previous day intervals wrongly selected with day selection 

When selecting all the intervals of a day, intervals of previous day ending at midnight were also 
selected. 

WebScheduler 
Other versions: 11.1.06002, 
11.0.06052 



 

 

 

3. Critical fixes 

Exiting project while "Win911" OPC client connected (SPR #60933) 

A fatal error could occur when exiting a project while a "Win911" OPC client was connected to 
the application. 

Communication interfaces.OPC 
Server 
Other versions: 11.1.06015, 
11.0.06061 

Variable mapping properties not displayed 

Under some frequent circumstances, it happened that the mapping properties of a variable 
(Source tab) were left empty when re-opening a variable property dialog box. 
The same fix also addresses less frequent issues that could affect many other configuration 
items when the Application Explorer was used in multi-view. The symptom was similar (one or 
more properties left empty). 

The issue was not related to any of the data acquisition drivers and was not affecting their 
runtime behavior. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
 

Station number changed upon configuration modification (SPR 
#61472, 60997) 

Under some circumstances, when editing a station in the networking configuration, its station 
number could be modified. 
This regression was originally introduced in version 11.1. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
Other versions: 11.1.06042 

Invalid configuration file for maintenance plans scheduling (SPR 
#60689) 

When the file \C\Scheduler.xml contained invalid actions or was corrupted, a fatal error 
occurred when opening the editing window of databases maintenance plans scheduling. The 
fatal error is fixed, and the format errors of this file are traced on project startup. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
 

Pending commands when stopping network (SPR #61671) 

When stopping or disconnecting a network, new commands were still accepted leading to a 
fatal error when trying to abort them. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
Other versions: 11.1.06048 

Multiple successive commands on the same object (SPR #60360) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error was occurring when sending a command while there 
was already an identical command pending. This could occur when the command took a long 
time to execute on the device side. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 60870-5-104 
Client 
 

Fatal error at startup 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur at startup when the LNS catalog definition 
is incomplete. 

Data Acquisition.LNS 
Other versions: 11.1.06048, 
11.0.06081 

Fatal error on connection/disconnection 

The fix includes: 

• Fixed memory leak when receiving events signaling offline/online devices, 
• A fatal error upon startup when the catalog files are not complete (references to 

missing files), 

• More robust protection against exceptions in the handling of LNS ping calls. 

Data Acquisition.LNS 
Other versions: 11.1.06046, 
11.0.06080, 10.0SP2_Update 



 

 

Multiple write requests (SPR #60721) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when sending multiple write requests in a 
short time period. 

Data Acquisition.OPC Client 
Other versions: 11.1.06003, 
11.0.06052 

Driver IP-MITSUBISHI (SPR #60829) 

A fatal error could occur at communication startup if the configuration included a Bit frame 
with data type L for a Mitsubishi Q series equipment. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
Other versions: 11.1.06008 

SNMP variables used in alarm synthesis (SPR #61484) 

A fatal error occurred when a variable was mapped on an SNMP trap with ad'hoc synch and 
used in an alarm synthesis. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
Other versions: 11.1.06039 

Incorrect duration for alarms (SPR #62149) 

When exporting data, the statistics related to alarms duration were incorrect. They could be 
greater than the export duration. 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06061, 
11.0.06084 

Sending a recipe to a not connected OPC server (SPR #61946, 60809) 

A fatal error occurred when sending a recipe with the SendRecipe function to an OPC Server 
which is not connected. 

Development kits.SV Manager 
Toolkit 
Other versions: 11.1.06054, 
11.0.06084, 10.0SP2_Update 

Temporary dongle compatibility 

When using version 11.0 or later, a fatal error could occur at startup when using a time-limited 
dongle originally encoded before version 11.0. 

General.Licensing 
Other versions: 11.1.06045, 
11.0.06079 

Recovery model set to simple upon database creation 

From now on, the recovery model 'Simple' is used as default for new databases created with 
the HDS. 
In addition, a log message is generated at startup to indicate the recovery model. 

Under some circumstances, a misuse of the 'Full' recovery model was leading to the loss of 
recorded data in case purge actions were configured. 

Historical data 
 

Proprietary trends lost when variables not loaded (SPR #61284, 
61059) 

Under certain circumstances, the configuration of proprietary trends was lost when the 
corresponding variables were not loaded on the station. It could happen if variables are neither 
produced nor consumed by the station. 

In such case, the error message indicating an unknown trend is no longer displayed in the Event 
Viewer. 

Historical data 
Other versions: 11.1.06037 

Fatal error when opening a context mimic 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when opening a context mimic while its 
parent mimic was being closed. 

HMI 
Other versions: 11.1.06052 



 

 

Listbox, checkbox list or option list with items having a lengthy name 
(SPR #61537) 

A fatal error occurred when using the listbox, checkbox list or option list controls, with items 
having a lengthy display name. 

HMI.Graphics 
Other versions: 11.1.06063 

Could not open 3D mimics (SPR #61109) 

A fatal error was occurring when opening a 3D mimic containing references to texture files that 
were not accessible. 

HMI.Graphics 
 

Opening a mimic from an unknown library 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when opening a mimic from an unknown 
library at user logon. 

HMI.Graphics 
Other versions: 11.1.06003, 
11.0.06052 

Issue in variable tracking mode (SPR #61696) 

Under some circumstances, a freeze of the HMI could occur, during the initialization request of 
the Grid control if at the same time certain properties of a variable were changed (for example, 
the alarm level, extended attributes, description...). The freeze was followed by a fatal error 
after 10 min (watchdog detection period). 

HMI.Grid control 
Other versions: 11.1.06051 

Centering a map on a not loaded marker (SPR #61030) 

A fatal error occurred when using the Map positioning animation to center the map on a 
marker that was not yet loaded. This could happen at the opening of a mimic due to the 
asynchronous loading of markers. 

HMI.Map control 
Other versions: 11.1.06028 

Watchdog Treatment not loaded (SPR #61508) 

Under some circumstances, when loading Watchdog Treatment objects, incorrect error 
messages were displayed in the event viewer and the Treatments were not loaded. It was due 
to uninitialized properties leading to memory corruption. 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06043, 
11.0.06077, 10.0SP2_Update, 
10.0SP1_Update 

File access conflict 

Under some circumstances, conflicting accesses to the Cron.dat file (scheduled actions & 
timetables configuration) could occur. 
The issue could lead to distributing an empty timetable configuration to other stations. 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06032, 
11.0.06073 

Manipulating schedules on a server station (SPR #61052) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when manipulating schedules on a server 
station belonging to an active modification list. 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06026 

Several stations with the same station number (SPR #60914) 

When at least two stations are using the same station number, and one of them shuts down, 
fatal errors could occur on other stations in the system. 

Networking 
Other versions: 11.1.06014, 
11.0.06060, 10.0SP2_Update 

Issue with variable creation 

Under some circumstances, a freeze of certain components could occur when creating or 
modifying a variable. The issue could only occur when the affected variable had a behavior 
attached, including:  Discrepancy, Alarm acknowledgment trace, alarm action-program, alarm 
action-window, event-program, event-message or a trend. 
The freeze was followed by a fatal error after 10 min (watchdog detection period). 

Real time data 
Other versions: 11.1.06056 



 

 

Issue with variable deletion (SPR #60678, 59423) 

Under some circumstances, a freeze of certain components could occur when deleting a 
variable. The issue could only occur when deleting a variable was causing the deletion of a 
dependent item such as a trend, an event or alarm associated actions (among others). The 
variable manager was freezing and depending on the case, the archive manager or the HMI 
could also freeze. The freeze was followed by a fatal error after 10 min (watchdog detection 
period). 

Real time data 
Other versions: 11.1.06053 

Varexp.dat file lost on project exit (SPR #60732) 

Exiting the project while the configuration was being saved (executed from the Application 
Explorer for example), could lead to losing parts of the Varexp.dat file content. 

Real time data 
Other versions: 11.1.06003, 
11.0.06052 

Instruction TRENDVIEWER, mode SETTIMEORIGIN - fatal error with 
invalid curve (SPR #60659) 

A fatal error could occur when using the instruction TRENDVIEWER mode SETTIMEORIGIN on an 
invalid curve (e.g.: trend configured with a deleted variable for example). 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06002, 
11.0.06047 

Could not read MinValue, MaxValue, MinControlValue or 
MaxControlValue (SPR #60249) 

A fatal error was occurring when including one of the four properties MinValue, MaxValue, 
MinControlValue, MaxControlValue in a RealTimeData subscription. 

Web Server Extensions.Web 
Services Toolkit 
 

Loss of Cron schedules after fast consecutive save actions (SPR 
#61141) 

The Cron schedule configuration could be lost when clicking the Save button multiple times 
quickly in the WebScheduler. The issue was due to an access conflict to the file 
CTEMP\Cron.dat. 

WebScheduler 
Other versions: 11.1.06030, 
11.0.06072 



 

 

 

4. Enhancements 

DBImport - Customization of the decimal separator (SPR #61315) 

It is now possible to specify the decimal separator used in the source file and destination table. 
The optional arguments for the command line tool are: 

• /SDS=<separator> - Source Decimal Separator, 

• /DDS=<separator> - Destination Decimal Separator. 

With the Advanced mode it is possible to define them in the file DBImportConfig.xml in the 
GeneralSettings section: 
<GeneralSettings Language="en" 

SourceDecimalSeparator="." 

DestinationDecimalSeparator="," /> 

When not indicated, the DBImport uses the decimal separator as configured in the OS regional 
settings. 

Add-ons and Tools 
Other versions: 11.1.06038, 
11.0.06076, 10.0SP2_Update 

License Utility - More info in dump files 

When using the export or copy to clipboard features, more information is now available: 

• Date of the file dump, 
• Version of the license Utility, 

• Version of the Safenet driver, 
• Dongle Family, 

• Dongle type (USB or parallel), 

• Dongle Memory size. 

Add-ons and Tools 
Other versions: 11.1.06033 

Alphabetical sorting in instantiation view 

In the instantiation grid, parameters are now sorted alphabetically within each category. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Expression evaluation and generation 

Multiple enhancements to the expression evaluation and the generation process: 

• In the list of expressions associated with instances, better identification of errors 
linked to expression evaluation. An icon is now displayed in the grid when an 
expression may have been miscalculated or requires user's attention, 

• An extraneous warning message is removed. It was raised when a text value was right-
trimmed during the generation phase, 

• For templates, instances and parameters, the list of changes available for broadcast is 
no longer filled-in. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Selection & deselection made easy 

On instance items, the actions Select all but this and Deselect all but this have been added. 
It makes it easier to reverse items' selection, and can be very handy for handling instances of 
heavily generic templates where multiple combinations of graphic representations are defined 
at the template level. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Previous/next buttons 

The Application Architect now offers a navigation history which enables the user to navigate 
using Previous and Next buttons. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 



 

 

Deselection of instance for generation 

It is now possible to deselect instances directly from the instance tree. When an instance is 
deselected, its child instances are deselected as well. 
It allows disabling the generation of instances without deleting them. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
Other versions: 11.1.06003 

Messages sorting in generation report 

In the generation report, it is now possible to sort the messages according to their severity 
(info, warning and error) or message number. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Items sorting in the generation phase 

Modeled items are now sorted alphabetically before the generation phase, thus ensuring that 
elements in the XML import file will always be sequenced in the same way for the subsequent 
synchronization. This brings the ability to compare XML import files in an efficient way, if 
needed. It also ensures a correct ordering for some items where the configuration sequencing 
is important (for example the actions associated to alarms). 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Libraries with or without templates 

In the Application Architect, libraries are now displayed with a different icon if they include one 
or more template. By allowing application designers to easily see that a library does not contain 
any template, this change is a time saver when going through libraries designed by a third 
party. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Evaluation mode extended to classic parameters 

The evaluation mode, introduced in version 11.1 with the global parameters, has been 
extended to the classic evaluated parameters. It is now possible to indicate if they are 
calculated once, at the root instance, or for each instance where it is used. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
Other versions: 11.1.06016 

Naming rules on more items 

It is now possible to define the naming rules for expressions, cyclic actions, alarms synthesis 
and mimics. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Symbol and mimic thumbnails 

It is now possible to display thumbnails for symbols and mimics associated with templates and 
instances. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Description of branches (SPR #59831) 

The Application Architect now includes branches' descriptions in the generated configuration, 
according to their associated item (instance, topology level...). These descriptions can be 
bilingual. This is helpful to define installation descriptions when using TouchVue. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Copy/Cut/Paste action on Databases' maintenance plan (SPR #60298) 

Maintenance plans could not be pasted due to the fact that the Paste task was not correctly 
made available to the user after a Copy or Cut action. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
 



 

 

Label length now limited to 255 characters 

All types of Labels are now limited to 255 characters: 

• Command, 

• Browsing, 
• Alarm acknowledgment, 

• Alarm masking, 
• Alarm maintenance, 

• Associated Labels. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Explorer 
 

SG-FL - Support for migration of XIP configuration 

Configuration of data acquisition based on the Télémécanique XIP driver can now be migrated 
to PcVue Modbus IP. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
Other versions: 11.1.06039 

SG-SAIA - Various enhancements (SPR #61229, 61085) 

Enhancements include: 

• Added support for datatype R FLOAT, 
• Added support for array datatypes, 

• Unused empty frames are no longer imported. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
Other versions: 11.1.06033 

SG-FL - Special characters removal 

Special characters are now completely removed if used in object names or descriptions. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
Other versions: 11.1.06032 

XML Generic Import documentation for IEC 61850 communication 
items (SPR #16431) 

Syntax for the IEC 61850 communication items was missing in the XML Generic Import 
documentation. 

Configuration 
Environments.Smart Generators 
 

Handling of time tagged data 

When using PLC timestamping, and in case of communication failure it is now possible to 
indicate how to handle the timestamp upon reconnection: 

• Use of the local station timestamp, 

• Use of the last known timestamp. 

This can be set in the global parameters of IEC 60870-5-104 and DNP3 drivers' configuration, 
with the setting Use Local Timestamp Upon Reconnection. 
This option is set to true for existing project, and defaults to false for new project. 

In addition, the handling of the timestamp's quality is also improved, in particular when it has 
not been refreshed upon reconnection. It is indicated as [PLC ?]. 

Data Acquisition 
Other versions: 11.1.06059 

Bad quality processed as Unavailable or Non accessible (SPR #60802) 

It is now possible to choose if the OPC quality Bad shall be processed as: 

• Unavailable (NS), 
• Or Non accessible (NS COM). 

It can be set in the menu Settings.Communication.OPC.Variable status. 

The default value in new project is Unavailable, for compatibility it is set to Non accessible in 
existing projects. 

Data Acquisition.OPC Client 
Other versions: 11.1.06027 



 

 

OpenWebnet driver 

Support for the group presence frame: 

• *1*39*#groupNumber##  -> Not present 

• *1*34*#groupNumber##  -> Present 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
Other versions: 11.1.06033 

Driver PUP - Support for HD and DD address ranges (SPR #61045) 

The PUP data acquisition driver now supports access to the HD and DD address ranges. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
Other versions: 11.1.06027, 
11.0.06068 

Driver IP-ISO-S7 (SPR #60426) 

Device types S7-1200 and S7-1500 are now available in the device list. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
Other versions: 11.1.06016 

Driver IP-MELSEC - Support for R zone (SPR #60799) 

The IP-MELSEC data acquisition driver now supports access to the R zone for A and Q device 
series. 

Data Acquisition.Other built-in 
drivers 
Other versions: 11.1.06007, 
11.0.06057 

OID sorting in the MIB browser (SPR #61272) 

When using the MIB browser, it is now possible to sort OIDs by their symbolic name or their 
numerical OID. It can be modified in the project Settings under the node Communication.Data 
acquisition.SNMP.Configuration.MIB browser sorting. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
 

Support for data type Opaque 

OIDs of type Opaque are now supported. They can be mapped on text variables. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
Other versions: 11.1.06016 

Improved handling when stopping a Network or Device 

When requested to stop a Network or a Device, the driver now waits for all the pending 
requests to be responded (or timed out) before completely stopping. Meanwhile, no other 
request is accepted. 

Data Acquisition.SNMP Manager 
Other versions: 11.1.06010 

Inserting variables in expressions (SPR #60663) 

It is now possible to insert variables into expressions with the help of the variable selector. Until 
this change, variable names had to be typed-in. 

Data Export 
 

Improved handling of Daylight Saving Time 

Algorithms to calculate time offsets have been refactored and improved. 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06059, 
11.0.06084 

Milliseconds in sample period selection (SPR #61209) 

It is now possible to have the millisecond precision for sample periods. 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06034 



 

 

Date parts in output and page name (SPR #60512) 

It is now possible to add date parts in the expressions defining the output and page name in 
Data Export configuration. 

• Export.StartDate.Day, 
• Export.StartDate.DayName, 

• Export.StartDate.Week, 
• Export.StartDate.Month, 

• Export.StartDate.MonthName, 
• Export.StartDate.Year, 
• Export.StartDate.Hours, 

• Export.StartDate.Minutes, 

• The same syntax is available for the EndDate. 

If exporting all pages of an export at once, the start and end dates of the first page are used to 
resolve such expressions. 

Data Export 
 

Add trends to a Trend Page by double-clicking 

When adding trends to a Trend Page by double-clicking, the selector now remains opened, 
allowing the user to add other Trends. Until now, it was automatically closed after the insertion 
of a new Trend. 

Data Export 
Other versions: 11.1.06002 

Ability to get Source and BrowsingLevel of variables 

It now possible to get the Source and the BrowsingLevel of a variable within the SV Manager 
Toolkit. 

Development kits.SV Manager 
Toolkit 
Other versions: 11.1.06008 

Ability to get more project directories 

The method GetProjectDirectoy() now also returns the directories for project persistent data 
(\PER) and temporary data (\TMP). 

Development kits.SV Manager 
Toolkit 
Other versions: 11.1.06002 

SCADA Basic function before opening a mimic 

It is now possible to configure in the properties of a mimic, the SCADA Basic function (program, 
branch, function and arguments) to be executed before its opening. 

The BEFORE feature was already available in previous versions but required to manually edit 
the mimic files in ASCII format. 

General 
 

Branches without description no longer saved 

Branches without description are no longer saved in the C\varexp.dat file. 

General 
Other versions: 11.1.06052, 
11.0.06082 

New user right for mimic printing (SPR #60877) 

It is now possible to configure "Mimic printing" right in users' profiles. 
This new user right applies to mimic printing using Ctrl+P. 

General.User management 
Other versions: 11.1.06018, 
11.0.06064, 10.0SP2_Update 



 

 

Trending out-of-range values (SPR #60759) 

The trend archiving process is improved to allow storage of the full quality (including NS L> & 
NS L<). 
This enhancement is available for proprietary, HDS and free archive units. 

As a consequence, it is now possible to plot out of range values in the Trend Viewer. This can be 
activated by editing the setting Variables.Status.Display values even if out of range. 

This enhancement comes with an upgrade of archive formats which was not recording such 
information. Hence, this feature is only available for newly recorded data. 

It is not available with ODBC archive units. 

Historical data 
Other versions: 11.1.06019 

Mouse-click configuration for context mimic (SPR #61443) 

It is now possible to configure in the HMI Options which mouse gesture will open context 
mimics (for animations and viewers) and process associated actions in the Alarm Viewer. 

Possible gestures are: 

• Left click, 

• Middle click, 

• Right click, 

• With <Shift> key down modifier, 

• With <Ctrl> key down modifier, 
• With <Alt> key down modifier. 

HMI 
Other versions: 11.1.06048 

Clipboard support in alarm & log viewers (SPR #60970, 60097) 

Lines displayed in an alarm viewer or a log viewer can now be copied to the clipboard by 
pressing Ctrl+C and then pasted in any external application. 

HMI 
Other versions: 11.1.06040 

Virtual keyboard language layout switch at runtime (SPR #59934) 

It is now possible to modify the virtual keyboard language and layout at runtime. 
This can be useful for user needing to type in text with a mix of latin and non-latin characters, 
such as in a Log viewer comment for example. 

HMI 
Other versions: 11.1.06014 

Switch between list and on-line modes 

Improved handling of the switch between list and on-line modes. As of now, the lines displayed 
while in list mode are retained after switching to on-line mode. 

HMI.Alarm viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06045 

Mouse-click configuration for action animations (SPR #61782) 

It is now possible to configure in the HMI Options which mouse gesture will trigger actions 
configured via animations. 

Possible gestures are: 

• Left click, 

• Middle click, 
• Right click, 

• With <Shift> key down modifier, 
• With <Ctrl> key down modifier, 

• With <Alt> key down modifier. 

HMI.Animations 
Other versions: 11.1.06053 



 

 

Context menu when clicking a mimic title bar (SPR #61437) 

A new HMI option named Disable title bar context menu in <Run> mode is available to indicate 
if the window context menu shall be displayed or not at runtime when the user right-click on 
the window title bar. 

HMI.Graphics 
Other versions: 11.1.06039 

Symbols and images selectors automatically refreshed 

The symbol and image selectors are now automatically refreshed. Until now, displaying new 
items added in the corresponding folders required to click on the Refresh button for viewing 
them in the selector. 

HMI.Graphics 
Other versions: 11.1.06028 

Highlight of control zones (SPR #60644) 

It is now possible to disable the highlight of control zones on mouse over. It can be configured 
either: 

• Globally, by HMI option named Mouse Input.Display control zone, 

• Individually on each graphic object, by setting the VB property DisplayControlZone to 
0. 

This option applies to graphic objects with animations, VBA scripts, and also to markers when 
using the Map Control. 
It is supported in WebVue. 

HMI.Graphics 
Other versions: 11.1.06020 

Displaying bit values for alarms in the Grid control (SPR #61512) 

When using the Grid control in variable tracking mode, it is now possible to display the bit value 
(0 or 1) for alarms. 
Until this enhancement, only the alarm value could be displayed (0 for AckOff, 1 for NoAckOn, 2 
for NoAckOff, 3 for AckOn...).  

. 

HMI.Grid control 
Other versions: 11.1.06041 

Columns configuration in Variable tracking mode 

It is now possible to configure in which column the value, name and label of the variables are to 
be displayed when using the grid control in Variable tracking mode. 

HMI.Grid control 
Other versions: 11.1.06037 

Restrict navigation to time range (SPR #61690) 

As of now, scrolling and page up/down can be restricted to prevent the user from accessing 
events before the start datetime or after the end datetime of the original request. Paging and 
user navigation can, at large, be locked to the originally requested time period. 

This behavior is controlled by the Log Viewer property named Restrict navigation to time range 
in the Execution tab. 

HMI.Log viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06051 

Error tiles (SPR #61704) 

Until this enhancement, a blue tile with an error message was displayed when the Map Control 
was not able to load tiles. They are no longer displayed in such a situation. 

HMI.Map control 
Other versions: 11.1.06050 

Customization of the zoom mode 

It is now possible to customize the behavior of the zoom (when using mouse wheel) in the map: 

• Zoom around the center of the map, 

• Zoom around the cursor location. 

HMI.Map control 
Other versions: 11.1.06008 



 

 

Map Editor enhancements 

The Map editor now supports clipboard operations on markers. 
Markers of type Symbol are now displayed as thumbnails. 

HMI.Map control 
Other versions: 11.1.06008 

Auto-scale in real time (SPR #59931) 

The auto-scale feature is now supported in real time mode. Until now, it was only supported in 
historical mode. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06042 

Persistent cursor mode when zooming (SPR #61546) 

As of now, zooming in and out does not clear the cursor if it is displayed. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06042 

Curves comparison with time shift greater than 200 days (SPR #60891, 
60879) 

When using curve time shifting, the offset can now be up to 3600 days (was 200 days). 

HMI.Trend viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06038, 
11.0.06059 

Milliseconds in sample period selection (SPR #61209) 

It is now possible to have the millisecond precision for sample periods when using the Data 
Export wizard. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06034 

Title display in the time scale (SPR #61092) 

It is now possible to display a title bar at the bottom of the time axis. This title bar can include 
information such as the start & end days, the duration of the displayed time period... 

HMI.Trend viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06033 

Cursor and Cross cursor draggable (SPR #60980) 

It is now possible to drag the cursor in the Cursor and Cross Cursor mode to retrieve values, 
instead of clicking many times. 
This enhancement is also supported when using WebVue. 

HMI.Trend viewer 
Other versions: 11.1.06019 

svTS service is no longer used 

The svTS service is no longer used when deploying PcVue in RDS environments. 

It is replaced by a new service named svCoreSessionHost. 

Installation 
 

Cyclic action execution in single-active server association (SPR #60639) 

A new setting is available to control whether a cyclic action produced by a single active server 
association shall be executed on active servers only, or on both the active and passive servers. 
This setting is stored in the C\uivConf.dat file, section [CyclicActions], key 
ExecuteActionOnlyOnActiveServer. 
For new projects, the default value is: 
ExecuteActionOnlyOnActiveServer=1 to execute actions only on active servers. 
For existing projects: 
ExecuteActionOnlyOnActiveServer=0 to execute actions on both active and passive servers. 

This setting will be available in the Application Explorer in a later version. 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06057 

Support for UTF-8 encoding in emails (SPR #61847) 

It is now possible to send emails using the UTF-8 encoding. 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06055 



 

 

Automatic distribution of built-in schedule modifications (SPR #61732) 

It is now possible to automatically distribute built-in schedules modifications to all the stations 
of a project (Cron.dat). 

See KB789 for more information. 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06053, 
11.0.06059, 10.0SP2_Update 

Event execution in single-active server association (SPR #60639) 

A new setting is available to control whether an event action produced by a single active server 
association shall be executed on active servers only, or on both the active and passive servers. 
This setting is stored in the C\uivConf.dat file, section [EventActions], key 
ExecuteActionOnlyOnActiveServer. 
For new projects, the default value is: 
ExecuteActionOnlyOnActiveServer=1 to execute actions only on active servers. 
For existing projects: 
ExecuteActionOnlyOnActiveServer=0 to execute actions on both active and passive servers. 

This setting will be available in the Application Explorer in a later version. 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06032, 
11.0.06073 

Max length of expression name increased (SPR #60820) 

The name of expressions can now be up to 256 characters (was 80). 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06027 

SMS message - new Phoenix contact modem validated (SPR #60944) 

The following modem has been validated for the SMS message feature: 

• Phoenix contact ref 2313106 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06024, 
11.0.06068, 10.0SP2_Update 

Max length for cyclic action name 

The name of cyclic actions can now be up to 256 characters (was 40). 

Miscellaneous 
Other versions: 11.1.06007 

Upgrade Alarm VTQ transmission (SPR #61009) 

Following the change related to alarm updates when only the timestamp changes, a 
compatibility setting was added. 
The setting is named DispatchOnDeviceTimestampChange and is located in the section 
[GeneralOption] of the file C\AlarmConf.dat. 

• DispatchOnDeviceTimestampChange = 0 to process alarms only if the value or status 
changes 

• DispatchOnDeviceTimestampChange = 1 to process alarms also when only the 
timestamp changes (default value). 

Preserving backward compatibility requires the application designer to set this setting to 0 as 
part of the upgrade process. 

Real time data 
Other versions: 11.1.06043, 
11.0.06077, 10.0SP2_Update, 
10.0SP1_Update 

Instruction MAPDISPLAY - new mode SETMAPPROVIDER (SPR #61154) 

A new mode SETMAPPROVIDER is available for the instruction MAPDISPLAY. It enables to 
dynamically modify the map provider for Map Controls. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06053 

https://support.pcvuesolutions.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=789:automatic-broadcast-of-crondat&Itemid=210


 

 

Instruction LOGDISPLAY - new modes (SPR #61636) 

The SCADA Basic instruction LOGDISPLAY now has two new modes for retrieving the auto-
refresh period and status: 

• LOGDISPLAY("AUTOREFRESH_PERIOD", Window, Branch, Identity) 
 Returns the auto-refresh period in seconds, 

• LOGDISPLAY("AUTOREFRESH_STATUS", Window, Branch, Identity) 
 Returns the auto-refresh status (1 = running, 2 = paused, 3 = not set). 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06049 

Maximum length of strings (SPR #61397) 

It is now possible to set the maximum length of SCADA Basic strings, by using the following 
declaration in the global program: 
SYS MAXARGSTRINGS=4096 
The value can vary from 2047 to 8191 and defaults to 2047. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06040 

New SCADA Basic instruction to retrieve Alarm & Log viewer lines 
(SPR #60970, 60097) 

A new mode named "COPY_CLIPBOARD" is available for the instructions ALARMDISPLAY and 
LOGDISPLAY. It retrieves the selected lines of an Alarm or Log viewer and copy them to the 
clipboard so that they can be pasted in any external application. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06040 

Instruction TREND, new modes SET_VISIBLE and DISPLAY_SCALE 

New modes have been added to the instruction TREND: 

• SET_VISIBLE enables to hide/display a curve, 

• DISPLAY_SCALE enables to hide/display the scale of a given curve. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06037 

Instruction SNMP - new mode CONFIG (SPR #61258) 

It is now possible to dynamically change the address of SNMP devices by using the instruction 
SNMP, mode CONFIG, with the sub modes IPADDRESS and HOSTNAME. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06036 

Number of symbols in SCADA Basic programs (SPR #61106) 

The number of symbols (working variables) was previously limited to 10,000, mainly for 
performance reasons. This limitation no longer exists. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06030 

Scope of working variables in SCADA Basic (SPR #61106) 

The scope of working variables in SCADA Basic has been reworked to be in line with the usual 
rules of development languages. 

For compatibility reasons, a new setting is available in in the project Settings under the node 
Programs.SCADA Basic.Working variables scope control, with the following possible values: 

• Strict control: Apply the new scope rules, 
• Legacy control with warning: Apply the former rules, and display warnings when errors 

could occur if applying the new rules, 
• Legacy control: Apply the former rules. 

Default value is set to Strict control for new projects. 
For compatibility, it is set to Legacy control for existing projects. 

When porting a project, you should set it to Legacy control with warning to identify potential 
issues worth a change in your SCADA Basic scripts. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06030 



 

 

Program Management dialog box's size increased (SPR #60948) 

The dialog box allowing to load/unload and debug SCADA Basic program is now larger. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
 

Instruction TREEVIEW - new modes SETTEXT and SETUSERDATA (SPR 
#61064) 

It is now possible to change the Text and UserData of an existing node in a TreeView control: 
TREEVIEW("SETUSERDATA", Window, Branch, 

Identity, NodeId, UserData); 
TREEVIEW("SETTEXT", Window, Branch, Identity, 

NodeId, Text); 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06025 

Instruction WINDOW - new mode SELECTTAB (SPR #61051) 

It is now possible to select the tab to be displayed by using the SCADA Basic instruction 
WINDOW("SELECTTAB",MimicName,Branch,TabId); 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06024 

Instruction ALARMDISPLAY - new modes for line-based control (SPR 
#60925) 

New modes are available for the SCADA Basic instruction ALARMDISPLAY: 

• ISLINEVISIBLE: Indicates if a given line is visible or not, 

• ISLINESELECTED: Indicates if a given line is selected or not, 

• GETLINECOUNT: Returns the number of lines in the buffer of the Alarm Viewer, 

• GET_NAME_FROM_LINE: Returns the variable name associated to a given line 
number. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06019 

New buffer size limit for instruction ALLOC_BUFFER (SPR #60963) 

It is now possible to set the maximum size of buffers that can be allocated with the SCADA Basic 
instruction ALLOC_BUFFER. 

This parameter can be edited in the file \C\UIConf.dat with the entry 
 [ScadaBasic\Alloc_Buffer]  
 MaxSize = 10 

The size is expressed in Mb. Its maximum value is 100 Mb, if it can not be found or if it is 0, then 
it is set to 128 Kb for compatibility. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06019 

New SCADA BASIC instruction REPLACE (SPR #60962) 

The instruction REPLACE is now available to replace a substring in a string. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06018 

New submode for the instruction SYSTEM("USER") (SPR #60877) 

Following the addition of a "Mimic printing" right in users' profiles, the instruction 
SYSTEM("USER", Rights) now supports value 10 for the Rights argument to get the value of the 
mimic printing right for the current user. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06018, 
11.0.06064, 10.0SP2_Update 



 

 

Instruction ALARM - new modes to retrieve alarm levels (SPR #60954) 

New modes are available for the instruction ALARM: 

• GETACKLEVEL: Retrieves the acknowledgment level of a given alarm, 

• GETMASKLEVEL: Retrieves the mask level of a given alarm, 
• GETMAINTENANCELEVEL: Retrieves the maintenance level of a given alarm. 

These functions can be used to check if the logged-in user has the appropriate rights before 
acknowledging, masking or setting maintenance mode of an alarm. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06017, 
11.0.06063 

Instruction CHECKLIST - new modes INSERT, REMOVE and SORT 

New modes INSERT, REMOVE and SORT are available the SCADA Basic instruction CHECKLIST. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06005 

Instruction COMBOBOX - new mode INSERT, REMOVE and SORT 

New modes INSERT, REMOVE and SORT are available for the SCADA Basic instruction 
COMBOBOX. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06005 

Instruction LISTBOX - new modes INSERT, REMOVE and SORT 

New modes INSERT, REMOVE and SORT are available for the SCADA Basic instruction LISTBOX. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06005 

Instruction OPTIONLIST - new modes INSERT, REMOVE and SORT 

New modes INSERT, REMOVE and SORT are available for to the SCADA Basic instruction 
OPTIONLIST. 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06005 

Concatenate up to 10 strings with ADDSTRING (SPR #60679) 

The SCADA Basic instruction ADDSTRING is now able to have up to 10 input arguments. 

Syntax: 
strRet = ADDSTRING(str1, str2[, str3....[, 

str10]]); 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
Other versions: 11.1.06002 

Log Viewer - New methods for the auto-refresh (SPR #61995) 

2 new VBA methods are available to manage the auto-refresh of the Log Viewer: 

• EnableAutorefresh() allows enabling and disabling the auto-refresh, 
• SetAutorefreshPeriod() allows setting a new  refresh period (in seconds). 

Scripting.VBA 
Other versions: 11.1.06056 

New VBA method on Map Control - SetMapProvider (SPR #61154) 

A new method SetMapPovider is available for the Map Control. It enables to dynamically 
modify the map provider. 

Sub SetMapProvider(providerName As String, 

isLocal As Boolean, [useCache]) 

Scripting.VBA 
Other versions: 11.1.06053 



 

 

New VBA methods and event for workspace configuration (SPR 
#60868) 

Two VBA methods have been added to enable modifications of the workspace configuration: 

• RestoreWorkspacePosition() : Set the workspace at its initial position and size. 
• SetWorkspacePosition(LONG Left, LONG Top, LONG Height, LONG Width) : Move the 

workspace at a specific location with a given size. 

In addition to these methods a new event is available on the project object: 

• ScreenResolutionChanged(ByVal newWidth As Long, ByVal newHeight As Long) : 
Raised when the screen(s) resolution changes. 

 

These methods and event can be used to reconfigure the workspace when the connection with 
a screen is lost. 

Scripting.VBA 
Other versions: 11.1.06053, 
10.0SP2_Update 

New property LangIndex available for object ThisProject (SPR #61309) 

A new property named LangIndex is available for the object ThisProject. 
Its value can be 1 or 2, depending on the current selected language (lang1 or lang2). 

Scripting.VBA 
Other versions: 11.1.06037 

New property SelectedTab for mimics (SPR #61051) 

It is now possible to get and set the displayed tab index by using the property SelectedTab of 
Mimic objects. 

Scripting.VBA 
Other versions: 11.1.06024 



 

 

New VBA methods on Chart Control 

New methods have been added the Chart Control to add data points and customize labels. 

int SeriesInsertDataPoint (int SeriesId, double 

X, double Y, int Index, [Optional] int Color, 

[Optional] int Transparency) 
Where: 

• SeriesId: The Id of the series (0 to 7), 
• X & Y: The coordinates of the data point, 

• Index: Position of the point within the series (zero-based, -1 to insert at the end), 

• Color: RGB color (-1 for default color), 
• Transparency: Transparency level (0 to 100, 100 meaning invisible). 

Returns: The index of the data point or -1 in case of error. 

int SetCustomLabel(int SeriesId, string Label, 

[Optional] int Index = -1, [Optional] int Color 

= -1) 
Where: 

• SeriesId: The Id of the series (0 to 7), 
• Label: The label to display, 

• Index: The index of the data point that will support the Label (zero-based, -1 for the 
last point), 

• Color: RGB color of the label (-1 for default color). 

Returns: 1 if succeeded, -1 in case of error. 

int SeriesSetFontSize(int SeriesId, int 

FontSize) 
Where: 

• SeriesId: The Id of the series (0 to 7), 

• FontSize: The new size of the font, 

Returns: 1 if succeeded, -1 in case of error. 

Scripting.VBA 
Other versions: 11.1.06024 

Time scale titles format in WebVue context (SPR #61755) 

The property defining the format of Time Scale Titles in the Trend Viewer is supported in 
WebVue context. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
Other versions: 11.1.06049 

Anti-aliasing in WebVue 

The anti-aliasing setting is now by default activated on new projects. 

Web Server Extensions.WebVue 
 

Upgrade User rights handling 

The WebScheduler now takes advantage of the PcVue timetable user rights for enforcing user 
privileges when they access BACnet Schedules & Calendars. 

WebScheduler 
 

Enabling and disabling schedules (SPR #61702) 

It is now possible to enable and disable Schedules directly from the WebScheduler. 

WebScheduler 
 



 

 

Upgrade Configuration for BACnet 

The WebScheduler no longer requires manual configuration of BACnet Schedules and 
Calendars. 

It takes advantage of the corresponding configuration items on the PcVue side, including: 

• List of Schedules, 
• List of Calendars, 

• Schedule outputs, 

• Labels associated with Schedule outputs. 

If you have been using the WebScheduler for BACnet with an earlier version, you will have to 
port your configuration (manually edited in Schedules.dat at the time), into the Application 
Explorer: Schedules, Calendars, Associated labels. 

WebScheduler 
 

Built-in schedules - Improved handling of intervals ending at midnight 

Following the improvements related to cross-day intervals handling, the ScheduleData Server 
now transforms any interval ending at midnight to an interval ending at 23:59. 

WebScheduler 
Other versions: 11.1.06042 

Various enhancements (SPR #61189) 

The 'revert to standard week' feature is now also available in multi-view. 
Navigating in the past is now prevented in the Schedule views to avoid showing the user 
information that may be misinterpreted. 

WebScheduler 
Other versions: 11.1.06042 

Login/Logout stored as user actions (SPR #61070) 

A new option named EnableStorageAsLoginLogout is available in the web.config file. If 
activated, user login and logout can be logged in the PcVue archives. In addition to enabling the 
web.config file setting, a log list configured to store Login/Logout user actions shall exist in the 
project configuration. 

WebScheduler 
Other versions: 11.1.06026, 
11.0.06068 

New settings for schedule background customization 

It is now possible to customize the schedules' background color by editing the following 
settings in the configuration file of the WebScheduler: 

• BusinessBeginsHour, 

• BusinessEndsHour, 

• ScheduleBusinessBackcolor , 
• ScheduleNonBusinessBackcolor, 

• ScheduleWeekendBackcolor. 

WebScheduler 
Other versions: 11.1.06003, 
11.0.06053 

New option for the timetable treeview display (SPR #60719) 

A new setting named FullyExpandTreeview is available in the WebScheduler configuration file. 
It allows configuring if the timetable treeview shall be expanded or collapsed at opening. 
Default value is fully expanded. 

WebScheduler 
Other versions: 11.1.06003, 
11.0.06052 



 

 

 

5. Performance 

Resource consumption on clipboard actions 

When copying an instance, only the next level is now expanded in the treeview, thus avoiding a 
nested browsing of instances and items. This change saves time and resources, as well as 
improving the user experience. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
Other versions: 11.1.06045 

Improved time to display the list of parameters 

With large modeled applications containing over 1000 differentiated properties (values, 
evaluated or input) on a given level in the instantiation tree, it could take several minutes to 
display the list of parameters in the instance tree. This refresh time is reduced to less than 5 
seconds in such a case. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

HDS database scheduled purge 

Following the end of support for SQL Server 2000, the stored procedures used for the 
scheduled purge have been changed to improve performances. 

With these changes, the time to delete 17.5 millions of trend records (~2Go) while recording 
100 trend records per second at the same time falls from almost 3h to 30mn. 

Historical data 
Other versions: 11.1.06044, 
11.0.06079, 10.0SP2_Update 



 

 

 

6. Audit & diagnostic 

New dump file on fatal error 

When an exception occurs in the sv32.exe process, a file named sv32.CrashDump.dmp is 
created in the \Bin\Log Files\CrashDump folder. 

The settings  for the creation of this dump file are stored in the file \ETC\Audits.ini, under the 
section CrashDump: 

• EnablingSV32CrashDumpFileCreation: If the value is 1 the creation of a dump file is 
enabled when an exception occurs in sv32.exe process. Default value is 1. 

• MaxSavedSV32CrashDumpFile: Defines the number of dump files of sv32.exe process 
that are retained. Its value must be between 1 and 9. Default value is 1. 

Audit 
Other versions: 11.1.06004, 
11.0.06054, 10.0SP2_Update 

Improved error detection on instantiation 

A new category "Expression to be checked" has been added to the properties view in the 
instantiation tab. It contains the list of properties based on expressions whose evaluation 
triggered an error or require user's attention. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

Improved generation report 

When generating a project, if an expression cannot be evaluated, the related property name is 
now explicitly mentioned in the generation report in order to ease diagnostics. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
 

New counter for LNS 

A new counter has been added to audit the number of pending stop messages applied to LNS 
data acquisition driver. 

Data Acquisition.LNS 
Other versions: 11.1.06047, 
11.0.06080 

Incorrect OPC traces when writing items 

Incorrect traces were generated when writing OPC items after a stop/start or a server 
disconnection. 

Data Acquisition.OPC Client 
Other versions: 11.1.06003, 
11.0.06052 

Improved tracing 

Improved handling and tracing, in particular if: 

• An export generates 0 or 1 sample (when using sampled and aggregated values), 
• The start date is more recent than the end date (also with computed start date when 

using synchronization). 

In both cases, the generation is cancelled and a trace is generated. 

Data Export 
 

New time counters 

Several time counters have been added to audit the global duration of the project start-up: 

• Elapsed time in UI timer function, 

• Elapsed time to update all audit object counters, 
• Elapsed time to update all audit flow counters, 
• Elapsed time to update all audit system variables. 

General 
Other versions: 11.1.06047, 
11.0.06080 

New time counter 

A new time counter has been added to audit the global duration of the project start-up. 

General 
 



 

 

Access to Audit information 

In the Application Explorer, the Audit information are now available for users having the 
diagnostic right. Until this change, accessing Audits required development rights to be granted. 

General.User management 
Other versions: 11.1.06064 

New trace at HDS startup (SPR #60584) 

A new trace has been added at project startup to indicate if databases are managed by the local 
station or not. This trace is useful in case of architecture containing several database archive 
units produced by different archive servers. 

Historical data 
 

New trace file for the HDS 

A new trace file named HDS.MacroTrace.log is generated in case of a fatal error of the HDS 
process. 

Historical data 
Other versions: 11.1.06050, 
11.0.06081 

Traces on Primary key violation 

In the configuration of HDS traces, it is now possible to disable Key Violation errors. When the 
trace is activated, all the Key Violation errors are logged, otherwise, only the 10 first errors are 
logged. 

Historical data 
Other versions: 11.1.06009, 
11.0.06058 

Missing variable tracing with the animation Variable Presence (SPR 
#61302, 61294) 

When a graphic object is configured with the animation Variable Presence, errors due to 
missing variables are no longer traced. 

HMI.Animations 
Other versions: 11.1.06039 



 

 

 

7. Installation 

Backup of customized files from the Bin folder 

As of now, the following data files stored in the Bin folder are backed-up to preserve any 
customization: hds.ini, sv32.ini and protoc.dat. 

When repairing, modifying, updating or removing an installed version of PcVue, a numbered 
copy of these files is saved in the %TEMP% folder (user temporary folder) and can be manually 
restored if necessary. 

General 
 

Fatal error at installation startup (SPR #61803) 

Under some circumstances, depending on the operating system and the installed versions of 
the .Net frameworks, a fatal error of the setup process could occur. 

Installation 
 

Automatic installation of IIS pre-requisites 

The necessary roles and features for Microsoft Internet Information Services (web server) are 
now installed automatically under all supported operating systems except Windows Vista and 
Windows Server 2008. 
The online help still describes the necessary components, but you no longer need to care about 
the IIS installation before launching the PcVue installation (unless you are using Windows Vista 
or Windows Server 2008). 

Web Server Extensions 
 

Web Server installation failure on Windows Server 2008 SP2 x64 (SPR 
#60940) 

Due to the IIS configuration checking, the installation process failed under Windows Server 
2008 SP2 x64 if at least one of the Web Server Extension was selected. 

Web Server Extensions 
 

IIS pre-requisites for the WebScheduler (SPR #62191, 61525) 

The detection and installation of some IIS features necessary for the WebScheduler were not 
properly handled (WCF/HTTP activation for .svc handling), causing error 405 at runtime (no 
schedule found). 

WebScheduler 
 



 

 

 

8. Security 

Digital signature 

Installation packages and the installed binary files are now digitally signed, including files with 
extension .msi, .mst, .cab, .exe, .dll... 

General 
 

OpenSSL library updated 

The OpenSSL library has been updated to version 1.0.1s (01-Mar-2016). 

Security 
 



 

 

 

9. Other fixes & enhancements 

SPR #17094, 59080, 59263, 59326, 59562, 59637, 60251, 60391, 60392, 
60393, 60399, 60571, 60572, 60594, 61009, 61024, 61026, 61028, 
61029, 61041, 61126, 61204, 61224, 61241, 61247, 61323, 61386, 
61470, 61471, 61497, 61551, 61572, 61598, 61604, 61639, 61707, 
61713, 61726, 61817, 61877, 61901, 61918, 61938, 62020, 62052, 
62053, 62067, 62071, 62111 

 

SPR #15807, 60630, 60642, 60706, 60734, 60788, 60833, 60835, 60845, 
60850, 60852, 60855, 60860, 60880, 60883, 60904, 60949, 60952, 
60990, 60991, 60992, 60999, 61042, 61049, 61056, 61061, 61094, 
61096, 61115, 61147, 61155, 61172, 61178, 61179, 61180, 61181, 
61184, 61185, 61186, 61190, 61192, 61193, 61205, 61206, 61250, 
61262, 61266, 61271, 61275, 61301, 61304, 61404, 61415, 61450, 
61526, 61527, 61562, 61577, 61591, 61600, 61601, 61621, 61634, 
61667, 61688, 61771, 61841, 61850, 61873, 61919, 61960, 62002, 
62097, 62118, 62119, 62190 

Other versions: 11.1 Update 

SPR #59993, 60663, 60709, 60725, 60803, 60813, 60816, 60826, 60846, 
60874, 60928, 60975, 60979, 60985, 61014, 61017, 61047, 61107, 
61165, 61171, 61188, 61219, 61278, 61341, 61607, 61665, 61695, 
61708, 61808, 61904, 61927, 61988, 62101 

Other versions: 11.1 Update, 11.0 
Update 

SPR #60817, 61057 Other versions: 11.1 Update, 11.0 
Update, 10.0SP2_Update 

SPR #60958, 61208 Other versions: 11.1 Update, 11.0 
Update, 10.0SP2_Update, 
10.0SP1_Update 

SPR #60943 Other versions: 9.0SP3, 11.1 
Update, 11.0 Update, 
10.0SP2_Update 



 

 

 

III. Known Issues 

[Fixed] Regression causing a memory leak related to alarm counters 
updates 

A memory leak was introduced in version 11.2.06066. It affects version 11.2.06066 and 
11.2.06067 and occurs independently from the features in use and the amount of data in the 
project. 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06068] 

Alarms 
11.2.06066 

Upgrade Potential behavior change for alarm syntheses (SPR #67799, 
66701, 60594) 

Starting with version 11.2 Release, by default, new alarm synthesis items created with the 
Application Explorer or the XML Generic Import do not take the population filter into account. 
This change was not introduced for alarm syntheses created with the Application Architect, 
leading to the following potential issues if your project includes populations and alarm 
syntheses created based on templates and instances with the Application Architect: 

• If you have migrated or are migrating a project from version 11.1 or earlier to version 
11.2 or 12, you should check with the Application Explorer that alarm syntheses are 
configured to fit your requirements (take into account or ignore population). If 
configuration does not fit, reverse the value of the 'Take population filter into account' 
using the Application Architect and proceed with a full synchronization. 

• Do the same verification and configuration changes if your project was once migrated 
to 11.2 (earlier than 11.2.06094), and is now being migrated to 11.2.06094 or later. 

• Do the same verification and configuration changes if your project was once migrated 
to 12 (earlier than 12.0.16), and is now being migrated to 12.0.16 or later. 

• In all cases, pay particular attention to alarm syntheses created with version 11.2 and 
12, as it is likely that the population filter property is not applied as it used to be with 
earlier versions. 

You are not impacted by this issue if you do not use population filtering in your project, or if 
alarm syntheses are not created based on application modeling with the Application Architect. 

Configuration 
Environments.Application 
Architect 
11.2.06094 

[Fixed] BACnet Trend Logs 

The retrieval of Trend Logs is not complete when the BACnet driver needs to execute multiple 
ReadRange requests. 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06010] 

At startup and upon reconnection, a first value is stored in the archives based on the values 
available via the Data Sharing services (real time values) while only records for Trend Log 
objects should be used. This issue will be fixed in a later update. 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06020] 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
Other versions: 11.2 Update 

[Fixed] Reading BACnet property value (SPR #62197) 

Reading a property value from the Mapping Editor does not always work the first time. 

Under some circumstances, after the first read, the value will not show up in the property grid. 
You will need to close the Mapping Editor and then re-open it for the property grid to be 
updated correctly. 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06010] 

Data Acquisition.BACnet 
11.2.05001 



 

 

Reports not processed in case of large datasets 

Reports are not handled properly when associated to a dataset with more than 150 members. 

The issue is fixed in Maintenance Release 12.0.8 and there is no plan to fix it in version 11.2 
update. 

Data Acquisition.IEC 61850 
11.2.06082 

Supported operating systems for the KNX Add-on 

The KNX add-on is only supported on the following operating systems, with the exclusion of any 
virtual environment: 

• Windows 7 SP1 (x64), 

• Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 (x64). 

Data Acquisition.KNX 
11.2.05001 

Supported operating systems for the LNS data acquisition driver (SPR 
#68507) 

The LNS data acquisition driver is only supported on the following operating systems: 

• Windows 7 SP1 (x64), 
• Windows 8.1 (x64), 

• Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 (x64), 

• Windows Server 2012 (x64). 

Data Acquisition.LNS 
11.2.05001 

[Fixed] Csv Data Export failure (SPR #61901) 

When using the ad'hoc export or data export via SCADA Basic, a first attempt to generate a Csv 
file having the mode Cancel enabled will fail if the folder associated to the Data Export does not 
exist (where the folder should be created and the Csv file generated successfully). 
If the folder exists, the generation will be canceled as directed by the Mode configuration. 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06010] 

Data Export 
11.2.05001 

Statistical data when using "Log only alarm on/off changes in log lists" 
(SPR #64469, 63324) 
Log pages statistics are not properly handled when the project setting Archives.Log only alarm 
on/off changes in log lists is activated. In particular, the behavior is not fully consistent 
depending on the type of archive unit (HDS or Proprietary). 

Data Export 
11.2.06066 

Operating system zoom level 

There is a series of issues when the operating system zoom level is different from 100%. 
In particular, you will encounter buttons overlapping and other rendering issues in various 
areas including the HMI, viewers and the Application Explorer's dialog boxes. 
The higher the zoom level is, the more severe the rendering issues are. As a workaround, 
keeping the zoom level at 100% and reducing the screen resolution instead of setting a higher 
zoom level will minimize the rendering issues you may encounter. 

General 
11.2.05001 

[Fixed] Browsing rights documentation (SPR #15975) 

The online help has not been updated to reflect the evolution related to the fact that the 
browsing rights defined at the profile level now affects the ability for a user to browse the 
variable address space when using the Web Services Toolkit. The online help topic only 
mentions the OPC clients connected to the PcVue OPC Server. 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06048] 

General.Documentation 
11.2.05001 



 

 

[Fixed] Regression when using AD integration 
A regression has been identified that affect version 11.2.06058 and later updates. 
When using Active Directory integration for user authentication, PcVue failed to authenticate 
users if the domain name includes an extension (such as mydomain.com). 
A fix has been prepared and will be available in a next update. 
A workaround to this issue consists in leaving the domain name empty in the project settings. 
This workaround cannot be applied if users who authenticate do not belong to the same 
domain as the computer from which they authenticate (the computer running PcVue client 
stations). In such a case, the project setting cannot be left empty and the coming fix will need 
to be applied. 
 
[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06064] 

General.User management 
11.2.06063 

[Fixed] Fatal error at startup with HDS archive unit (SPR #66718) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error occurs at startup when using HDS archive unit. 
Using this version is not recommended. 

[Fixed in 11.2.06090]  

Historical data 
11.2.06089 

[Fixed] Upgrade of HDS table schema 

With version 11.2, length of associated labels and event titles can be up to 255 characters long 
(was 40). 
This change affects the schema of HDS trend tables (column AssocLabel), and HDS log tables 
(columns AssocLabel and EvtTitle). 

The change in table schema is done automatically at startup if the size of the database is less 
than 10 Gb. 
If the size is higher, the traces ask you to run the migration script. 

The issue is that the migration script, as supplied with the installation package, was not 
updated to reflect this change in column size. In addition, this script may no longer be required 
in a future update. 

If you have an urgent need for migrating your project from an earlier version, to successfully 
start the HDS shipped with version 11.2, you will need to: 

• Alter the AssocLabel column of Log an Trend tables to type it nvarchar(255) (was 
nvarchar(40)), 

• Alter the EvtTitle column of Log tables to type it nvarchar(255) (was nvarchar(40)), 

• Change the value of DBVersion and set it to 3 (was 2 for versions earlier than 11.2). 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06010] 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06030] - The scripts in earlier updates were still incorrect. 

Historical data 
11.2.05001 

Png image support 

As implemented in this version, .Png transparency is not supported when printing mimics 
including such images. 

HMI 
11.2.05001 

Log viewer contextual windows and LINESELECT 

Restriction: If contextual windows are used on the log viewer macro-animation, then the 
LINESELECT mode cannot be used. 

HMI.Log viewer 
11.2.05001 



 

 

[Fixed] Uninstallation issue on Windows 10 (SPR #62343) 

There is a known issue when you uninstall PcVue from Start>Settings>System>Apps & Features. 
If only one version of PcVue is installed, the uninstallation will fail and rollback. 
To successfully uninstall PcVue under Windows 10, you should use the Programs & Features 
tools accessible from the classic Control Panel: Press Windows key + X, select Control Panel and 
then Programs & Features. 

[Edit: Fixed by Microsoft in Windows 10 Anniversary Update (version 1607)] 

Installation 
11.2.05001 

Issue when using multiple NICs 

An issue has been detected during the qualification phase in a situation where the network is 
lost due to a disconnection on PcVue station’s PC Ethernet card. If a PC has more than one 
Network Interface Card (NIC), such a disconnection on one of the NIC causes a loss of all 
communication channels, even the one(s) associated with the other NIC(s). The following 
configurations can be impacted: 

• Bi-medium networking configurations, 

• Redundant TCP networks with field devices, 
• Any similar network configuration where communication load is shared among 2 or 

more NICs. 

This issue does not occur when the disconnection is at the network infrastructure level (switch) 
or the device side. Investigations will be started to fix this issue. 

Miscellaneous 
11.2.05001 

[Fixed] Potential memory leak in Networking with mixed PcVue 
versions (SPR #67867) 

Under some circumstances, while migrating a project, a memory leak occurs on a data 
acquisition server if it runs a version greater than or equal to 11.2.6086 and communicates with 
a client station running with version 12.0.15 or lower. The leak occurs at each restart of a client 
station, and its size is proportional to the number of variable subscriptions sent by the client 
station to the server station (250 bytes per subscription - typically a leak of 2.5 MB for 10 000 
variables at each restart of a client station). 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06094 - The leak is fixed whatever version 12 build is running on the client 
station] 
[Edit: Fixed in 12.0.16 - The leak is fixed whatever version 11.2 build is running on the serve 
station] 

Networking 
11.2.06094 

[Fixed] Instruction BUFTOEXCEL - FileMode APPEND (SPR #68266) 

The online help about the instruction BUFTOEXCEL with FileMode APPEND is inaccurate. It 
indicates that the characters from the memory buffer are appended to the end of the sheet 
where it actually fills the cells starting on the first line of the Excel sheet if it exists. 

Starting with version 12, the FileMode APPEND behaves as expected by appending new lines at 
the end of the sheet (if it exists), and a new FileMode MERGE is available that behaves as the 
FileMode APPEND in version 11.2 by merging new lines over the existing cells in the sheet. 

[Fixed in 12.0.7] 

Scripting.SCADA Basic 
11.2.06097 
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